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II. TRIBES, CLANS AND FAMILIES

The problem of the social structure at Palmyra has already been met by many authors

who have focused their interest mainly to the study of the tribal organisation'. In dealing

with this subject, it comes natural to attempt a distinction amongst the so-called tribes or

family groups, for they are so well and widely attested. On the other hand, as shall be

seen, it is not easy to define exactly what a tribe or a clan meant in terms of structure and

size and which are the limits to take into account in trying to distinguish them.

At the heart of Palmyrene social organisation we find not only individuals or

families but tribes or groups of families, in any case groups linked by a common (true or

presumed) ancestry. The Palmyrene language expresses the main gentilic grouping with

phd2 , for which the Greek corresponding word is ØuAi in the bilingual texts. The most

common Palmyrene formula is: dynwpbd biiyx... 'who is from the tribe of', where

sometimes the word phd is omitted. Usually, the term bny introduces the name of a

tribe that either refers to a common ancestor or represents a guild as the Ben Komarê, lit.

'the Sons of the priest' and the Benê Zimrâ, 'the sons of the cantors' 3 , according to a

well-established Semitic tradition of attaching the guilds' names to an ancestor, so that we

have the corporations of pastoral nomads, musicians, smiths, etc. 4 Only the tribes

See MJ. Rostovtzeff, Une nouvelle lnscnption caiavaiuère de Palmyre", Berytus 2(1935) 143-145; D.
Schiumberger, "Les quatre tribus de Palmyre", Syria 48 (1971) 121 133; 0. Garbini, "Divinità,
confrateriute, tnbü a Palmira", MON 18 (1968, 74-78; J. Teixidor, "Cultes tribaux et religion civique a
Palmyre", RI-JR 197 (1980), 277-287. J.T. Mihk, J)édicaces failes par des dieux (Palmyre, Haira, Tyr) el
les thiases sémiliques a l'époque romaine, was the first to approach the Palmyrene material in a more
comprehensive way laying the bases for a prosopograplucal study and M. Gawhkowski, Palmyre VI, p.26

-41 who made an attentive distinction between 'real' and 'false' tribes.
2	 term is of Arabic origin J1bO see Cantjneau, Gra,nmaire, p. 101 and 150 and DNWSI905-X)6.

We find a similar example in the sacerdolal tribe of Levi, where the term lêwI came to signify 'priest' (lit
'the one who is allowed into the sacred precinct'), see R. de Vaux, "Lévites minéns et Lévites israelites", in
Lex iva Veritas, Trier, 1961, p. 265-273; see also Haran, Temples, p.58-131.
4 See Gn. 4,20-21 and Philon of Byblos (Eus., P.E. 110, 11) that attributes an ancestor to the fishermen and
the hunters (Halieus and Agreus). For the phoemco-punic world see, M. Sznycer, "Les noms dc metier et de
function" in Chypre. La vie quolidienne de l'Antiquiié a nos fours, Pans 1985, p. 79-86.
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introduced by the word phd or ØvA%i should safely be considered as such; they are now

counted to the number of fourteen .

The whole group of Palmyrene tribes constituted 'the Assembly of the whole

Palmyrenes', the base of the political organisation in the 1st c. AD 6. The executive

officials of the municipality, the -'rkwn '- yv: were chosen amongst the aristocratic

members of the tribes7 . Among the tribes we find very old and more recent ones. In the

2nd c. AD, a reduction in number of the tribes possibly occurred; only four tribes began

to be attested, as consequence of the administrative reform in Roman times, each of

which was attached to its own sanctuary. A bilingual inscription from the temple of

BaalshamIn dated as early as 132 AD speaks of four sanctuaries 8, which very likely

means that, at the time, the four tribes already represented the entire city. The four tribes,

whose names are not given in the inscriptions, are first attested in 171 AD 9. An implicit

mention of the four tribes is already found in a text of the first half of the 2nd c. AD

where four statues were erected in the Agora in honour of Soados' 0. They are, it would

seem, an artificial social creation, the result of the desire to put some order in the

municipal government, previously represented by a larger number of tribes that were

difficult to organize or to keep together". On the other hand, it is impossible to imagine

that all the others disappeared: most likely the tribes were reorganized, from a social and

religious point of view, under the four main groups. The designation of the tribe becomes

rare in the first half of the 2nd c. AD and disappears completely in the 3rd c. AD.

Nonetheless we still fmd the Komar tribe attested in 182 and 198 AD, the Zabdibôl tribe

Due to M. Gawlikowski, Palmyre Vi, p. 31-41 and Milik, p. 16-40, the number of the nearly fifty tribes
previously recognized has been drastically reduced.
6 mv IX, 12(25 AD): gbl tthnry 'klhn - fl&qIupTvwv & 8ioc, mentioned with the 'treasurers' 'jzw
'izn-'- ol. àpyuporoi{at and mv IX, 8(51 AD). Cf. also Fvner, Histoire, p.12.

7 BS 34. See also Pahnyre, p.41 and M. Gawhkowski, Palmyre VI, p. 43.
8 C. Dunant, Mu 13 (1956) 216=BS 45. Four statues are erected to honour the well-known chief of
caravans SctadO in the temple of Zeus (BaalshaniIn), the Holy Ganlen (Aglibôl and Malakbel), the temple
of Ares (ArsU) and the temple of Atargatis. For the identification of the four temples, see D. Schiumberger,
Syria 48(1971) 127-128, M. Gawhkowski, Pal,nyre VI, p.48-52 and M. Gawlikowski, ANRW, 18.4, 1990,
p. 2647-2650.

Tadinorea II, 20: 'rb pbdy'- ai Tfaaapcc 4uAaL Regarding the names of the tribes we know from
the Inscriptions that the Bené Ma'aziyân had under their care the temple of BaalshamIn, the Bené Komaré
had the temple of cAglibol and Malakbel whilst the Benë Mattabol were attached to the cult of Arsü.
'0 Mouterde-Poidebard,Syria 12(1931) 107.
11 This opinion already expressed by Milik, p. 30 and M. Gawlikowski, Palmyre VI, p. 47 finds an
opposition in J. Teixidor, Pantheon, p. 36 who thinks that the sanctuaries represented an istitution in the
Paimyrene life that could not be artificially created.
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in 179 AD and the Mattabôl tribe in 159 AD. The H atrai tribe is last mentioned in 128

AD and the Attar tribe in 179 AD.

ThE PALMYRENE TRIBES

THE GADDIBOL TRIBE, bny gdbwl - oi rao&tAioi.

This tribe must be an autochthonous one, since the theophorous element is represented by

the local deity Bôl' 2. A certain Zabdibôl son of Baaih 11 built the temple of Be! and

Yarh ibôl in the year 32 BC, at Dura-Europos. Another offered an altar to Elqonerac -

Poseidon in 39 AD. A woman, Baaltagâ daughter of BelsOrl married to Bonnê, a

member of the Sacat family of the Benê MItâ (see below no.17), is attested in a

foundation text and she is said to belong to this tribe. In the sanctuary of Bel, the Benê

Gaddibôl erected a statue in 108 AD to a certain Aqqaih who contributed to the erection

of cultual buildings at Palmyra and Vologaesias.

-32BC,ID, 1: dymnbnygdybwl.

-39 AD, Tadmorea 111,31: dy mu phd bny [gd]ybwl.

-52 AD, Rodinson, Syria 27(1950)137-138: dy mn pid bny gdybwl.

- 108 AD, CIS 3917=lnv IX, 15: bny gdybwl - oi ra6o€43iSxo.

THE ZABUD TRIBE, bny zbwd

The name of the tribe is an anthroponym of Aramaic origin with the meaning of

'bestowed' 13. The tribe is only attested once with certainty. The family cAtehzâ of the

Benê Zabüd is an old family, going back to approx. 120 BC.

-24 AD, mv IX, 7: [dy] mn bny zbwd.

-51 AD, CIS 3923=Inv IX, 8: dy mn bny zb[wd] or zb[dbwl].

THE ZIMRA TRIBE, buy zmr' 14

12 Bo1 is only attested at Palmyra and he is more ancient compaied to Bel that must have reached the oasis
in a relatively more recent times. But it is worth noting that the ancestor of the most ancient Palmyrene
family (150 BC ca.) bears the name Yedlbel.
13 Cf. WSB 128 and PL4P 111.
14 M. Gawlikowski, Palmyre W, p. 35 denves the name from the root dur'to guard' whilst Milik, p. 55
proposes zwnmârê 'cantors and musicians'.
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This is another tribe that takes its name alter a profession. Two members of this tribe

made an offering of a hammanâ 15 to Sadrafâ and Duanat. The family of these two

generous people is known as AbbanIt, attested as early as 100 BC. In fact here the

gentilic 'Palmyrene' is attested twice, a fact that comfirms the antiquity of the family and

probably of the tribe as well. The most recent attestation of this family is in 83 AD, with

the foundation of the tower tomb no.5 1 of YamlikO in the Valley of Tombs.

- 30/31 AD, InvX, 145=Starcky, Syria 26(1949)43-53: mn phd bny zmi'.

THE HATRAL TRIBE, bny htiy

The name I-Iatrai is attested many times as personal name. It must be here the gentilic

'the one from Hatra', 'the Hatraean', as the final yod clearly shows, which has become a

personal name. This is very likely a foreign tribe at Palmyra and its meaning is 'the Sons

of the Hatraean'.

- 128 AD, CIS 4164=Inv IV, 19: dy mn bny htry.

THE KOHENNABU TRIBE, bny khnbw

According to its etymology the Benê Kohennabft do not represent a personal name but

the name of a sacerdotal office 'the tribe of the priest of Nabfl' 16 The cult of Aglibôl

and Malakbel is under their care as the inscriptions show it. The priests of Bel erected a

statue to Garimai son of Nabüzabad, member of this tribe.

-44 BC, InvXI, 100: dy mn phd bny khnbw.

-50 AD Ca., InvXl, 83=Milik, p.3 1: bny khnbw.

THE KOMARE TRIBE, bny kmr' - 4uMc Xopaprvuv or 4uArjc XWVaTWV

The Benê Komarê 'the tribe of priests' has two transcriptions in Greek. One is the

correspondant Aopap;'&i' from kinr and the other is X.wir&,' that has the same

is normally translated as 'sanctuary', but its meaning is 'place of cult', see Milik, p. 306-3m; V. Fritz,
BN 15(1981)9-20 and H.J.W. Drijvers, JSS 33(1988) 165-180.
16 Assuming that the name is formed by the word k/in 'priest' together with the theonym NabU, the
vocalisation of the first element is based on the Greek translation Kônei(tôn), for which see the next entry.
Milik, p.31 and 41 prefers to explain it as 'priests of Bôl', with an apheresis of the last consonant. Cf. M.
Gawlikowski, Palmyre VI, p. 36; Eodem, Syria 51(1974) 94 and E. Lipu ski, FO 24(1987)139. J. Starcky
in Sludi Levi Della Vida, 1956, p. 515 explains the presence of KHNBW as an Arabic influence and he
vocalizes it KahinnabO.
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meaning of 'priest' but it is derived from the synonymous khn 17• One member of this

tribe erected buildings to Hertâ and other deities and another offered a temple to Bet and

Yarh ibôl at Dura Europos. Futhermore, in a number of inscriptions the Benê Komarê

made offerings together with Aglibol and Malakbel and must have been a sort of

administrators of the sanctuary of the two gods. Four important families belong to the

Benê Komarê: Sakaibel (mid-ist c. BC to mid-2nd c. AD), Haa (beginning of the 1st

BC to mid-ist AD), Aggodom (mid-ist c. BC to the 2nd c. AD) and Aidaan (mid-Ist c.

BC to 2nd c. AD). A priest of the Sakaibel family was honoured with a statue for

building the temple of the gods Bet, Yarh ibôl and Aglibôl and its sanctuaries in 32 AD.

MalkIl of the Haa family received honours from the tradesmen of Babylon because of

his contribution, in 24 AD, to the construction of the temple of Be!; his brother Haa was

honoured for settling peace between the Benê Komaré and the Benê Mattabôl. The Iaa

family must have been an important group as they erected two statues, in the sanctuary of

Be!, to Habbâ son of Bageul and to his son Bages1 (mv IX, 33-34) and they are

mentioned in two tesserae (RTP 93, 457). The Firmôn family, of the phylê Chôneitai

identified with the Bené Komarè, is attested down to the year 182 AD and goes back to

the 2nd half of the 1St C. BC.

-4 BC, CIS 4112: [dy mn] bny kmr'.

- 6 BC, Tadinorea II, 17: dy mn bny kmr'.

- 17 BC, CIS 3969=InvXI, 84: bny kmr'.

-32 BC, JD, 1: dy mn bny kmr'.

- Beginning 1st c. AD, InvXI, 85: bny krnr'.
- Beginning 1st c. AD, InvXJ, 86: [dy] mn bny kinr'.
-21 AD, mv IX, 13: bny kmr.

- 24 AD, mv IX, 11: dy mn bny kmr - 4)uA1c Xotapvuiv.

-25 AD, mv IX, 12: dy ma bny kmr' - 4uAi Xoapvcv.

- 28129 AD, mv IX, 9=CIS 3922: dy mini bny kmr'.
-45 AD, mv IX, 1=Tadmorea I, 1: dy mn bny kmr.
-67 AD, mv IV, 7 a: dy mn phz bny kmr' - uxiç Xoiapvuv.

- 1221123 AD, RSP 160: bny km[r] - [X]oj.tapiivot.
- 182 AD, Ingholt, Berytus 3 (1936) 109: 4)uXl)c XLOVELTuV.

- 198 AD, Ingholt, Syria 13 (1932) 278-289 (Greek)+Milik, p.37 (Palm.): bny kmr' -

XuVETUW 4)UX11.

17 Milik, p. 55 identifies the bny khnbw with the bny kmr' since both of them have the same meaning of
'sons of the pnests' and represent a 'professional' tribe.
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-89 AD or 188 AD, RSP 162=Gawlikowski, Syria 47(1970)319-325 no.5: Ebnyl kmr'.

- mv XI, 90: bny kmr'.

THE KNBT TRIBE, bny knbt18

The name is of unknown origin. The founder of the tower no. 67 of Hairan, of the Baâ

family, belonged to this tribe. The family Baâ goes back to the beginning of the 1st c.

AD and it is attested down to the 3rd c. AD. Three tombs were in its possession, the nos.

21,67 and 68, the last founded in 83 AD.

-33 AD, CIS 41 14=lnv IV, 4 a: mn phd bny knbt.

THE MGRT-(MAGERENON) TRIBE, bny mgrt - ct)uArlc MaTcpr1v3v'9

Two people from the MGRT tribe, offered a bmmaâ and an altar to Sama. The

tessera is for a banquet in honour of Bel.

-59 AD, CIS 4120: 4uAç Maycpvv.

-85 AD, CIS 3978: dy mn phd bny mgrt.

- RTP 105: bny mgrt.

THE MITA TRIBE, bny myt' - c)uAi'jç Mthiv6iv2°

The tribe is probably named alter the name of the ancestor, even if in the only case where

the name recurs as a personal name, it is not certain. At least five family groups are part

of the tribe. Two very old families go back to the beginning of the 1st c. BC, namely the

Auai and the Saat families. To the Auai, still attested as late as 250 AD, are attributed

the building of two tombs (9 BC) and the offering of a portico to Bôlastor. The second

family, the Saat, includes a symposiarch, a president of the Senate in charge in 137 AD,

and a public figure known for his generosity and honoured by the priests of Bel as such.

A member of the LaqIü family received honours from the Senate in 84 AD, which

represents the latest mention of the Benê MItâ. A woman of the Atenatan family,

18 A. Alt, Zwischen Heliopolis und Palmyra u in Festschrift 0. Eissfeldl, 1947, p.7-12 discussed the ethnic
rii' XcYJ'a?&z [...J, found in two rnscnptions from Nazalâ, modern Qaiyatein. Milik, p. 88 considers the

bny knbt and of tvt'g&z [O'v(] the same tnbe. The two inscnptions from Nazalâ are, IGLS 2698-2699.
19 4Iik, p. 305-306 identifies the bny mgr: with the uArc Maycprjvuw of C!S 4120.
20 See RTP, p. 174 and PNPI 94 on the etimology of the name MitA from the Arabic izz.ijy'tender'.
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married to a man of the Benê Maziyân, dedicated a column to BaalshamIn in 52 AD.

The Zabdâ Rabbâ family recorded the construction of a tomb in 56 AD, and one of its

members was a priest. The archers of the Benê MItâ made a dedication to the god

Yarhibôl of the Spring at Dura-Europos.

-9 BC, mv IV, 28: dy mn bny myt'.

- 10/11 AD, Ascad Gawlikowski, Semitica 41-42 (1991-92) 163- 172: dy mn bny myt'.

- 48/49 AD, Cantineau, Syria 12(1931) 130-132 no.!!: [dy mn phd] bny myv.

-52AD,BS, 11: dymnbntmyt'.

-52 AD, Rodinson, Syria 27(1950)137-138: dy mn phd bny myV - 4)uArc

Ma8rv6iv - phyles Mithenon.

-56 AD, CIS 4116: dy mn phd bny myt'.

-56 AD, mv JX, 20: dy mn bny myt' - 4uXrc Mtevu)v.

-57 AD, CIS 4119: dy mn phd bny myt'.

-84 AD, Tadmorea III, 29: dy mn bny myt'.

- Tadmorea 1,9: dy mn p[hdj bny myt'.

- ID, 33: bny myV.

THE MAZ1YAN TRIBE bny mzyn21

They were in charge of the temple of BaalshamIn and probably owners of it as all the

monuments in the temple were made by people belonging to the tribe. The majority of

inscriptions mentioning the Benê Ma cziyãn comes from the sanctuary of BaaishamIn and

they are attested for the first time in 32 AD and for the last in the year 103/104 AD. We

must recall here three inscriptions reused in foundation T, earlier than the celia of the

temple of Be! built in 32 AD, where the Benê Maziyân are attested. Thus this tribe

might be considered as one of the oldest tribes of Palmyra, since the most ancient

inscription from foundation T is dated to 44 BC. The tribe's mention is most frequent

from 50 AD to 90 AD, the period in which all the major costructions were made by its

members. Thirteen families are attested, but possibly many more belonged to it. The

most ancient family known at Palmyra is the one of YedIcbel (see below no.21). it goes

21 D. Schiumberger, Syria 48(1971) 132 proposes to see in the Bent Ma'ziyan the 4uArc Maycpvttw of
CIS 4120; cf. above note 16. The name MZYN is attested only once as anthroponym, J. Teixidor, Sumer
18 (1962) 63, otherwise introduced by puid biryiz, i The meaning is 'goat-herds' and the Greek
transcnption may be found in CIS 3966 and according to Milik's interpretation, p. 82-8Sis ME [Ja[viivi4
which it is rejected by M. Gawlikowski, RSP 156. Anyhow in favour of it there is one lnscnptlon from the
1-auran, R. Savignac, RB 14(1905) 96. where a MaCa[,J is attested and bdzbamki, LSE, II, p.334 E,
identifies it with the Palmyrene m ezyn. FwThermore, at Dura, a soldier bears the name Mezianus; see Dura,
Final Report V. pap. 30.
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back to the 2nd c. BC and it owned the tomb found on the site of the temple itself. The

onomastics present in the family suggests an Arabic origin, as also the name of the tribe

itself. It may be emphasized that no specific mention of the Benê Maziyân is made in

the inscriptions concerning the YedIbel family (below no.21); however the Fortune of

YedIbel received offerings (together with BaalshamIm, Durahlôn and Rahim) from a

member of the Benê Macziyân. This family group is still attested in 115 AD when an

altar and a stele are dedicated to the goddess Allat. A member of the Raai family was

honoured with five columns because he offered a whole portico in 67 AD to BaalshamIn

and later, around 130/131 AD, another one received honours from the Senate because he

had built, at his own expense, the temple of BaalshamIn. Three brothers of the

BelhazI/BôLhazI family were honoured by the priests of BaalshamIn for the offering of a

portico each in the temple, respectively in the 90 AD and 103/104 AD. The Aakai

family is attested outside the temple (1st c. BC - 225 AD), a statue was erected in 81 AD

to a certain Zabdibôl by the tradesmen of Spasinou Charax. In 225 AD, another member

made a dedication to the Anonymous god. The Qahazan family offered five columns in

the temple in 67 AD. The wife of a person of the Zabdibel family offered a column in 52

AD. The AytIbel family offered in 62(63 AD an altar to BaalshamIn, Durahlôn, Rahim

and the Gad of YedIbel; very likely a member of the family was chosen as archon. Other

altars were offered by the Taimai family in 73 AD. Members of the Gaddâ and Qainü

families received statues by the Benê Maziyan in 61 AD and 32 AD. A person of a

homonym YedI'bel family (see below no.25) was honoured by Allat with the erection of

a statue for his constructions and offerings in 64 AD. A member of the Iyyasâ family was

honoured by Allat and the Benê NuIrbel in 62 AD. A certain MoqImü Maziyãn appears

in an inscription from the Museum of Baghdad dated to mid-2nd c. AD. It is unlikely to

be a personal name, since it would be attested there for the first time and the two

anthroponyms are not separated by the word br 'son'. On the other hand the name is not

introduced by any word of the usual formula used for the tribes (cmn bnj Irny or

nmpbdbnfl etc.).

As we can see the Bené Ma'ziyân are mainly attested in the 1st c. AD, while no other

mention is given after that date. Even if members of the families belonging to the tribe

were still recorded, it did not seem necessary for them to specify their tribe any longer.
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-32 AD, BS 37: dy mn bny nizyn

-49 AD, BS 38: dy mn phd briy mczyn.

-50 AD ca., Tad,norea II, 24: dy mn buy flTitzyn
-52 AD, BS 11: dy mn phd bny mzyn.

-61 AD, BS 39: dy mn bny mzyn

-62 AD, RSP 159: dy mEn] [bn]y mczyn.
- 62/63 AD, BS 23: dy mn bny mczyn.

- MAD, CIS 3966=InvII, 1: dy [bny] npzy
-67 AD, CIS 3983=Inv I, 4BS 13: dy inn bny
-67 AD, BS 1 A-B: dy mn bny niczyn

73 AD, BS 24: dy mn bny mczyn.

-81 AD, CIS 3958=lnv ! 3BS 49: Ibny] nizyn
- 81 AD, mv X, 40: Idly mu bny mzyn.

- 8 1/82 AD, CIS 4197: inn bny nIzyn.

-90 AD, BS 7: dy mn bEny mzyn].

-9OAD,BS4O: dymnbnymzyn

-98AD,BS 41: bnym'zyn.

- 103/104 AD, BS43: bny mzyn.

- BS 34: [bjny mzyn.

- BS 11: [dyl mn bn[y] mzyn.

- mv XI, 88: dy mn buy mzyn.

- InvXJ, 92: dy mu buy mzyn.

- Teixidor, Syria 40(1963) 33-34: mzyn.

THE MAYFABOL TRIBE, bny mtbwl - c1)uAT$c MaaX(€)(v, MaO0auAduv

Mattabôl is a personal name referring to an ancestor. As anthroponym, it is only attested

three times; it is of a good Aramaic type, formed upon the theophorous element Bôl.

From the texts we learn that the Benê Mattabôl had the temple of Arsul 22, built on the

borders of the Palmyrene oasis 23, under their care; this was one of the sanctuaries

attached to the four tribes, representing the four administrative divisions of the Palmyrene

political body. The tribe was of Arabic origin as is shown in one inscription where ArsO

is worshipped together with the deity of Destiny, Qismayâ and the 'daughters of the god'

For the inscnptions showing this binomial, Bent Mattabôl and the god ArsU, see CIS 3975; Asl-
Teixidoc, CR4!, 1985, p.286-293 and AscadGawlIkowski, AAAS 36(1986) 164-171.

first mention of the sanctuaiy of ArsU is in BS 45 and as regards its location that corresponded to the
Hellemstic Palmyra see, D. Van Berchem, PJJP, p. 165-173 and E,. Will, Syria 60(1983) 69-81.
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(Al-Ut, Al-Uzzâ and Manât); it must have changed its name at the moment it became

sedentary and came into contact with other Semitic people 25. It is possible to ascribe

eight family groups to this tribe. The largest are the SokayyI, the BarIkai, the Bar'â, the

Oailat and the Elahâ families. The first ranges from the 1st c. BC to mid-ist c. AD and

its members were responsible for the construction of two tombs, built respectively in 9

AD and in 40 AD (tower of KItôt). The second also is attested from the 1st c. BC down

to the end of the 2nd c. AD, roughly the same period as SokayyI4s family. Its members

were honoured for their contribution to the construction of the temple of Be! by the

tradesmen of Seleucia. One of the members dedicated an altar to Allat and Ars (1. Only

one tomb foundation is recorded. The Barâ is probably the largest and best attested

family of the Mattabôl tribe. Only one inscription referring to an offering to the god Arsfl

preserves the name of the tribe , while all the others are funerary texts. The Balcâ group

also goes back to the 1st c. BC (40 BC ca.). The Oailat family is attested during the 1st-

2nd c. AD and the building of the tower tomb no.149 is due to one of its members. The

Eiahsâ family goes back to the beginning of the 1st c. AD and at least two symposiarchs

come from it; one of them appears in two tesserae and one inscription. The name of this

tribe was preserved till the end of the 2nd c. AD.

-9 AD, CIS 41 13=Inv VIII, 56: dy mn phd bny mtbwl.

- 17 AD, CIS 3925=I,w IX, 6 b: dy mEn phd biny mtbwl - 4wATis' MavOpXdu4vJ.

- 19 AD, CIS 3924=Inv 1X, 6 a: [dy mnj bny mtbw[l] - 4[uXi'c Mav8a]Xdüv.

- 21 AD, mv JX, 13: bny mtb[wl].

-50 AD ca., CIS 3975: dy mn bny mtbwl.

-63 AD, Asad-Teixidor, CRAI, 1985, p. 287: dy mn bny mtbwl.

-89 AD, mv VII, 3=MFP 189-190 no.20: 4[uJX MavOf3f3&tdwv.

- 101 AD, Cantineau, RB 39(1930) 545-547 no.13: dy mn bny mtbwl.

- 159 AD, mv VII, 5 A=Cantineau, RB 39(1930) 523-525 no.! A: dy mn phwz bny

mtbwl.

- 166 AD, CIS 4187=Inv IV, 2: ph[d bn]y m[tbwl].
- 197 AD, Asad-Gawlikowski, AAAS 36(1986)165 no.5: [bny mtb]wI.

- 201 AD, Asad-Gawlikowski, AAAS 36(1986)165 no3: phzh dy mtbwl -

Ma30a13UXüüv 4u)d1.

This is the traditional reading of this divine name in Classical Arabic although the name of the goddess
is spelled MNWT like at Palmyra and its Latin transcnption is Manavat.
25 Cf. AscadTeixidor, CR41, 1985, p. 287,289 and J. Teixidor, SUSR, p 53-55 where the sedentansation
of this tnbe, the trade with Seleucia on the Tigns and the deities worshipped are all discussed.

Asad-Teixidor, CR41, 1985, p. 287.
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- 203 AD, Asad Gawlikowski, AAAS 36(1986)165 no.4: bny mtbwl.

- [203 AD], Asad-Gaw1ikowski, AAAS 36(1986) 164 no.1: 4uX Ma[OaAcv1

- 208 AD, Asad-Gawlikowski, AAAS 36(1986)165 no.2 MaO	 &tücv 4uX.

- 247 AD, Asad-Gaw1ikowski, AAAS 36(1986) 166-167 no.6: MaOa X{uv 4uA.

- 279/280 AD, Asad-Gawlikowski, AAAS 36(1986) 167 nos.7 8: MaOOa 3Xfiv 4uA.
- AscadTeixidor, Syria 62(1985) 274 no3=AAS 32(1982)91 no3: buy mtbwl.

- mv II!, 24: MaOOa Cov 4uX.

THE CAGRUD TRIBE, bny grwd - A'ypou6jvoi.

The name is of unknown origin. The tribe seems to be in relation to the cult of

Be1hamôn as the tesserae also show it. In fact, MoqImui and Yarhibôlâ, members of the

two family groups attested in the tribe, built a temple to Beth amôn and Manawat in the

year 89 AD on the Jebel Muntar. The family ArImâ goes back to the beginning of the

1st c. AD and is not attested later than 89 AD. A single tomb foundation is recorded.

The family MabI is more widely attested and goes back to the end of the 1st c. BC till the

2nd c. AD. Two tesserae mention Salman as chief of a thiasos and two more priests are

present in the family. Other people of the family were in charge of important offices.

One was president of the Senate, another was a messanger to the king of Susa, Worôd and

others were honoured by the tradesmen and members of caravans for their help. The tribe

is last attested in 89 AD.

-81 AD, InvX, 131: bny grwd - Aypou6ijvot.

- Tadmorea I, 12 B=Inv Vi!!, 71: dy [mn] phd b[ny] grwd.

-InvX!,73: dymnbny'grwd.

- RTP 99 bny 'grwd.

- RTP 213: blhmwn and gd 'grwd.

- RTP 224: gd grwd.

THE 'AlTAR TRIBE, bny qr

The name, in this form, is not present in Palmyrene onomastics. It may be found in

compound names. This tribe is attested only from the foundation text of a bypogeum.

27 For the 'Bel of the Mt. Amanus', the transcnptxon Belhamôn has to be definetely adopted, since in a
Latin inscnption from Sarmisegetuza we find Bebellahamon (115 4341). The Latin Hammon/Ammon and
the Greek Aqtwv normally transcnbe the Egyptian god Ammon, see E. Lpi1 ski, in Studia Phoenicia IV, p.
321 note 55.

InPNP! 108, we find 'trwry
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The name, according to Milik, represents the first element of the divine name 'tr 'th,

Atargatis 29. Note that in the onomastics of this family the name of the deity Ateh seems

to be quite popular.

-179 AD, mv IV, 14: [dy] mn phd bny tr.

THE S MR['/Y?] TRIBE, bny mif'/y?]

The name of this tribe is not attested as personal name, but on two tesserae we find a

close form of it, that is SMR and SM'[R]Y31. A certain Taimacamad son of Neâ was

honoured with a statue. Unfortunately the inscription is broken and neither a full

affiliation nor a date are left.

- mv JX, 16: dy mn phd bny

THE ROMAN TRIBES

THE CLAUDIA TRIBE, kidy' / 'kidy - uMc KXau&ó6oc

The Claudia tribe is introduced, in the Greek version of a bilingual text, by the term ØuA

that normally designates a tribe, whilst the Palmyrene does not give any transcription of

it. A specific problem concerns the meaning that has to be attached to the designation

4uXfjç KXau&áôoc. Milik's hypothesis is to view the tribe Claudia as a foreign social

group32. It is to be noted on this part, however, that all the members of this tribe bear

pure Palmyrene names. A different hypothesis brought forth by M. Gawlikowski is to

consider it either as an authochtonous tribe named after the emperors Claudius or Nero33

or as resulting from the administrative reform introduced by Nero or probably Daudius3.

The Claudia tribe is attested together with two more Roman tribes, the Fabia and the

Sergia. The names of the Fabia and Sergia tribes are used following the model of Latin

inscriptions, where the name of the tribe is expressed by an adjective and takes its place

Mihk, p. 30.
30 fffP 585.
31 RiP 706
32 Sec Milik, p. 259-261 who surmises an origin from a Greek-Roman city of Syria or Palestine.
33 Cf. M. Gawlikowski, Palmyre VI, p.40 and D. Schiumberger, Syria 48(1971)123.

See M. Gawlikowski, Pabnyre VI, p.45 and 47.
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after the first surname35 and where the term ØuAif although omitted is very likely

implied; thus the Palmyrene text emulates the Latin formula by adding the name of the

Roman tribe directly after the patronymic. Most probably these Roman tribes,

recognized as such, did not require to be introduced by the word phd because they were

not considered actual tribes but referred to Roman citizenship, accorded by Roman

imperators to the most distinguished Palmyrene citizens. We do not believe, in the case

of the phylê Claudia, that we are dealing with a local tribe that has took on a new name

after Claudius or Nero but more likely with citizens who were honoured for military or

commercial reasons, by Roman citizenship. Thus, the reason for which the Palmyrene

texts omit any translation of ØvA ' was because the Claudia, Fabia and Sergia tribes were

not regarded as such, but corresponded to a kind of honorary title.

The transcription of the name Claudia, KLDY' / 'KLDY, is also found in five further

inscnptions (see below): KLDY' is treated like other Roman tribes as the SRGY'

(Sergia); while 'KLDY is a nisbe with a prosthetic 'aleph. It is not surprising to find

different transcriptions for a name that was not local. H. Ingholt proposed to see in

them the word for 'Chaldean' or 'fortune-teller', but this does not seem very likely as in

the inscriptions we never find any mention to this kind of profession.

To the Claudia tribe belongs Malkü son of MoqImfl, son of Bôlbarak of the Haumal

family (see below no.49). The Bôlhâ, BeisfIr and Bôrrefâ families also belong to this

tribe (see below nos.99, 331 and 559).

- 79/80 AD, mv VII, 6: 4uXrlc KXau&á6oç.

- lugholt, Berytus 1(1934)38-40 no.4: kldy'.

- Sabeh, AAS 3 (1953) 24-26 no.4: 'kldy.

- CIS 4357: kldy'.

- CIS 4358: 'kldy.

- CIS 4359: 'kidy.

THE FABIA TRIBE, 4afa37

35 see R Cagnat, Cours dépigraphie kuine, Pans 1914, p. 61-64, where ills specified that the indication
of tnbe under Caracalla had completely lost any meaning and it bad almost disappeared; cf. also G.C.
Susim, Epigrafia roniana, p. 105 and i.E. Sandys, Latin Epigraphy, p. 217-218.

H. lngholt, &rytiLs 1(1934)38-40.
37 This must be the tribe of Augustus or Caligula (Caius Julius Caesar Germanicus). This represents the
oldest Roman citizenship, see D. Schiumberger, BEO 9(1943) 53,66.
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Gaius Julius Hairan son of Elahbel, of the Elahbel family belongs to this tribe (see below

no.63).

- 1O8AD,InvX, 129: aI3{a.

THE SERGIA TRIBE, srgy' -

The Sergia seems to be the most popular tribe at Palmyra and within it are inscribed

different families. Four families belong to the Sergia tribe: Elahbel, Abgar, M. Ulpius

MaIkü and Acilius MoqImfl families (see below nos.63, 129, 568 and 570). M. Ulpius

Malkü and M. Ulpius Yarhai received their gentilics from Trajan (Marcus Ulpius

Traianus) or from his father who was legatus of Syria. We do not know why they

received the Roman citizenship but most likely they obtained it for military and

commercial reasons.

- mv IX, 24: Ecpya.

- InvX, 108: 2cpy(a.

-InvX, 109: EcpyCa.

- InvX, 128: cpya.

- InvX, 130: srgy' - Zcpy(a.

- Seyrig, Syria 20(1939) 320-321 no.25: EEpyCa. The name in the iscription is lost and

only his patronimic is left, [lion 1Xou MXou.

INTERMEDIATE SOCIAL GROUPINGS

We have seen how the Greek is consistent in transcribing the Palmyrene phd with the

word ØuAi. Only once we find yóo^ which in fact does not translate pbdbut the

Palmyrene correspondant bny. This double use would seem to recognize a specific

difference in terminology, which was noticed as such. As is well known, the Greek ØuAI7

was used by Greek authors to express the Roman tribus and the Greek yó'octo express

the Roman gens. We do not have to apply the same criteria at Palmyra, but it is obvious

that social groups were divided into categories, nor can it be regarded as a simple chance

that at least twice yát,chas been preferred to ØuAi. There must have been a clear

distinction between the two terms. Furthermore, it may be argued that the few

The Sergia tnbe is the one of the Emperor Hadnan who must have given citizenship to Palmyrenes, see
H. Seyrig, Syria 22(1941) 227-229.
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occurrences of genos can be explained by the restricted place in public life of groups less

important than the tribes, so that they had little place in the official inscriptions. The

majority of these Benê are attested in the tesserae. At Palmyra, we find the name of an

ancestor not only introduced by phdbut also by bny 'Sons of. It is difficult to believe

that all the names introduced by bny correspond to real tribes. They must represent the

descendants of an ancestor of a family who is not necessarily the most remote and ancient

founder of the family itself. To the Benê MItâ belong a certain 'Atenatan called Bar

Saat' , this appellation represents the ancestor from which the whole family derives its

name. The father of this Atenatan is Taimai the Palmyrene. Now in the tesserae we find

the Gad Taimai, 'the Fortune of Taimai' (the tutelar god of the family) associated with

the god Malakbel and the Benê Bônnê and the Benê Rabbel which are attested in the

family as descendants of Taimai. These Benê, most likely, represent fractions of the

Saat family as well as they generally may constitute fractions of a tribe. We can see that

these Benê are collective designation groups not larger than extended families and they

act as representative of the whole family group so that they are the ones who honour

single distinguished members of the family or offer banquets to their gods.

BENEMALI-bny ly

They are associated with Bet since the tesserae read "banquet of Bel and the Bené Aa11"

or "bless Bet the Benê Mall".

-RTP98,109and503:bny 'fly.

BENE BAHAR - bny bhr

Associated with Bel.

-RTP1O6:bnybhr.

BENE BELNURI - bny blnwry

Associated with Malakbel and Allat.

- RTP 272: bny blnwry.

BENE BWDL' - bny bwdl'

Associated with Bel.

- RTP 92: bny bwdl'.
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BENE BOLHA- bnybwlh'

Associated with Bel.

-RTP82and7l8: bnybwlh'.

BENE BOLA bnybwl"

Associated with Bel.

-RTP83, 107: bny bw1.

- APML 97 no39: bny bwl.

- APML 98 no.42: bny bwlc).

- APML 130 no.135: bny bwl.

BENE BONNE - bny bwn'

Associated with Be!, Malakbe! and Gad Taimai. They must be part of the Sa'at family

member of the MItà tribe (see below no.17).

-RTP 135 and 993: bny bwn'.

BENE BORRA - bny bwr

Associated with Bel.

- RTP 62 and 64: bny bwr.

BENE GUGA-bnygwg'

Associated with Be!.

-RTP8O and 10th bny gwg'.

BENE GUGU - bny gwgw

Associated with Bel.

-RTP81: bny gwgw.

BENE ZABDIBOL - bny zbdbwl - o. y yvouc ZaX€iv

The Benê Zabdibôl derive their name from an anthroponym that includes the divine name

Bôl. They erected statues in honour of a certain A!ainê who had offered an object to the

god Sama and had been helpful to them. Another member was honoured by the city

because he had made valuable offerings to the temple of Bel.

- 179 AD, CIS 395Q=Jnv V, 1: bny zbdb[wll - o. y-yvouc Zaj3&)€{uv.

- 179 AD, CIS 3951=Inv V. 2: bny [z]bdbwl.

- 179 AD, CIS 3953=Inv V, 4: bny [z]bdbwl - o. y-yvouc Zaf38i&tthüv.

- RTP 138 and 141: 'gn dy bi (w)sm (w)bny zbdbwl.

BENE ZAGUG - bny zgwg
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- mv XI 96: bny zgwg.

BENE HA KIM - bny hkym

- RTP 364: bny hkym.

BENE HALA - bny hi'

Associated with Bel, Herta, Nanai and Arsfl.

-RTP 102,134 and 195: bny hi'.

BENE HANNUR - bny hnwr

Associated with Be!.

- RTP 97: bny hnwr.

BENE HAAAS - bny hs
The Hasa family belongs to the Komarê tribe (see below no.6).

- 128AD,InvlX,33: bnyhs.

- 128 AD ca., Iz,vIA34: bnyh.

- R27'93: bny h.

- R7P457: bny h.

- APML 97 no.40: bny h.

BENE YEDiBEL - bny ydybI

The name is widely attested as personal name and the divine element Bel indicates a

more recent origin of this family group even if the anthroponym is already attested in the

2nd c. BC. The Benê YedIbe1 are attested together with the Benê Maziyân in the temple

of BaalshamIn and they are probably a subgroup within the above mentioned tribe.

According to C. Dunant, BS 23, the Benê YedIbeI belong to the Benê Maziyân. In the

tomb found in the very place of the temple of BaalshamIn, the ancestor of a family there

buried is a certain YedI'bel Rabbâ and he must have lived around the 2nd c. BC. It has

been supposed that this branch of the Ben Maziyân took its origin from him. The Benê

YedIbel attested in the tesserae may represent a different group as they are related to the

cult of Bel and Astarte.

- 130/13 1 AD, CIS 3959=Inv I, 2=BS 44 B: mn bny ydybI.

- BS 34: dy bny ydybl klhn.

- RTP 85, 95, 124,586: bny ydybl.

- APML 100 no.45: bny ydyb1.
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BENfi YARFIAI - bny yrtiy

- PNO 58: bny yrhy.

BENE YASU'AL -bny ywP

- RTP 985: bny yw1'.

BENE MAKANA - bny mkn'

Associated with Bel and BaalshamIn.

- RTP 96: bny mkn'.

- Teixidor, MUSI 42(1966) 178 no.4 a b: bny mkn.

BENE MASKANA - bny mkn'

The inscription tells us they are dy tym' 'from Teima' in Northern Arabia. The

anthroponym MSKN is attested in Safaitic (see ICPAN! 548).

- Safar, Sumer 20(1964)16 no.5: bny mskn'.

BENE NURBEL - bny nwrbl

Associated with Bel and Allat.

-62 AD, RSP 159: bny [njwrbl.

- RTP 123 and 165: bny nwrbl

BENE CALIYYI - bny lyy

Associated with Be! and Nabli.

- RTP 137 and 295: bny lyy.

- Dunant, Syria 36(1959) 107 no.25: bny lyy.

BENE ASAR - bny sr

Associated with Sama.

- RTP 339: bny sr

BENE PATARTA- bny pert'39

- RSP 154: bny ptrt'.

- Tadmorea II, 22: bny ptrt.

BENE QASMIT - bny qsmyt

Associated with Bel.

- RTP 106: bny qsmyt.

39 See Milik, p. 61-62.
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BENE RABBEL - bny rb'l

They must be part of the Saat family member of the MItâ tribe (see below no.17).

Associated with Malakbel and Gad Taimal.

- RTP 276: bny rb'l.

BENE SAZA - bny z

- RTP 977: bny z'.

BENE SALM RABBA - bny lm' rb'

Associated with Arsui.

- RTP 184: bny thn' rb'.

BENE S1MON- bnymcwn

Associated with Bel, BeltI and Maanfl.

- RTP 79, 128 and 252: bny mwn.

- APML 116 no.95: bny mwn.

BENE SOADU - bny dw

Associated with Sama.

- RTP 341: bny sdw.

BENE SAADI - bny dy

Associated with Sama.

- RTP 334: bny 'dy.

BENE SACARE - bny r'

- 115 AD, BS 25=Tadmorea II, 21: bny

BENE SAQMAT - bny qmt

Associated with Aeram and Saad.

-JD2O:bnyqmt.

BENE TAIMAI alias HOKAISU - bny tymy alias hkyw

The Hokaiü family is attested under the Zabild tribe (see below no3).

- 51 AD, mv XII, 35: bny tymy alias hkysw.

BENE TAIMAI

Associated with Bel and Malakbel.

4°Milik, p.60-61 says that the Benë Sa'arê were the organizers of the religious panegynes and that they
dealt with practical aspects of the preparation of festivals and with the economic, commercial and financial
affairs but not with the religious ones.
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- APML 96 no.38: bny tymy

- RTP 108 and 262: bny tymy.

BENE TAIMARSU - bny tymrsw

Associated with Bel and Baaltak.

- RTP 66 and 67: bny tymrsw.

- Cantineau, Syria 12(1931) 132-133 no.12: bny tymrsw.

CLANS AND FAMILIES

In listing the familial groups, the term 'family' has been adopted for all social groups

bound by a relation of kinship and referring to a common ancestor. No distinction it has

been made between clans and families since it is difficult to define in real terms the limits

between a clan and a family. Theoretically, it is possible to attempt a differentiation: a) a

tribe includes several clans or families which may or may not share a common ancestor;

b) a clan includes several genetic families which share a common remote ancestor and are

not related to one another; c) a family is a group of people sharing a common ancestor.

Family tombs have provided most of the data and information about families. As

it is well known, at the highest of Palmyra's flourishing, wealthy people built towers and

hypogea for themselves, their sons and grandsons and sometimes also for their

relatives 41 . Normally, a section of the tomb was kept for the builder's family while the

rest was sold to either related or not related people. The genealogical trees are based

mainly on the genealogies provided by the stelae, funerary banquets and sarcophagi

found in the tombs. Each family is generally labelled with the name of the most remote

ancestor.

The simplest family relation is represented by the onomastic formula x br y 'x

son of y'. This is very frequent but the most common formula, at Palmyra, is of three

41 M. Gawhkowski, Monw'nentrfunéraires de Palnryre, Warsaw 1970, was the first to list and divide into
categones the Palmyrene funerary monuments according to their style, dating and the necropobs of origin.
Other publications on the subject have followed, cf. below the bibliography. The tombs were hereditary and
the nght of property was usually restricted to male heirs, although the females had the nght of burial. An
inscription from the year 149 AD, mentiones a certain Hairan who built a tomb for himself and his
daughters (see H. lngholt, AA 3 (1932) 1) and dunng the third century we find several women acting as
owners of tombs. Freedmen and freedwomen had also nght of property and they are widely auested in
cession texts, buying and selling portions of tombs (see, e.g. J.A. Agnppa, J.A. cogello and Nahatab from
the hypogeum of MalkO in the SW necropolis and J.A. Hermes who built a tomb for himself and his wife,
she herself being a liberta.
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generations, x br y br z and also x br y z 'x son of y, (son of) z' where the names of the

father and grandfather may follow one alter the other with or without the word bar 'son'.

In this case, the third name does not necessarily stand for the name of the grandfather but,

may often represent the name of the ancestor of the family: the presence or the absence of

this term of kinship becomes sometimes of difficult interpretation. A further formula

indicates the family name: dy 42; dmqr' 43; dy mtqr '/h that is translated in Greek with

roE? m,ca.loup(,'ozi or more simply rozi it-az and in Latin with qui et, 'called' 44. This

expression does not introduce names or aliases but it clearly designates the name of the

ancestor through which the whole family is known and derives its name. This type of

onomasiology seems to be frequent mostly in the 1st c. AD or at least quite back in time

and it is attested in old families inscribed within a tribe45.

The family names were usually passed on from father to son, so that we are before

a patrilinear society; nonetheless matronimy is used for children who died young.

Usually, a dead child and its mother are portrayed together on the stelae and the

genealogy revealed by the inscription is mostly matnlineal46.

As concerns the female onomastics, there is a category of anthroponyms

introduced by the term bt 'daughter' followed by the name of some male ancestor.

While the word brt 'daughter' indicates the physical father, the word bi possibly stands

for the name of the family to which she or her father belonged. The frequency of this

type of names gains some justification in relation to marriages that took women within

the husbands' families and the keeping of the 'surname' would express their family of

42 We only find two examples, see CZS' 4357, 'WTK' dy BWLH' and US 4565, SLMN dy MRQL' (cf. CLS'
4566 where the last two names are attested without the particle dy ). In the AbbanIt family (see below no.4)
we have istances of family names not being introduced by any specilc formula MLKW 'BNYT and
MQYMW 'QLYS.
43 For this contracted form, see CIS 3991; H. Ingholt, &rytus 2(1935)98 and Asad-Gawlikowski, AAAS
36(1986)169-170 no. 10=M. Gawhkowski, Syria 62(1985) 257 no.13.

It has to be noted that there is no consistency in its use. The expression 'called' may be attested in the
Greek version and be missing in the Palmyrene one and vice versa or, for the same person, it can be used in
one inscription and not in another, see for example mv JX, 11-13. Inscription mv IV, 3 presents a
divergence between the Greek and the Palmyrene texts: to ra6&ipaou Tofi (mKaAoulI(vou Baa
corresponds gdr .v dy mzqrn bny b ' 'that are called the Bent Baä'. Milik, p.87 sees in the family name
the designation of a tribe's fraction. The use of the plural is very unusual and it is the oniy example of the
type and it would seem unlikely to consider all the Benê attested in the tesserae as fractions of tnbes. It is
possible that the plural form refers back to the four descendants of GaddarsO.
45 Cf. the HokaiU family (see below no3), the Abbanit family (no.4), the Ha family (no.6), the Baa
family (no.13), the Sarat family (no.17), the LaqîO family (no.20), etc.

Cf. H. Ingholt, Beryrus 5 (1938) 135 no.4 b; CLS 4366, 4417, 4437,4594, 4604; RSP 15, 77 and 93.
Matronimy is also frequent among Jews, especially in the families of pnests and rabbis, cf. N. Avigad, JEJ
7(1957) 243 and note 53.
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origin47. On the other hand, this type of names is also attested in the male onomastics

where the formula is represented by the anthroponym, the expression 'called' followed by

a compound name of the kind hr 'son' plus the name of a male ancestor'. All the bar

-names seem to conform to this pattern and alike in the female onomastics, they make

reference to the ancestor that often is the eponym from which the whole family takes its

name.

In some inscriptions, the names in the genealogies are accompanied by the self-

definition of tdmiy' 'Palmyrene' 49. This gentilic was used to point out that the bearer

considered himself as belonging to the autochthonous families of Palmyra and possibly

was a way for the natives to distinguish themselves from newcomers in the oasis. We

also wonder whether this indicated a position of prestige within the society or special

offices proper to the city of Palmyra. In fact, in one inscription called the Sacred Law of

the temple of Bel, all the members of the thiasos define themselves or specify that they

are 'Palmyrenes'°. Shall we understand that for religious offices only Palmyrenes were

in the position of being appointed? This should not be excluded but the appellative

tdnvy -' also appears in different contexts, in foundation, honorific and dedication texts.

The gentilic is attested not later than the 1st c. BC and it is limited to members of families

inscribed within a tribe-51 . The Greek Amathâ, the Egyptian Segel and the Nabataean

ObaidIk are further attestations of gentilics 2. In the onomastics of the Halaftâ farnily3,

the name Hatrai recurs twice and it suggests a foreign origin as also does the tribe Harai.

A group of a clear Arabic origin is represented by the 'ArabI family M. Jewish people are

47 The desire of refemng to the family of ongin is, no doubt, at the base of this type of anthroponyrns and
the best example can be found in RSP 42. On the other hand, these 'surnames' must have become, with
time, real names so that we find a long list of BTMRY and BT'YLYD (H. Ingholt, Studies C.G. Miles,
1974, p. 38); J A BTRPBWL and J A. BT'TQB (H. lngholt Studies C.G. Miles, 1974, p. 50, where RFBWL is
also the name of the grandfather); BTWHBY (CLv 4380 ; ffl'ZBYD' (CJS 4027); BTHYRN (CIS 4568);
BrML'(RSP 191), etc.
48 CTNrN called BRST (mv IX, 20); ZBDBL called BRZBYDY (Tadinorea III, 31); MQYMW called
BRZWLT (F. Safar, Swner 20 (l%4) 19 no.10); NWWFI-I called BRMQY (AsradTewdor, Syria 62(1985)
271 no.!);	 called BRIBrI. ((IS 3978); GYLW called BR' KY (InvXI, 81), etc.

(iS' 4119,4123,4193; mv IV, 6; mv VIII, 3, etc.
50 Tathnorea II, 25=Paimyre VI, 56-57 no3=Milik, p.303 304, pI.XH 2.

t Belaqab and MaUâ of the Zamrä tnbe (see below no.4) KahIlQ and Taimai of the MIta tnbe (see below
nos. 16 and 17); Yedlbel of the Mayân tnbe (see below no 25); AzizO and YedIthel of the MattabÔI tnbe
(see below no.34), etc.
2 C15 4546: p,n,g,CIS 4547: inrand CIS 3973: nby

See below no.109.
See below no.295.
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represented in the oasis by the Abramâ and the two Samuel families 55. The name of the

Asorai family possibly meaning 'the man of Assur' reveals an Eastern origin. It was

from the Palmyrene emporiums in the East that many of the freedmen came: the

frequency of the names Abnergal, Hermes, Narqaios amongst them is striking57.

With regard to marriages, exogamy was practised although there are clear

examples of marriages within the same family. Exogamy is nothing new in a tribal

environment like the one at Palmyra, because mixed marriages amongst members of

different tribes were a guaranty of peace keeping and the blood bound implied an increase

in size and power of both parties. A relation of blood is between the Komarê tribe and

the Mattabôl tribe since Martahôn of the Sakaibel family 58, a priestly family, was the

wife of Malkfi Rabbâ, a member of the cAnanü family59; the MItâ tribe is bound by

marriages to the Gaddibôl tribe and the Macziyân tribe60. Furthermore, in one instance

we find a marriage within the same tribe, the Mattabôl 61 . Malkfl of the AabI family, that

belongs to the Agrftd tribe, is the husband of cAttai of the Argan family, very likely of

Arabic origin 62. A well-attested custom is marriages among close relatives, especially

among cousins63 , uncles and niecesM and aunts and nephews 65 and it is a widespread

custom among sacerdotal families. The Palmyrene family seems to be of monogamic

type although plurimarriages are also found: one case is represented by Maiâ, a woman,

who was married twice and the other by Bôlbarak and his great-grandfather cOgeilII who

55 See below no.89,217 and 479.
56 See below no.93.
57 See below no.587-589,592-595 and 600-01.

See below no.10.
59 See below no39.
60 Baaltagâ of the Gaddibôl tnbe was the wife of Bônnê of the Sacat family (see below no.17) and Taimâ
of the Zabdibel family (see below no.29) was the husband of Amatallat of the MM tnbe.
61 Be of the 'AnanU family (see below no.39) is the wife of SoadU of the Bartê family (see below no.42).
62 5ee below nos. 44 and 48.

The Elahbel family (see below no.63) provides numerous examples of mamed cousins, see also the
Firmon family (see below no.11) of the Komai-ê tnbe.

Sokayyi of the Elahbel family (see below no.63) was mamed to Amatê, his brother's daughter and
Hannâ of the Sakaibel family of the Komarê tnbe (see below no.10) was mamed to Liam& her father's
brother.

Maiâ of the Aggodom family (see below no.7) was mamed to the nephew of her first husband and
Baadiyâ of the Haa family of the Komarê tnbe (see below no.6) was mamed to Bôlhâ of the Nabflür1
Rabbâ family (see below no.68).

Liamø of the Sakaibel family (no.10) is the builder in 32 AD of the temples of Bel, Yarhibôl and
'Aglibôl and Sokayyi of the Elahbel family (no.63) is a syinposiarch. Jewish pnesls used to practise the
same (e.g., Ant. XII, 4,6) which attracted the cnticism of the Essenes: "they (pnests of Jerusalem) marry
the daughter of their brother or the daughter of their sister" (Document of Damascus, V, 7-8); cf. Leviticus
XVIII, 6-23 and XX, 10.21.
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had both two wives67 . Haggat, of the Ahituir family, was married to Dionysios from

whom she had a daughter and later to Saddai from whom she had a son. Was this a

prerogative of uniquely wealthy people?

Marriages could take place at an early age. This would explain the possibility of

marriages between aunts and nephews. Maisâ was married into the Aggodom family and

she had three children from her first husband and one from the second who also was her

nephew. An inscription from Rome speaks of a Jewish woman, Domitia, who died at the

age of 19 and lived 7 years with her husband. Another, Julia Sabina, died at the age of 18

and had been married for 3 years 69. At Palmyra, texts are very laconic about this subject;

in two cases we know the date of birth and death of a person 70, although the only date of

death is often attested. For the reconstruction of the genealogical trees, we based

ourselves upon the principle that the age of reproduction is approximately from the age of

20 to the age of 40 and we regard 20 years to be the duration of a generation, that is the

period of time including the years from the date of birth of the parents to the one of the

children71.

We saw above that marriages within a same family took place more often in

sacerdotal families. Several are the families that belonged to the Palmyrene priesthood.

They do not seem to come from a specific tribe but from several: one is attested in the

Zimrâ tribe72, two in the Komarê tribe, one in the MItâ tribe 74, one in the Mattabôl

67 See the Aggodom family (below no.7) and the Haumal family (below no.49).
See below no.90.

69 CI.!, 1,45 and 105; see also E Lipil ski., "Manage, divorce et ldvirat a l'dpoque du premier et du second
temple, Cours de lInstitul Unzversuaire dEludes di, Jwlazsme, I3ruxelles 1988, p. 5.
70 Taimarsfl Rabbâ lived 76 years, he was born in 86 AD and died in 162 AD: CIS 4562; Ate'aqab lived 56
years, he was born in 101 AD and died in 157 AD: US 4616.
71 We realize that the choise of twenty as the years between two generations may incur critics since
generally they are regarded as to be around thirty. If the age giving nght of mamage was low it is quite
natural that this would affect the duration of a generation and it is hard to believe that we would find the
same age patterns in the ancient Near East as well as m the Roman empire (W. Suder, DM2 ( 1985) 292-
293 states that in the Roman and Greek periods the duration of a feminine generation was between 26 and
32 years and considenng that for the Greek and Roman authors thirty were the years separating two
generations, he applies the same cntiria for the Roman Palmyra). Unfortunately, at Palniyra, we cannot
base ourselves upon precise data as the inscriptions very rarely reveal the age of death. If we look at the
funeraiy sculpture, although stereoupical, it would suggest that the duration of hfe was not vezy long.
' Malkfl Abbanit and his grandson YamlikO of the Abbanit family (see below no.4).

Laam and his nephew Abulaalh of the Sakaibel family see below no.10) and at least three members
of the Bageü family are attested or portrayed like pnests: BageO' 2, Rabbel t3 and Male7 (see below
no.12).
74 Hairan 9, Bonne and AhpalI of the Sacat family (see below no.17).
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tribe75 and one in the Agriid tribe76. We do not know, about the remnant families, of any

affiliation to tribes but most of them are well attested and important. The fact that

members of a same family, namely brothers, father and sons, grandfather and grandson,

uncle and nephew, belong to the Palmyrene clergy would suggest that priesthood was

kept within a family and the right was passed on from a member to another although it is

possible that the charge of priest could have been bought as it seems to be the case of

Haddüdan who paid the expenses for his nephew to become priest.

75 zebIdâ6 and his nephew E1ahW of the E1ahâ family (see below no.40)
76yajjbÔ'2 his son Salman and Mezzabbanâ of the A abI family (see below no.44).

See the Azariirat family (see below no. 76).
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GENEALOGICAL TREES

Tribes and families represent the two major groups of the social structure. The tribes

are listed in the Semitic alphabetic order, all the families are in a consecutive numerical

order and the name of the family's ancestor is indicated. They are classified according

to the chronology, from the oldest ones to the more recent ones.

The families not belonging to the tribes are grouped according to the number of

generations counted in each one. They go from ten or more to two generations. As

regards the two generations families we have chosen the ones which present a more

complex family relationship, while simple son-father relations are left out. Given the

difficulty of using chronology as a criterium of classification for all the families

represented by the genealogical trees, we have preferred to list them in the Latin

alphabetical order. The letter 'ayth is after the 'a/ep4 the be and bet are together as

well as s'uneA4 su, and lvi.

As regards the transcription of the Semitic names it has to be noted that the

letter P is transcribed F whereas the Greek 0 is rendered PH.
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THE GADDIBOL TRIBE

1. The ZebIdai family

ZBDBL aba1
	 40 BC

KHYLW2
	 20 BC

MQYMW 3 	 39AD
	 0

MoqImU offered two altars to the god Elqonera c - Poseidon. According to a icumng formula the name
BR ZBYDY indicates that the ancestor of the family is a certain Zebidai. The family is not attested
elsewhere.

THE ZABUD TRIBE

2. The Atehzâ family

116 BC

BD'STWR2
	

96 BC

GYLW	 76 BC

MLKW 4	 568C

IYDIY 5 	 3oBC

GYLW 6 	YDY7	 24 AD
	 16 BC

In 24 AD, OgcilO 6 and Yaddaj7 erected a statue in honour of their father [Yaddjai. The restitution of

lYaddlai is the most probable, given the fact that his son bears the same name. Nonetheless, other

possibilities cannot be excluded, such as IMQ]Y or [RM]Y which are also very frequenl This famiI is

among the oldest Palmyrene families as it goes back in time to the 2nd C. BC. The name of the ancestor

is, so far, attested only once.
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THE ZABOD TRIBE

3. The HokaiüfamiIy

TYMY alias HKYSW'
	

49 BC

PSYL2
	

29 BC

GYLW3
	

9BC

MQYMV, 4 	 SIAD
	

ii AD

In 51 AD, Moqimfi is honoured by the whole Palmyrene community because he offered many precious

objects to the sanctuary of Bel. The tnbe he belongs to could be either the Benë Zab[dibol] or the Bené

Zab(fld], as the inscnpuon is mutilated. The ZabQd tribe has been preferred here as another inscnption

mentioning it is dated earlier (24 AD) and it comes also from the couit of the temple of Sd (mv IX, 7). In

inscnption mv XII, 35, MoqImfi receies honours from the Bene Taimai called HokaiG in the same year.

The tessera RTP 378, may refer to the same person: MQYMW 'GYELWI. So far, we have seen the Benê

Yedit bel, the Ben Taimai and here the Benê Taimai called Hokai.ü to act as representative of the whole

family. They are not to be considered as tribes. The Hokaifl family goes back to the half of the 1st c. BC.

THE ZIMRA TRIBE

4. The AbbanIt family: tower tomb no.51 of YamlikfI, VT

'BNYT

çp2

MYK'
	

MT'

BL'QB
	

NS'6

11	 , •	 Fq 9	 3Y3i AD1-I'n'. 7	 kt! VW )flKT'1' 8

I	 1
BLQB 1	 MQYMV4 'QLYS 1 '	 BLQB 12

YMLKW 13
	

& AD

The gentilic idmry' 'Palmyrene', repeated twice, underlines the antiquity of this family. With few others,

this is one of the most ancient families of the oasis. In fact, its histor) goes hack to the first c. BC. In

30/31 AD. MaIktl Aqqali builds a temple for Sadrafa and Du'anat together with another member of the

Bcn Zimrâ whose name is lost. In 83 AD, lus grandson Yanilikfl builds the tower tomb no.51 in the

Valley of Tombs and appears as symposiarch in RTP761. M lik., p. 222 suggests us Matt 4 the same

person as Mattâ2, surmising that Malkt) Abbanit had mamod his paternal aunt. In Bôlhâ's and the

Aggodom families we find other examples of marriages between aunts and nephews. The occurrence of a

same name twice in the same family does not always necessarily imply blood bonds.

BC

6OBC

40 BC

20 BC

0

20 AD

4OAD
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75 BC

55 BC

35 BC

ISBC

5 AD

2SAD

HSS'

BV)

N

HSS 4	 B!

N

THE HATRAI TRIBE

5. The Yarhai family: tower tomb no.34,VT

YRHY1

ZBYD'2

MQYMW3	 128AD

In 128 AD, MoqImO builds a tomb for himself and his descendants in the Valley of Tombs.

THE KOMARE TRIBE

6. The Haa family

24 Ith

HYRN	 45 AD

FWDY 9	 65A0

Ha was honoured by the Ben Komarê and the Bcnê Mattabôl because he reconciled them and helped

them. His brother, MalkO, was honoured with two statues erecied in the years 24 and 25 AD. The first was

erected by the tradesmen of Babylon because he had been helpful and contnbuted financially to the

building of the temple of Bel. The second statue comes from the treasurers and the People of Palmyra

because 'he had been good to them, to the city and to the temple of their gods'. A member of this family

is mentioned in RSP 81, a certain Batadlya daughter of Hairan Haa. The inscnption is undated but the

sculpture, judging by its style, could be placed around 50-150 AD, which is why a date for her birth if

approximately 65 AD seems appropriate. Furthermore, she is the wife of Bôlhä, who founded an
.. a -

hypogeum in the SE necropolis in the year 89 AD (see RSP 75). The enê1 Lia are also mentioned in

mv IX, 33-34 and in RTP 93, 457.
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7. The Aggodom family

13-63 BC

53-43 DC

33 23 DC

133 DC

7 I7AD

27-37 AD

47-57 AD

67-77 AD

87-97 AD

107- 117 AD

127 137AD

147 IS7AD

TYMWN I

'GDM 2	YDY'BL3

I	 I
BDTH 4	TYMS'

I	 I	 I
YDYBL6	 F MYS	 HYRN8

• 1	

IT\ MW9 ,\/	 GYLW 10	 TYMH'	 TY 12

YDY'BL 13 67AD

TYM''4

'PLNYS NBWZBD '

'LKDRYS 16

'LKDRYS 17	 191 AD

The inscription attesting the Aggodom family consists essentially of a foundation and a cession text. It

was engraved in a lintel reused for a second hypogeum, so that we do not know the exact location of the

original tomb. The text is one of the most complex and interesting. The founder of the tomb is a certain

YedIthcl 13 who built it, in 67 AD, for his father Taimhâ and for his mother Maiâ and for his three half-

brothers on the mother's side OgeilU, Taizn I and Attai sons of Hairan son of tAbd'ateh Aggodom. If

the text is correctly interpreted, Maiâ was married twice. Her first marriage was to Haiiun, from whom

she had three children, and she later married the nephew of her first husband, Taimhâ, from whom she

had one son. We hae already seen marriages between uncles and nieces (see the Elahbel family) and

marnages between aunts and nephews are otherwise attested (see BôIlâ's family). This comfirms that

mamages could take place quite an early age. Another portion of the family appears in a contract of

cession of 191 AD, where Alexandros sells five niches to Baggai son of 'AzizU son of MalkU. To note the

unusual spelling with a yodof the name Alexandras: 'LKDRYS (elsewhere 'LKSDRS, 'LKSNDRWS and

'LKSNDRS, see PNPJ 5). A photo of the original was not available to the author. The name Aggodom

presents some difficulties in that the first consant is doubled as in the case of Aqqali and Aqqamal. It

was proposed to considered them as fanned with the prefix 'an- (see, Cantineau, RB 39(1930) 535 and

PNPJ 64) but neither in Aramaic nor in Arabic is such a form attested (see,WSB 141). Gien the presence

of Greek names in the family such as Teimôn, Alexandros and Apollonios, one may suggest a Greek

origin for Aggodom.
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LW 2 	 6BC	 8BC

13 BC

7 AD

Z7AD

47 AD

67AD

87 AD

& The Aydacanfamily

'YD' N 1
	

53 BC

ZBDBWL3

'YDN 'SRY4

TYMH'5

'GYL\ 6

YRHY 7	 141 AD	 107 AD

The name Ay&an is generally denved from the Arabic 'aide 'saffron', see PNP7, C1S4581 and

Milik, p. 39. The same name is attested once in South Arabian as a family group or a clan of Daw'at, cf.

ICPANJ 88. As already suggested by M. Gawlikowski (Berytus 19 (1970) 66) the name could also be

denved from the well-attested root yd ' 'to know'. cogejlu2 son of Aydcan was honoured by the priests of

Hcrtâ with a statue because of his generosity and contnbuticin to the constructrnn of buildings for the gods
Heriâ, Nanai and Reef. The date is as early as the year 6 BC. He is said to be of the Benê Komaré.
Another portion of the same family, according to the onomastics, is attested much later, when in 141 AD,

a certain Yarhai erects a statue to his fnend and colleague Soca the aknov. ledged chief of the fundflq of

the Palmyrene tradesmen in Vologesias. We have identified the father of 'Ogeilü 2 and the ancestor of

Yarhaj as the same person but unfortunately the lack of epigrapb.ical material attesting to this family does
not allow for a complete reconstruction. The name 'SRY is transcnbed into Greek, Asoraics, and is to be
considered here a surname indicating the remote ancestor of the family (for its meaning see the Asoral
family ) .o. 3).
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9. The Zabdibôl family

ZBDBWL'
	

50 BC

TYMY 2	 3ORC

CGYLW 3	 2&29 AD	 10 BC

A statue was erectedby OgeilO's sons in his honour. Their names are not attested but the word bnwhy

(plur.), tells us they are more than one. It is possible that at the moment of the dedication, cogeilu v.as

a1read dead, and that -as in other cases- the honours were posthumous. The date is 28129 AD, but the

scnpt would favour the end of the 1st c. AD. This implies that the inscnption has been engraved a second

time. Tessera RTP 229 mentions a ZBDBWL [ CGY]LW but we do not know if they can be identified

with our famil) because the names Zabdibôl and cogeilu are frequently attested. The Zabdibôl family

goes back to the half of the 1st c. BC.
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10. The Sakaibel family

SKYBL'

lYE

MQYMW3

I	 I
(TYJBWL 5 'BL LY 6	X7	 FHNS

NY

AD	 LSMS 1	 YR}IBWL'

LSMS 12

I	 I
F ThWN 13	 FPJT 14 16AD

Liam is the builder in 32 AD of the temples of Bel, Yarhibôl and Aglibôl with their sanctuaries, and he

was honoured with the erection of a statue by his sons in the year 45 AD, probably after his death.

Although 'sons' are indicated, we only know of one son to Liam, that is Hairan9. If the reconstruction of

the inscription C1S4493 proposed by Milik, p. 112 and adopted here is correct, Hannâ, the wife of

Litam is also his niece, daughter of his brother, following a custom else here attested at Palmyra (see

below no.63, the Elahbei family). The grandchild of Lian', also named Lianiis mentioned in an

iscnption from Wadi Hauran found together with ten more inscriptions dated to 98 AD. LiSa nE 4 must

have been a great pnest of the temple of Bel and his nephew, Abu1aalI, also belonged to the Palmyrene

pnesthood as his genealogy, attested in RTP638, testifies it. Martahôn and her sister 'Amrat clearly

belongs to this family but the degree of kinship of their grandfather with the rest of the family is not

sufficiently recorded. Martahôn was the wife of Malkü Rabbâ of the 'Ananfl family (see below under the

Matlabol tribe, no.39).
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11. The FirmOnfamily

2OAD
PR.MWN'

	

HD'A(DN]2	 4OAD

	

I	 1
ZBDBWL	 M-r '

	

I	 I
HDWDN	 SLMN6	 [MCNY]7	 niAD

I	 I	 -	 I

	

HD\\ DN 8 YRHBWL FHGy 1°	 ZBDBWL" HDWDN' 2 	'BGR '	 159- 160 AD 100 AD

	

HDWDN 14	 '5	 MLKW 16	 120 AD

'WYD'' 7 F fMJK1is YRHBWL"9 inAo-1sJJ	 140AD

HDWDN 2°
	

160 AD

In the year 175 AD, cAwIda and Yarhibolâ were honoured by the Senate and the People because they

had offered six panels in bronze for the temple of Bel. In 59 AD, Haddt)dan 8 erected a statue in honour of

Marcus Ulpius Yarhai, Palmyra's acknowledged leader of the caravan trade, because he helped him in

Spasinou Charax, one of the Palmyrene emporiums in the East. Tomallakis received a statue in her

honour, in 182 AD, because she had presented the sum of 2500 denarii for the building of a bath in the

temple of the gods AglibOl and Malakbel. Tornallakis' grandfather had held the most prestigious office

of the time, that of symposiarch of the pnests of the temple of Bel. In H. Ingholt, Beryrus 3 (1936) 89-91

no.2, p1. XX 2, a BTPRMWN is mentioned that Milik, p. 35 considers a surname of Tomallakis, and the

inscnption reads: "Image of HaddUdan son of DKT' of the inner chamber, freedman of Bat-Firmôn". If

we accept the interpretation of H. Inghoit (in Studies in Honor of G.C. Miles, Beirut 1974, pp. 46-47) ho

sees in dkz-' an Iranian loan-word with the meaning of 'lady', then HaddUdan would refer to the hieros

gamos, the sacred mamage already attested at Palmyra, according to Gawlikowski (Syria 48 (1971) 408-

409). In 160 AD, HaddUda& 2 bought from the tomb of the Three Brothers eight niches for himself and

his family. The MalkO attested in the same tomb is without doubt his son. A double bust no at the

Lou re Museum, represents a couple, Haggai daughter of HaddOdan, identified here with HaddUdan 5 and

Zabdibol son of Salman, her husband. Their marriage following a well attested custom is a marriage

among relati es, in this case among cousins. Another son of Salman is Abgar mentioned in an inscnption

found near the Euphrates. The Firmôn family is probably of foreign ongin as the name of the ancestor,

Firmôn, might be the Persian Fermân (see Justi, Namenbuch, 99). It goes back to the beginning of the 1st

c. AD. The inscription mentioning Macnal surely refers to this same family, as IladdQdan Firmon are to

names given respectively as grandfather and ancestor's names. Unfortunately the date is partially erased

and only the signs for '400' are visible and no signs for the units are left, which suggest a date between 88

AD and 187 AD. Milik, p. 237 reads tessera RTP35, YRHBWL PRMN RB MRZHI'I, instead of

YRHBWL' LRMN, identifying this syniposiarch with our Yarhibôlã9. The reproduction of the tessera on

p1. 111 is not sufficiently clear to judge.
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12. The Bageü family

BOS

I	 1

	

ZBDBWL	 MQYMW

I I

	

BGSW 6	M1'	 FSLI.....18

I	 I
HBi0 128AD	 HYRN1'

I	 I
BGSW i2 i32i33 AD	 RB'L 13	 134/135 AD

Fcy 14

1-IYRN 2	 2OAD

'TNWRY 5 	 4OAD

CBDY 9	 6OAD

SD AD

100 AD

120 AD

In 128 AD, BageU6 and Habbâ were honoured by the Bent k1aaL a family of the Benê Komarê, with

to statues in the temple of Bel. It is for this reason that Milik, p. 239 surmises that the BageU family

belongs to the group of the Benê HaaL From an onomastic point of view no connections may be seen

between the two. Certainly, the Bagefl family belongs to the Palmyrene priesthood as at least three of its

members are attested or portrayed as priests. The name of Bageu' 2 appears in a tesseni dated to 132/ 133

AD and he is the chief of a thiasos. Together with other people, Rabbel was priest and administrator in

134 135 of the temple of Aglibôl and Malakbel. Male was also a pnest. From the inscnptions we know

that the Benê Komarê had that sanctuary under their care. The presence of priests and the de otion to the

cult of cAglibol and Malakbel suggest that the BageO family was member of the Bene Komar& The

different spelling BGS is attested in CIS 4395 and mv XII, 15. The fact that the name Bage appears only

in this family argues in fa our of recognizing them all as one family, although there is no direct evidence

for BGS to be considered Zabdibôl's father, apart from dating based upon the sculptural style and the

script of the inscriptions. The date should be to the end of the 1st c. AD. Milik, p. 117 restores CIS 3979

and adds it to this family, but there is a discrepancy in the chronology. The altar of CIS 3979 is dated

before the half of the 1st c. AD while the person is identified with the one of mv IX, 34 honoured in 128

AD. The gap of time is therefore too big and the identification cannot be accepted. The name Bage is of

uncertain derivation (see PNPI 74. We propose a Persian origin for it as at Persepolis and Susa we find

the name Bq b j a name formed by the word baga 'god' (cf. OP 138; I. Gershes itch, Transactions of

the Philological Society, 1969, p. 193 and M. Mayrhofer, Aus der Namenwel: Al: -Irans, lnnsbruck 1971,

p. 15) and &ge-e-3iattested in Achaemenian Nippur (see R. Zadok, The Jews in Babvlonia During the

Chaldean and Achaenzenian Perwds, Jerusalem 1979, p.65).
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THE KENNABAT TRIBE

13. The Bacafamily

B<'

GDRSW alias BRBC)2

BLSWRY3

F--
HGGW 4 	 t before 33 AD

MQYMW 6 	BLSWRY7 j AD	 BLSWRY8	
LYS'9

tW9AD
I	 I

tbeforc&3 AD HYRN 1°	 SBY"	 BWZBD 12	 ,, Fcyl4	 LNBWL'I'5

I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I-

	

F x '	 BLSWRY 19	 BWN'2°	 BLSWRY 21	
CLYS)22 BCL1Q'BLSWRY

______ _____

SBY	 SBY26	 SBY 27 	[SBY]28	 'LYS' 29 	 BcLTG 30 ttI4AD

BWN'33

IIYMSM]S '

[YWLYS] 'WRLYS [NBWMY]

The Baâ family had three tombs in its possession. The tomb no.21 built before 8 AD is where MoqImtl6
and BelflrI7 were buried. The tomb no.67, belonging to Hairan, was built in the year 33 AD by BelthI
and the tomb no.68 built by four brothers, SabI, NabOzabad, Taimai and NabtMâ. Their brother Hairan'0,
that is not mentioned in the foundation text must have died earlier than 83 AD. In an undated inscnption
BelürI7 is honoured by the god Sadrafa and the priests with a statue because he pleased them. Three of
the four brothers who founded the tomb no.68, Sabi, NabOzbad and NabüIâ, made an offenng in the
temple of NabU to which they attached a special devotion as the onomastics itself shows. The fact that the
three sons of Belth1 19 bear the same name can be explained with the death of the first-born and the
taking on the name by the second, etc. In any case, this is not the only example at Palmyra (cf. no.68, the
Nab(lth1 Rabbâ family). It is interesting to note that the first born of Taimai'4 had been named after his
maternal grandfather and the latter one after his paternal grandfather, with an inverted use on the the
traditional naming customs. In this family we again see the usual reference to the ancestor by the
omission of the word bar 'son' and sometimes underlined by the expression dy nztqr' 'called' which vely
often introduces, or stands for, the denomination of the whole family group. Genealogical trees of this
family are in M. Gawlikowski, SP 3(1969)61; Syria 48(1971)423 and Milik, p. 88.

979C

77BC

S7BC

37BC

17 BC

3 AD
ML' 16

	

ZBYIY24
	 23 AD

	

HGR3
	 43D
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39-59 BC
	

QML'

	

19-39BC	 NWRBL2

I	 I

	

'°	
[GY1LW	 SDY4

	

19-39AD	
'RWN' 6	 CGYLW7
tafter59AD	 tajr59AD

39-59 BC

19-39 BC

1-19 AD

19-39 AD

39.59 AD

59-79 AD

79-99 AD

99-119 AD

119-139 AD

139-159 AD

159-179 Al)

179-189 Al)

189-219 Al)

c	 13

FQM17

NBWSWR24

c (3 18	 'LHS' 19

I	 I
F IIB,25	 TYMS'26

YRHY

YWLYS 'WRLYS MQYMW	 ' x -'	 _	 LSMS36

tafier2l5 AD	 I
YWLYS 'WRLYS X37

YRIIBWL' 30

'GYLW32

I.
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14. The Aqqamal family: tombs of Arônâ no. 188, SE; no.83, VT; no.15, VT

39-59 AD

59-79 Al)

79-99 AD

99-119 AD

119-139 AD

139-159AD

159-r79AD

179-15) AD

189-219 AD

GYLW8

MQYMW'°

NWRBL14

MLKW 2°	 LSMS2'

I	 I
NWRBL 27 MQYMW 28 kIYRN 29 	 MLKW3°

the thie ol them t aftc 144 AD

'DYNI-19

	

LSMS"	 YRHY'2

	

CQ3L5	 'DYNT'6

taftcrI43AD	 ypjjy2z	 DIRSTY'
± 150 AD

tafter 143 AD

Moqimfi member of this same clan, sells part of the tomb no.83 in VT which is said to be contempoT&Y to the tomb of
Kitot (40 AD). cOgeilfl2 is one of the members of the thiasos (OIcwoc, group of people associated in the worship of a

particular deity or deities) of the temple. All these people have a common ancestor, Aqqamal, a name seldom used
outside the clan. VgeilO 2 is one of the members of the thiasos of the temple of Bel (probably of the first temple of Bel).

We know the vocalisation of'QML from the bilingual texts (CIS 4167; Oawlikowski, Berjtus 19(1970)
71): AqqimallAqqamal. He represents the ancestor of this large clan that belongs to the Benê Magerian.
The well attested formula where the term BR 'son' is omitted before the last name of the genealogy

confirms that. This family goes back to the 1st c. BC. Members of it have founded tombs. The first
foundation took place in 59 AD and was made by Arônâ, for himself and his brother Ogeilfl. The exact
location of the tomb is unknown. Possibly in the same year, two statues had been erected in honour of the
brothers in the tomb (Tadinorea II!, 38). Almost a century later Liam son of Nflrbel built tomb no.188
in the year 143 AD for himself and his son Malkil (CIS 4167). Liani's nephews, NUrbel, MoqImfl and
Hainin, one year later, in 144 AD, dug a tomb in the Valley of Tombs (mv XII, 1). There is no an exact
dale for the tower tomb no.15 of VT, but according to the their style, the sculptures found reflect the
period between 70 and 140 AD (see Makowski, SP8 (1985)76 note 29) and half of the 2nd c. AD

according to Michalowski, Pabnyre JV, 163 no.6 and 164 no.7. Makowski, art cit., 77 believes that the
tower tombs nos.15 and 19 had been built in the 2nd half of the 1st c. AD. In the year 215 AD, J.A.
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15. The CAbdibel faimy

CBDBL1
	 35 BC

NS' alias BRBDBL2
	 IS BC'

YDY 'BL3
	 5AD

MLKW4
	 25AD

LSMS 5 	 ZFD6	 85AD	
4SAD

N ea is called BR BDBL thus showing that Abdibe1 is 1J) ancestor of the family. The two brothers

Liam and ZebIdâ offer a iwnmanâ and an altar to ama who is called the god of the house of their
father'.
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16. The Autai family: tomb no.7 of Atenatan,VT and tomb of OgeiIü son of Auai son of
Kahihl

,wsYi

K1-IYLW2

CTN 4	 Fp'M5

I	 I
	'A SY7	KBYLW8	 HYRN9 9BC

I	 I
KHYLW '°	 HYRN	 BDBL'2

"S'' 3	KIIYLW 14	 X'5

I	 I	 I
'G LV. 16	 'wSY 17	 'V.SY 18 48/49-7AD

19

i23-I51AD	 FTMLK2O	 SLWM2'

LSMS 22

x3

BWLH'6 171W

hO 100 BC

90-80 BC

70 6OBC

50-40 BC

30 20 BC

10 BC -0

10-20 AD

30-40 AD

50- (4) AD

70-80A0

90- 100AD

110- I2OAD
130- 140 AD
150 I6OAD

170- I80AD

190 200AD

The Auai family is one of the oldest families at Palmyra as it goes back to the end of the 2nd c. BC. The

ancestor Auai must ha'e been of Arabic ongin. We have two early dates in the family, one being 17 BC

when cAtchamm was honoured with a statue by cAglibôl, Malakbel and the Benê Komar. The other is 9

BC, 'whcn KahIlO and Hairan built a tomb for their father 'Atenalan who most probably was airead) dead

at the time. The two tomb founders are mentioned again in CIS 4111 from the same tomb as CIS 4110

where Abdibel, very likely a son to KahIlü, is attested. A second tomb foundation took place in 57 AD

and the construction was made by 'Ogeilu son of Auai son of Kahîth, the Palmyrene. Milik, p. 63, in his

genealogical tree identifies this KahilO with the KahIlü founder of the other lomb. For chronological

reasons we prefer to see in him the son of Auai and not of 'Atenatan. Furthermore we consider the two

A'' (iJ) who erected a portico to Bôl'astor, two cousins, the grandson of Hairan son of Aubi as

airead) suggested b) M. Gawlikowski, Palmyre VI, 63 and not as uncle and nephew, pace Milik, p. 63.
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Two sisters also seem to belong to this family, Tomaleke who died in 123 AD arid Salôm who died 28

years later, in 151 AD. Milik, p. 63-64 proposes to see in Au aIi the father of these two women, the

brother of LianE, father of Autan, son of Auai of C1S4361. The problem is that the inscnption is

undated and according to the sculptural style should be dated to 230-250 AD, almost a century later

compared to Tomaleke and Salôm inscriptions. This does not exclude the possibility that C1S43 6 1

belongs to this family. The vocalisation of the name KHYLW as KohailO, a qutill form, should be

definetely dismissed since a bilingual text (InvX, 54) gives the Greek lranscnption XctAou. The name is

the verbal adjective of the qatil form with the meaning of 'successful'. The root khl 'to be able', 'to be

successful' is attested both in Aramaic (Dfysi ,45oWSB 174) and in pre-Islamic Arabic (Sabean, see

SD 77) with the same meaning. It is difficult to decide whether the name is to be considered Aramaic or

Arabic. The final waw and the fact that it is attested in Nabataean (PNNR 35 no.551), would favour the

second view. The Greek transcnption XaA and Xae) would refer to the name KHL (JCPANJ 506), while

XtXoç (Wuthnow, 146) would transcnbe the same name as X&tou, with a diphtong ap.cy or a long

vowel i. Therefore we propose to vocalize KHYLW, KahilO or Kahailü, the second less probable as the

form qswiü does not seem to be attested.
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17. The Sa famil: tomb of Hairan son of Bônnê

Sq1
	

BC

TYMY2
	

BC

'TNTN alias BRSF3
	

BC

BWN' 4	 28BC

RB'L 5	BLSWRY6	 S BC

I	 I
BWN' 7	 FBCLTcPS	 I2AD

HYRN 9 	 52-74AD	 32AD

I	 I
BWN''°	 SB'"	 52AD

I	 I
137 AD	 BWN"2	 HYRN ''	 72 Al)

'HPLY	 I4OAD	 92 AD

In inscription CIS 3927 we find the name BWN' S ET. According to a well attested formulary the omission

of BR indicates a reference to the ancestor of the family. A member of this group is called BRST, thus

comftrmmg our assumption of a Saat as ancestor. This family belongs to the tribe of Bené Mitã and must

have been an autochtonous family as membe's point out that they are 'Pammyrenes', andthe family is

already known in the 1st c. BC. The best attested individual is Hairan9 , who must have been an important

figure since he is honoured by the priests of Bel and by the Senate and People. It is very likely that Hairan

has generously contributed to the decoration of the buildings of the gods and his prodigality was

registered in the house of the archons in 6869 AD. His son, BOnnë, was a symposiarch (RTP 463) and his

grandson was the president of the Senate and the People in 137 AD, at the moment of the promulgation of

the new Fiscal Law It is noteworthy that Ahpah. whose ancestor is Taiinai, helped to build foundations

for Malakbel Gad Tatmai and tAnaaieh, ancesniJ gods. Like in the old family of Yedil,el (see below

noil), we find here the Gad YedThel the 'Fortune' of their ancestor, and AhpaIi also builtfoundanons

for Malakbel Gad Taiinai and 'Attrateh. The Gad Tainiai is associated with Malakbel and with the

Bene Bônnê in RTP 135, 273 277 and 279, as well as in RTP 276 to the Benê Rabbel. The Bené Taimai

are related to Malakbel in RTP 262 and invoke the blessing of Bel in RTP 108
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18. The cAtenatan Kaftüt family

BR'>'	 0 5OBC

TNTN KFr'WT 2	 IWIi AD	 40 0BC

YMLKW3	 20 lOJiC

CAtenatan KaftUt and his son YamlikO ere in charge of the duties that applied to any goods that entered

the oasis and it is the only example of local management of taxes. The date is as eaily as 10/11 AD. The

family of 'Atenatan is not known otherwise. The name of his father, Bar'â, is widespread, a BaPâ faniil

appears in the Mattabol tribe. A far ancestor of this family may have been someone called KaftUt, as the

second name of CAtenatan suggests.

19. The Zabda Rabbâ family: tomb of Ateaqab

ZBD' p3)l	 44-348C

(TC QB 2	 24- I4BC

GD\"3	 4BC-6AD

56 AD	 P QB	 MQYMW5	 16-26 AD

3b 4bAD
QYB' 6	PQB7

'Ateaqab built a tomb in 56 AD for his father, probably already dead at the time. MoqImQ as a pnest,

since he is portrayed with a simple modius. All the mscnpuons regarding this famil) are funerary.
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20. The LaqTh(k family

	

LQYSW'
	

4 AD

PTRQLS alias STWRG3 2
	

24 AD

	'BGR3	 S4AD

Abgar was honoured by the Senate because he had been an 'excellent citizen'. The name LaqIQ or

LaqaiU is only attested once. One Greek name, Patrokios, stands out in a probably Arabic family.
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21. The Yedibe1 family

YDYCBL RB"	 150 BC

BR<DfR>TY2	 130 BC

QYNW3	 iIOBC

MTNY4	 9OBC

GDRSW5	 0BC

MTNY6	 50BC

WHBLT 7 	 hAD	 3OBC

X	 1OBC

BR'TY RB' 8	 lOAD

I	 I
QYNW 9 	GDRSW'°

I	 I
MTNY"	 YRHY'2	 50 AD

GDRSW'3	 II5AD	 7OAD

The Yedicbcl family is, so far, the oldest family attested at Palmyra. In fact, it goes back to the 2nd c. BC

and '.as very likel) of Arabic origin. A ritual of purification sas carried out by Wahballat, in his family

tomb, in II AD to modify the sacredness of the place, before the construction of the temple of

BaalshaniIn started. Mattanai 1 had erected a stele to the 'Lady of the temple' sometimes before or

possibly at the same time Gaddarsfli3 consacrated an altar to the goddess. ft is worth noting that the

names GaddarsU and QainO are good Arabic names. Bar'atai Rabbâ Z could be identified with BaPatai2

but in the inscription (RSP 143) he is said to be the great-grandfather of GaddarsO3.
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22. The A'akai family

KY'

'GYLW alt

Ml

ZBI

90 80 BC

?O 60BC

50 4OBC

30-20 BC

10 BC 0

10- 20 AD

30-40 AD

50 6OAD

7O -80 Al)

90- IOOAD

110- 12OAD

ZBYD'	 131 141 AD

VHBLT"	 151-I6IAD

223AD	 ZBYD'2	 1i-i81AD

The inscription mv X, 40 has been restored by Milik, p. 102 on the basis of the Greek version and other
inscnptions refemng to the Bend Ma<ziyân. They are well attested in inscriptions coming from the temple

of BaalshamIn. Zabdibol was honoured by the Palmyrene tradesmen who returned with him from

Spasinou Charax, and must have been a caravan chief. In fact., caravan chiefs usually receied honours

from the tradesmen after a successful tnp to and back from the Eastern emponums (cf. the two most

popular synodiarchs of Palmyra, M.U. Yarhai and So'adü). In mv Xl, 88 we find a certain 'OgeilO called

BR' 'KY in parallel with mv IX, 20 where we find 'Atcnaian BRS'T, in both instances a designation of

belonging to a clan or a family. Inscription mv Xl, 88 comes from the foundation I of the temple of Bel,

which is older than the celia of Bel built in 32 AD. The earliest dated text from the wall I is of the year

44 BC and this is one of the many reused to build the wall. Tths allows us to refer this family to the

beginning of the 1st c. BC. Milik's suggestion, p. 102, that the people of mv Xl, 92 and Tad,norea II, 24

were part of this family cannot be accepted. The fact that they belong to the Benê Ma'ziyân and that the

inscnptions have been found in the wall I is not sufficiently convincing.
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23 The Qainüfamily

QYNW I	 70 BC

NWRBL2	 BC

BRKY3	 308C

ZBLH 4	 3AD	 I0Bc

Zabdilah was honoured by the Bent Maziyân with a statue in the temple of Baalshainin. The name of the

anCestor, attested also in the family of Yedi'bel (see above no.21) is a name of a good Arabic ongtn and it

has the meaning of smith', a name denved from a profession. The family goes back to the 1st c. BC.
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24. The AytIbel family

'YT'YBL'
	

48 38 BC

CGYLW 2 	 28 ISBC

I	 I

	

'YTYBL 3 	 HYRN4	 8BC-2AD

I	 I

	

TYM 5 	MLKW6	 62/6.3 AD	 i2-22AD

	

'YTYBL 1 	jypjs	 32 42AD

x 9	 52-62AD

72-82 AD

GYLW'°	 92-IO2AD

I	 I
BR[SM]S i'"	 ML' 12	 112- 122 AD

SLM' SMSGRM 13	 ((3) 14	 132 142 AD

I	 I
15	 Ml) 16	 152- 162 AD

The AytIbel family belongs to the tribe of Bent Ma'ziyn and was active in the temple of BaalshamIn. In
RSP 161(dateless) MalkO was honoured with a statue erected in the temple b} a certain 'OgeilO son of

Moqimfi son of OgeilU and MalkU is said to be his master. We propose to see in BS 23 and 34 the same
person as RSP 161. It must be the same Malkü, the archon mentioned in BS 34 and the one who offered
an altar to BaalshamIn, Dürahlôn, Rahim and the Fortune of Yedt'bel in 62/63 AD. Probably, ills

MalkO's grandson, whose name is lost, who built, with another person, in the year 81 82 the tomb found

in the new village at Palmyra. Together with this fragmentary foundation text there is mention of the

restoration of a door made by Mal&6 and Ogga'5 descendants of AytIbel, sometimes after 188 AD. The

father and grandfather of 'Ogga bear a double name which is not at all unusual at Palm yra (cf. above no.4,

the Abbanit faniil). Chabot, CIS 4197, p. 303 has proposed to see in them three different people. namely

'G' br SLM, SMSGRM br BR[SM]S and ((3) br 'YTYBL, but in fact there should be a waw separating

the names, or at least between the last two names, and the reading cannot be accepted. The name
BR[SMJS could be adopted here, since there is enough mom for these Iwo letters, in the lacuna. In two
tcsserae we find HYRN GYL' (RTP 666) and HY(RN) GY(LW) (RTP 799), probably to be identified
with the father of MalkU.
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25.The YedIbe1family

	

YDY' BL1
	

44 BC

NWRBL alias 'I.. 12
	

24 BC

IYRIIBW JL'3
	

4 BC

	SLMLT 4 	 64AD
	

24 AD

In 64 AD, Allat and the Bent Ma'ziyân honoured Salamallat because he made offenngs, constructed

buildings and had been generous. His great-grandfather was called the 'Palmyrene', indicating a local and

ancient on gin of the family.

26. The Raai family

R'Y'	 23-13BC

	

LSMS 2 	 3BC-7AD

	

YRHY 3	 67AD	 17 21AD

M1)'GRP 4 130/I3IAD	 37-67AD

In 67 AD, Yarbai offered a whole portico to BaalshamIn and no less than fr.e columns in the temple

commemorated him. In 130 131 AD, Yarhai's son Male Agnppa built, at his own expenses, the temple of

BaaishamIn, Dürahlôn and the Gad of Bent YedThel. The same year Male Agrippa was honoured by the

Senate and People because, being secretary for the second time when the divine Hadrian went to Palmyra,

he had supplied the citizens and the troups with oil and took care of the camp. The Ra'ai family goes back

tothe lstc.BC.
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27. The BelhazI/BôlhazI family

BLHZY/BWLHZY I

WHBY2

	

I	 I

	

(G	 TYMN'4

	

I	 I	 I
WIIBY	 MLKW6	 BLHT'7	 ZB'	 49-90 AD

TYMN9

RMY'°

FCGB II

Three brothers, Wahbai, Malkü and BelhazI had built each person a portico in the temple of BaalshamIn.

The fIrst two in the year 90 AD, the other in the year 103/104 AD. MalkO and Bet hazî were honoured

with a statue by the priests of BaalshamIn and the Benê Maziyân for their generosity. In 49 AD, Zabbâ,

their cousin, received three statues in his honour. RamI son of Taimnâ, son of Zabbâ has been considered

a member of this family as well as the woman CGB).

28. The Aqmat family

QMT'

NV RBL2

I	 I
S'YL' 3 	 VHBY4

The Iwo inscnptions attesting this family come from the foundation wall T, in the temple of Bet. The

erc reused there and their dating must go back at least to the 1st c. BC, as the vail T ts older than the

celia of Bcl built in 32 AD. The oldest text from the foundation T is dated to 4 BC. The to brothers,

Saflâ and Wahbai, were honoured with a statue and both are said to belong to the Maziyt1n tribe.
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29. The Zabdibel family

	

ZBDBL'
	

'TNTN

	

BLHZY3
	

BR '4

	

TYM'5
	

F 'MTLT b
	

52 AD

Amatallat, of the MItâ tribe, who offered a column to BaalshamIn, was marned to Taimâ of the Macziyan

tnbe.

30. The Gabbâ family

GB''

MQYMVV 2

\ DY

ZBYD' 4
	

61 AD

Zcbidã as honoured b, his tnbe, the Benê Maiiyân, because he pleased them and their gods.
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31. The Qahazan family

QHZN'

ZBDNBW 2

ZBDY 3	 67AD

In 67 AD, Zabdai offered five columns to BaalshamIn.

32. The Taimai family

TYMY'

01,2

MLKV,	 RY'L4

In 73 AD, the to brothers MalkO and Raaiel, offered altars to BaalshamIn vihich are said to be for the

great door )et to be built. We propose to Identlf} Gaddâ son of Taimai of Jiw Viii, 35 with our Gadd the

names could possibl, be smpte homonyms.
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33. The 1yyaâ family

'Ys) I

SMCWN 2	 SMSGRM

I	 I
61 62AD ZBDLII alias SHPLJ-1 4	ZBIDILH5	 7Y76AD

In 61 62 AD, Zabdilah called SHPLH was honoured by Allat and the Bene NUrbel. The name SHPLH

was read by Milik, p. 79, MHPLH, compared by him with MPL of C1S4160 that he also corrects to

MHPLH or MHPLY, the Greek transcription of whose names is Mo4Acou. Unfortunately, the plate in

Milik, p1. V 2 is too effaced to favour any interpretation. The name 'YS' is widely attested in Nabatacan

under the form 'YSW. The name is Arabic, cf. 'Y S'. lyâs, ICPAN!88 and JFSC 556. The Greek

transcnption is Iaoou, see Lidzbarski, ESE II, 332. Zabdilah5 was honoured by the Senate because he had

carned out his charge of scribe with merit.
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34. The Barakal family

BRKY'

YDYBL2

czYzw3

YDYCBL 4 17 I9AD

'MRS'5

I	 I
YDYBL 6	RB'L7

I	 I
Wl-IBLT 8	CWYDLT9

I	 I
YDYCBL JO	 WHBLT j	 101 AD

I	 I
HLYDRWS LLSMS' 2 	'WYDLT '

YDYI3L' 4 	EMIZBN'	 YRHY 16	 ZBDrP	 I92iI93AD

Yedibel4 offered a slatue in honour of his father io was very likely already dead at that time. Aijü,

YedibeI's father, in the Greek version IS called 'Palmyrene'. YedTthcl also is called 'Palmyrene' in the

Greek version of the text where is recorded that he was honoured by the Palmyiene and Greek tradesmen

of Seleucia because he had generously contnbuted to the construction of the temple of Bel. The regular

papponimy of the name YedI'bel and its recurrence in every other geneiation is noteWOrthY. For thiS

reason we thought of the builders of a hpogeum in Jebel CAntar, Yedithel and Wahballat, to be members

of this same family. We also note that the name of the ancestor of the family, Baraka', is not introduced

b) BR 'son' which indicates that the anthroponym has a character of eponym.



ZBDLH22

F )H 31

t I48AD

BW?2,24	BNWR25	 FTD,1J2e

tI55AD
I	 I

F HDYRT 'H' 33	ZBYIY34	 ZBDCTH3S

t 169AD

4OBC

20 BC

0

20A0

4OAD

6OAD

AD

IOOAD

120 AD

140 AD

F ,, 32

t 1AD

ZBDL'9

BWLH"2

Fpy 16 t 125/126 AD
	

ZBYD"7

35. The BarCâ family

	

4oac	 BRCI

I	 I

	

208C	 TSBB2	 TWRY3

I	 I

	

0	 ZBDCTH4	 MQYMW5

	

2OAD	 'TNTN6 55AD	 63AD	 BR'7

	

4OAD	 ZBDTH8

I	 I

	

6OAD	 TSBB 10	 ZBDTH"

I	 I
ZBDTH 13	 r,wz"4	 1• iii34i BR' 15

100 AD
	 BR' 18

	
NBWL"9 i-i FJfj20

	 21

tI4SAD
	

t 134/135 AD
I	 1

120 AD	 t 27 jan ZBDH	 MN28	 BNWR29
	

MLKW 30
16OAD

I	 I

I4OAD	 186AD BRC)36
	 Fs,p37	 \ryL,38

tISI	 t181

In 63 AD Bai'a7 of the Benê Mauabol, offered an altar to Arsü, Qismayâ and 'the daughters of the god'.
This is the oldest mention of the name Barcâ, and in spite of being a very common name we believe it to
be part of a larger group. Baiâ was the founder of a tomb in the SW necropolis of Palmyra in the year
186 AD. The sculptures CI1246-4257 are considered to come from this tomb. They must have been
transferred there after the construction of the tomb as all the people portrayed have died before 186 AD.
No doubt anyway they belong to the same family. The person who dedicated a side to Sadrafa, cAtenaran6

very likely belonged to this same group. His grandfather is a certain T oabeb 2 but it is impossible to
identify him with the other Toabeb'° because according to their genealogies there is a gap between the
two of almost eighty years. They indeed may represent another branch ci the same clan. The family
includes at least one priest portrayed with a simple modius on the beautiful bust kept in the Louvre
Museum, AO 2200. The relief of Zabdaateh shows, above his right shoulder, a wreathed menorah
probably indicating his creed. It is the only example, so far, of the kind. The side is in the Danish

National Museum.



MNY5

WHBLT9

MKN' RB"

LSMS2

50/51 or 7011 Al)

50-40 BC

30-20 BC

10 BC -0 Al)

10 2OAD

30-4OAD

ZBDBWL3

'BYHN4

ZBDBWL 5

36. The SokayyI family: tomb KItôt no.44

KY'

TYMRSW/TYMS' RB'2

SLMN 3	KYFWF4 94D

I	 I
SKYY 6 	 TYMRSW'

I	 I
F Cc1 10	 .,s VVTWT II...,	 ,_	 Fç' 12

[MLK]V 8

LSMS	 SLMN '

-70 BC

60 5OBC

40-30 BC

20 iOBC'

lOAD 0

30-2OAD

Salman3 was the founder of a lomb whose location is unknown. The date, 9 AD is one of the earliest at

Palmyra. There is a second foundation in this family by Kutot , in the year 40 Al) (the date has been

correctly read 351, Seleucid era, by E. Will, Syria 28 (1951) 70, p1. VII 2). They all belong to the

Mattabôl [nbc.

37. The Makanâ Rabbâ family

Zabdibôl of the Mattabôl tnbe was honoured by the tradesmen of Spasinou-Charax with a statue. The

date is broken so that it could be either 50/51 AD or 70/71 AD. Milik, p.21 recogmzes the same Makanâ

in a dedication to the god Arsfl dated to 157 AD previously read by Starcky in Mélanges A. Robert, Pans

1957, p. 370-380 as MKC). The Benê Makanâ appear also in RTP 96 and J. Teiudor, MUSJ 42(1966)

178 no.4 a-b.
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38. The Rabbel family: tower tomb no.169, NW

[RB'LJ'
	

1OBC lOAD

LZBDBWLJ2
	

10 2OAD

ITYMS'13	 30 4OAD

[TYMS'1 4 	 89 AD	 50 60 AD

Only the Greek version of this teu is preserved. Because the transcriptions are all well kncnn, it has been

possible to recognize the Palmyrene names in them.
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114 AD

MQYMW 23

MLK'A 24

MQYM'\\ 25

39. The Ananft family

CNNW1

MLkw2	 SKYBL3

I	 I
MQYMW 5	YRHBWL'6

I	 I

BWLM' 7	MLKW8	 ['N]NW9	 LSMS'°

I	 I	 I
MLKW'2 MLIKIW RB' ' 	 !MRTHWN 14

156 AD

IMQYMWI

Fyy]iS

YRHY2°

I-
228 AD MLKW 2 '	 NNW22

279'280 AD

279280 Al)

24 MAD

44 MAD

64 74AD

84-94 AD

[BRT'] I5 104- ii4AI)

I'LHBLJ 17 i24- IMAD

ISC DW] i9 144- IMAD

164- 174 AD

184- 194AD

204-214 AD

224- 234 Al)

244-254AD

We belie%e that the cAnanU family belongs to the MattabOl tribe, since two of its members received great

honours from the tribe itself because they paid for the roofing of the basilica dedicated to Ares-Arsfl.

Under the quaestorship of cAnanQ4, in 114 AD. the City erected an altar to the Anonymous God. Chabot,

CIS 3994, publishes three inscriptions (A-C) which have the same content. The name CNNW is spelt

NNY in CIS 3994 B and their Greek transcription is respectively Ananou and Ananidos. We have chosen

the spelling with final waw, being more frequent (CIS 3994 A, C). The name 6NNY is amply attested at

Elephantine (see, TADAE, 2, p. Ii and TADAE, 3, p. lxiii). The people attested in CIS 4237-4238 come

from the same tomb, that it is why they are part of this family and the reconstruction it has been done on

onomastic bases. Martahôn, wife of MalkO Rabbâ, belongs to the Sakaibel family of the Benê Komarë

(see above no.10). The date, 156 AD, has been adopted from CIS 4241 where a sister of Martahôn is

mentioned BettI, mamed to a member of the Bar1 family (see below no.42), received honours from the

Bent Mattabôl in 208 AD; she is not necessarily MalkO Rabb's granddaughter but chronologically the

relation is very suitable MalkO24 and MoqimO, father and son, who paid for the roofing of the temple of

Ars1, cannot be attached to the rest of the group since they are attested too late. We believe that MaIkU2i

and AnanCl 22 belong to this family as the names are so frequent here. They are devoted to Baalshamin to

whom the) made a dedication in 228 AD.
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40. The LlaMa family

'LUS''	 46AD

S'EW 2	 66AD

'LI-IS' 3	 WAD

I	 I	 I

MQYMW4	 TYMS'5	 ZBYD'6	 '06 AD

I	 I
'LHS' 7	 CGyL\ 8	 SCDY 9	 'LHS' 10	 MQYMW	 126 AD

I	 I
'LI-IS' 12	 MQYM".\ 13	 'LHS' PB' 14	 146 AD

I	 I
TYMS' 15	 'LHS' 16	 F rHID' 17	 166 AD

I	 I

	

F X ' fj MQYMW 19	 F	 20	 186 AD

The Eiahâ family belongs to the Mattabôl tnbe. The inscnption, CIS 4187, attesting it is partially erased

and only the Greek text preserved a part of the name In fact, the name of the tnbe may also be interpreted

as Zabdibol but the frequency of some names in the Mattabôl group favours this interpretation. In the year

166 AD (or 136, see Milik, p. 27), three brothers, MoqImO4, Taimiâ5 and ZebIdA together with their sons

werc honoured with statues but we do not know who offered them. ZebIdA appears in tessera RTP 775 and

he was probably in charge as symposiarch around the same time he received the statue. His nephew

EIahâ 10 is well attested and he also must have been a symposiarch (RTP 725 and Dunant, Syria 36

(1959) 107 no.24) and he is portrayed as such in a funcrary bust made for him by LlaMa, son of Taimiã,

son of Sarnigeram, son of Habazai, probably a distant relative or a member of another branch of the Bené

Mattabôl (	
.'°.
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41. The OaiIat family: tower tomb no.149 of Taimarsü, NW

59 69 AD

SYLT 1

TYM 2	MLKW3	 79 S9AD

I	 I
MLKW 4	BWRP'5	 99-1O9AD

159AD	 TYMRSW6	 YRIIBWL'7	 119-129AD

I	 I
172 AD	 KURIOS8	 ML[KW]9	 139- 149 AD

The Greek transcription of the name 'SYLT is given in two bilingual texts (CIS 4618 and mv VII, 5 A).

K.J. Stark, PNP! 107, explains it as an Arabic name derived from 'asal 'honey' in the qutail form, but it

would be difficult then to explain the final taw. MaIkO4 is portrayed in a tessera under a vineyard and he

is probably a symposiarch who carried out his activity around 130-150 AD. Two foundations are

recorded in the family: Taimarsfl built in 159 AD, a tomb that he was not able to complete and it was his

son who, in 172 AD, constructed the higher part of the tomb. The inscription attesting this second

construction is in Greek only. It is possible to identify Taimarsti and his father Bôrrefã, but Taimarsti's

son's name is read Koupoc which is somewhat uncertain according to Cantineau. Milik, p. 238 proposes

to read it Bouppoc - Bi5ppoc that elsewhere corresponds to BOrrefâ (see, mv X, 130) in line with the

grandfather's name.
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42. The Bartê family: tomb 1 Elahbel, VT

BRT"
	

MAD

2	 ZBDBWL3	 84 Al)

MLKW 4	 MLKW	 104 Al)

I	 I
MQYMW 6	'LHBL7 IMAD	 124 AD

208AD	 S'DW	 )i AD	 'i RHBWL	 197AD	 144AD

	

MLKW" u AD	 164 AD

Elahbel built a tomb in the Valley of Tombs in 164 AD but its exact location is unknown as the lintel was

reused in the Great Colonnade. His descendants are honoured with live columns set up in the so-called

Islamic sflq to the West of the Tetrapylon and later reused in the building of Islamic shops. Malkfi 11 was

honoured by the MattabôI tribe twice. One column is dateless, the second is dated 203 AD. In July 208

BettI, mother of Malkü and wife of Sdadft, was also honoured by the Mattabôl tribe. The two brothers,

SoadO and Yarhibôlâ were honored in 201 and 197 respectively. For BettI's family see the cAnanü family

(above no.39).

43. The Habazai family

EHJBZY'

SMSGRM2

TYMS'3

'LHS'4

Eiahã made a funerary relief for EIahâ, son of Taimiâ probably a distant relative ci member of another

branch of the E1ahA family. A certain Habazai is attested in mv Viii, 58 but it is improbable we hae to

do with the same person in spite of the rarity of this name. This family must also belong to the Bené

Mattabôl.
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THE AGROD TRIBE

44. The AabI family

MLKW '

BR<TH2

HNBL3

I	 1
BR< T1-1 4	LSMS3

MLKW7

LSMS 1O	 TYMRSW'1	 S9AD YRBBWL"2

111
TYMRSW YRIIBWL' 16 X'7	MLKW'8	 SLMN'9

138AD	 I
I	 1

TYMRSW 2 ' MZBN'22

40 BC

20 BC

0

PRDSY 6	 2OAD

IIYRN 8	 40 AD

SM'WN'3	 6OAD

F X 20	 8OAD

100 AD

The s)mposiarch Yarhibôlã' 2 built in 89 AD, together with MoqImft son of MoqImO, son of Zabdibôl
cAmã, a temple dedicated to Belhaniôn and Manaat on the Jebel Muntar. He was also synedros or

president of the Senate. In this famil) are recorded at least two more pnests. one is Salman and the other

is Mezabbanâ. Like in many other important families, their members constituted the Palm) rene

pnesthood. Other people of this family were in charge of important offices. Yarhibolâ 16 had been

honoured by the Senate and People of Palmyra because he helped the tradesmen and took messages to

Susa in Elymaj MaIkO7 was honoured by the Agrd tribe in 81 AD. Bai'aieh 2 who is said to belong to

the Benê AgrGd made offers to Malakbel and cAg!Ibôl. Tessera RTP 770 reads: [MILKW HYRN "BEY),

indicating a symposiarch who definitely belongs to this family, but no suggestions can be made as to his

position within the family tree.
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45. The 'ArImâ family: tomb of MoqIm(1, unknown location

6RYM1	 IBC-9AD

ZBDBWL 2	 i9-29AD

MQYMW RB' 3 79 AD	 39-49 AD

I	 I	 I

Z IBDBVbLI 4 MQYMW 5 MLKW 6	BWRP'7 S9AD

MoqImfl Rabbâ built a tomb in the year 79 AD. The location of the tomb is unknown as the foundation

text was found in the temple of Bel. Ten years later the construction, in 89 AD, his son MoqImO together

with Yarhibôlâ son of MalkO of the Aabi family (same tribe, see no.44) built the temple dedicated to

Belhamôn and Manawat on the Jebel Muntar.

THE ATTAR TRIBE

46. The Barateh family: hypogeum no.8 1, W

BRd[T11P

[SDW]2

EBRCTIII3

[S'DWI 4 	 179AD

The inscription is bilingual and can be restored through the Greek version. SaadO 4 bwlt an hypogeum for

himself and his descendants. The Greek transcnphon of this name is Saedos and Cantineau, mv IV, 14

reads it ISCDWJ. This name is only attested under the variant SDY. One is tempted to see in it the name

SDW amply attested at Palmyra. but for this name the Greek transcnption is always Soados. This is the

only epigraphical evidence where the Benê cAttar are mentioned. The name of the ancestor is of a good

Aramaic type including the divine name 'Atch, very popular in Palmyrene onomastics.
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TEN GENERATIONS AND MORE

47. The Arâ family: tomb of Zabdaateh and Moqirnü, SW

'R'S'

MLKW alias 'R'S2

ZBIYTH 3	MQYMW4

I	 I
PQB 5	 SRY6	 (TCQB7

I	 I	 I	 I
RPBWL 8	BRqH9	 (ZBD]T111° ZBJYF}1 MQYMWI2

I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
SRY l3	 'TQB 14RPBWL ' SRY	 (TCQB 17 )TCQB ia ZBL) 19

I	 Iii	 I	 I	 I
RSTQ' 2° QMEL12' PSY'L 22 FX	 'QM'24 ZBIYTH 25 MQYMW26

I	 I
RPBWL SLM' SLMY	 -	 'TQB3°

ZBD'TH 3 '	 MZBN32

I	 I
SRY 33 	KYTWT

BRC

I	 I
TYMN'	 SRY37

36-26 BC

16-6 BC

4- I4AD

24-34 AD

44-MAD

64-74 AD

84 94AD

104- II4AD

124-134 AD

144 154AD

164- 174AD

184- 194AD

The reconstruction of this family is partially hypotheticaL A number of 15 inscriptions seems to refer to

the Arâ family for several names constantly recur. The Inscnptlon C1S4159 dated 114 AD, is a

foundation text of the tomb of Zabda cateh 25 and MoqImft26 where their affiliation goes back of seven

generations. In the year 181 AD, a descendant of Zabda'aieh, Sirai33 bought from the tomb of Liham son

of Lian, six niches in the central chamber and the exedra on the left when you enter. From the same

tomb come some graffiti attesting the names KItôi (son o1) Mezzabbanâ (son of) Ate aqab that we

considered a single family. A problem we had to deal with is the name SRY attested twice under this

form, otherwise wntten and read SDY. The alternance S/S is not at all unusual at Palmyta (see for

example, SRYKW/SRYKW). CIS 4159 gives the spelling SRY with pointed r1' whilst in inscnptions

coming from the same tomb we find SDY (CIS 4219, 4220). Names and words in these inscnptions hae

pointed ref with the exception of the name SDY. CIS 4378 offers the missing link between these two

different spellings as Chabot in the Corpus reads SDY but, in fact, the letter is pointed so to be read SRY

as p1. LV!I shows. Lidzbarski, ESE, 1, 198 had already suggested this reading. Therefore the name SDY

should be deleted from Stark's list. In In, XII, 28 we have a broken text where a Moqim (son of) Arâ is

mentioned and he has been identified to our MoqImO4.
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Fq

48. The 'Argan family

wi-i:

'RGNIRG'
22AD

42 AD

62 AD

82 AD

102 AD

122 AD

142 AD

SMWN 8	 162AD

Y(D)Y CI3L 9	 182 AD

I 210-230A1)	 YRHBWL'/YRBY o	 AD

263 AD	 YRHBWL"	 222 AD

The cArgan family must have been of Arabic origin as the name shows it (ci. mv VI, p. 9). The name is

only attested three times and it represents a family name It can also be found in Safaitic, see ICPAN!

415. 'Attai was mamed to a man of the Aab' family and in a date between 89 and 188 AD, she offered

an altar to BaalshamIn. We have provisionally chosen a date halfway between the two, placing 'Attai's

birth around 82 AD, although it might well be much earlier. Furthermore we have identified the

symposiarch Yarf:iai of CIS 3964 with Yarhibôlâm of mv XI, 20 as they have the same ancestor 'Argan

(cArga is a variant of cArgan) and the name Yarhai is not other than an abbreviated form of Yarhibôlâ. In

23 AD, his son offered an altar to the Anonymous God.
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anal fanily ci the Claudia inbe: tower tomb no.155. N and hypogeuni ci Bôlhsrak. VT

>11KW °	 I3WIJIRK 12	 I.lMS"

I	 I	 I.	 niY.'7	 .._,	 F-j-'yi5

I	 I	 I
'rr	 itw luRK i	 24	 (.1)'"

)IQ\fl 27	 .	 Ip	 flWRI''

	'%f1tYTIt 3) - —	 USl.ltRK" .	 ' sL,%rr3)
iliAD

	

33	 IlItl r FP	 IIWI.BKK 3' ''%11NN -' 'SI_%ff3)

IIWIJtRK2

'nAil

MQ MV.'

/Jli I	 TlllOI)()R()S'

I	 I
MLK!A'	 lQMW M('KIA*)S'	 YKR Itfjjoix*os1

Ml.KW 14

IioM)	 1 RH', "

q•'QH IS

H',RN2'	 i-,,2S

ttWl.H't.'

II 31%i)

Si lOAD

.11 MbAi)

I., MI ii

Si IIIIAD

1111 131,'.))

IS' 1.110)

I-il IMIAD

1Mb I*IM)

1*1 511 1,11

,ul	 lI ll

fl 2.11 '.1)

ill SlIM)

It is to be noted us Bt'lbsrsl&' latiul> a custom in piunmarriagca he had two wises. A," il d Salamallat and

his great grandfa1hcrOgeilfl also wan manned twice. The Ficqucnc) ci names and the common sneew Itaumal hs'.e

fai outed the bckingulg ci Zebtdg5 ad his mmii) at pan of the Haumsi Family. The dale 9 AD For Zebldãa,uics From

an .nscnptwm found is Walt Hau,ii a here the auntegos Zcbtdâ sue of Haumsi is attested. Hatanni is again atIcted an

the ancestor of BIM 6. the adtnimatrslor ci the Spnng Elca and he w also sympostarch. BÔthI hail also built a

building, the pool and the ctesnal wall of the Spnng Eko and at the sane time he had alTered so slUr. Ba'$ in called

BTHWML to .mdcdmc that she wan amamberof the Haumal laud). She m have been mamcd to someone who had

prupert) in the toisib of Salamallat an the unacnpuon attesting her comes from this tomb. In June I AD. an altar was

ofFered to the Anon)nwn$ God b> Bclbamôn and Manaw at at the espcasea of a certain 'Ateaqsb am of Hattan. The

sitar was Found inn far from the Spnng Eles. There might be a relation between the adimnisuator's famil) and the one

id 'Atc'.uqb.

nil> in widcl> ntcslcd and the iestricctd Iecumng ci the ancestor's lame. Haumal. muic in

a single iainll% fur all thc people mentioned in the inscnptiona A saic feeostfuuitliOfl

p cannul always be gt%cfl. but on the linac of ulomantics and naiIâlc datinga It ma> be

ajjst,c piesitnuon ci the histot> of the mmii>. The moat ancient dale available isl9fltO

alkO4 built the lower liimb no. SS He is sad to belong 10 the Claudia tnbe. Another tomb

recorded us the Faimi> is 239 AD BIbuiak" sun of Muqlm&' son of &Ntairsk23 built the

of an h> pugeum is the Valle> of Tombs. All the inscniotui regarding B6lbarak's" Fanul>

mecophagas found in the tomb. It reprcscnta Blbwak. Ins two a nra and their a's children.

lAD is considered b> W. Stalet (DM2 (191t5) 291 and 294) the dale of death of BôIbsr.ik.

altos le%.l is introduced b> the word zi. 'statue' which is aiutmall> ascii For people still

nine opposed to I /'al,n' For people who are deal. IF we sunnice that Bbarnk had built the tomb being in an age

beta ccii 3) and 40 >ca old, then he must hue bcea tini around 2(k)-23) At) Funhcnnore. it 'C consider the .)gcu(

reproduction to be appio'umaIeI) lain the age of 20(11 could actuall> be ctcn cannier) to the age of ) his children

mast hue been born in a lapse of time between 220-240 AD. Keeping thc annie psitenis lee the rest of the mmli) Sc

arc allowed to go buct to 120-140 AD. On the genealogical tree proposed b> W. Suder, Sn. ciL. 291 MaikOt and

Wilbutak' 2 are seen bud, an suns of Muqim&. As we have ccc.. I,lbs..Lsi2 birth skidd be ptaxd arousd 120-14(1

AD and MalkUs birth around 40-60 AD an he built. hub tu 79/*) AD when be isast lane bccn at least 20 years uIiL

lIne consider the duration cia gcnention the lapse of lime including the >ema From the birth date of the perents and

the one of their children, then die chronology is Suder for M&IIkS duct be either 100-130 (Sadurska) or WI-laO

ISsuer) an MalI.tt wan .t* yet burn at that lime.



50. The Qasma family: from the hypogeum o4'Ta'ai, SE

QSM"

BWRP'2

GYLW3

I	 I	 I
B\%RP' 4	'(..j'M5	 CGY LW6

9

TY7

BVs RP'9

ID

I
ML' '	 F BWLY' 12

F 'MBY 13

The oni) aailable date from the hypogeum of Taai is the foundation date which is bctvecn 88 and 188

AD as the inscnpuon is damaged. The tomb according to the style of the sculptures had been built at the

beginning of the 2nd c. AD. The above genealogical tree has been reconstructed taking into account the

onomastic patterns, and the patronymy and the sculpture categones. The bust of BorrefA 9, Oggâ'° and

Bôla)A all belong to the second group of Palmyrene sculpture, that is 150-200 AD. The one of OmmabI,
si here she is portrayed in a mourning attitude with heT breast uncovered, could instead be dated to 200-

250 AD. For a map of the tomb see K. Makowskj, SP8 (1985) 84, fig. 6. me name QSM is wideli,
attested in Safaitic, see ICPAN! 482.
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51. The Samigeram family

SMSGRM1

NSWM2

MLKW3

I	 I
SMSGRM 4	NS' M5	 x6

FTM 7	BWRP'8	 MLKW9

ZBD"°

NSWM"

I	 I	 I

MLKW l2	 NSWM '

MLKW '	 !1LWK' 15

i9 29A1)

39-49 AD

59 69AD

1I9AD	 79-89AD

99- IO9AD

119- i29AD

139- 149AD

159- 169AD

179- 189AD

YWLYS 'WRLYS ZBDLH 16	 [YWLYS 'WRLYS SVMYIWS MLK[W]' 7	 i99-2oo
242/243 AD

Inscription mv X, 106 dated to 119 AD, has been the starting point for the recostrucuon of this family.

This IS the earliest date at our disposal. The name of the synedros is unfortunatel> lost, but we presume

that to hold such a high position the person must have been in his thirties, so that his birth would take

place around 90 AD. Is he to be identified to NaSOm5 that appears in RTP 773 as symposiarch? Another

point is that NaUm son of Zabdâ is called Julius Bassus on the tessera RTP 778. Julu Bassi at Palmyra

are attested around Commodus time (176-192 AD). This family belongs to the Palmyrene anstocracy. As

c have seen one vas synedros in 119 AD. Julius Aurelius Zenobios Zabdilah was stzategos in 229 when

Severus Aleandros visited Palmyra and agoranomus before 2421243 AD. Julius Aurelius Septimius

Malkfl had the title of Aratisios 'eminent' and he is said to be client of Word in 265 AD. Some members

belonged to the Palmyrene pnesthood as few tesserae attest. Naüm 5 was honoured by Allat and other

deities as we found in a dedication of hich only the Greek version is preserved. He must be the Naüm

of RTP 773 and 774. BOrrcfä son of Samigeram built a tomb for his family. The location is unknown and

the date is 158 AD.
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NINE GENERATIONS

52. The Abissai family

6BSY
	

AD

	

RP'L 2	3OAD

I	 I

NS' 3 	 I-IL'4	 5OAD

I	 I
NS' 5 	NS'/NS"	 o AD

HL' 7	 9OAD

	

I	 I

145- ISO AD	 NS'/NS>8 	 HMR9	 110 AD

NS''°	 13OAD

HL" 1 	 NBWZBD'2

I	 I
NS''3	NS''4	 17OAD

To dated inscnptons (CIS 3916=!nv IX, 14a and mv X, 124) refer to the synodiarch, head of caraans,

Nesâ/Neâ 8 He was honoured twice by the tradesmen who went to and back with him from Phorat and

Vologesias. The text CIS 3916 is wnuen on the 8th column of the Southern Colonnade of the temple of

Bel. In spite of the date 142 AD, the scnpt seems to be later. The inscription must have been engraved for

the second time in the third century. Ahmar's family presents connections with the above mentioned

Nesâ's, because of the names recumng in it. The two relative Inscriptions are undated: mv XII, 24, the

scnpt is of classical type tending to mannered (after 2nd c. AD) and mv IX, 14 b has a cursive type of

script (same penod or later). For chronological reasons has been considered Nesâ's 8 brother. Of the name

BSY is also attested the anant 'BSY and CBS) (see PNPI 103). The bilingual text CIS 3916, gibes the

Greek transcnption of LBS', Abisseos. The anthroponym is derived from Arabic 'ibic'austere, severe'

and is also found in Safaitic, see JCPAN! 402.
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53. The AsfilI family: from the hypogeum of Abdaastôr, SW

'SWLY'	 4IBC

I
TNWRY 2 	 uSC

KIIYLW3	 19AD

NWRBL 4 	 49AD

'BIYSTWR 5 99 AD	 79 AD

I I
ZBD'TH 6	 F WLTG' 7 	YRHBWL'8	 B N' 9	 109 AD

'BIYSTWR 10	 (BDCSTWR ii	 FBCLTGII 12 YDYBL 13	 139 AD

MQY 14 F YWLY WRLY' SLMT	 ZBYD' 16 SLMN' '	 9AD	 I69AD

F H3 i8	 199AD

AtXI astor son of Ntlrbel the physician, built in 99 AD a tomb for himself and his family. Beside the

foundation text, we haxe only one cession text recorded almost one hundred and forty years later by the

great-gTanddaughter of the tomb builder. Many other people were buned in this tomb but we do not know

how the) acquired nghts of bunal in it. Few busts, certainly onginally lfl the tomb, give us the names of

other members of this family. For C1S4418 we based ourselves on papponimy supposing a regular

recurrence of 'Abd'astôr's name. The latter seems to be typical of this family. In CIS 4417 the link is the

name Ba'altaga, as the founder's daughter's name is Bataltagâ, thus implying a Baraltagâ already in the

family, possibly Nflrbel's wife. We must recogmze here the difficulty of fitting only four generations in a

span of time of 140 years that means from 99 AD to 239 AD, if we adopt the pnnciple of an aerage of

twenty years between two generations. In fact, it would probably correspond better to reality a gap of

thirty years unless, given the lack of a precise dating and of a larger epigraphical matenal, more

generations would take place between Ab&asiôr and his great-granddaughter. Julius Aurelius Salmat is a

joint-owner of the side-chamber to the nght when you enter the tomb, with Amdabü freedwoman of Julius

Aurelius Abdsamayâ and foster-mother of Bonné son of Rafael.
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MTNY alias MHWYi

BWN'2

TYM}1'4

54. The MahoI family: tomb in Qaryatein

HRS 6 	NWRBL7

FT	 MTKV iO 95AD

65 55BC

45 35BC

25- 15RC

5 DC-5AD

15-25 AD

35-45 AD

55-65 AD

75-85 AD

95- 1O5AD

FN1i3y8

Mauanai 10 built a tomb in Qaryatein for his father Nürbel and his mother Nabbai probably alread, dead

at the time. MahôI preceded by the expression dv nuqrh 'called' stands for the family name that is the

ancestor'sname. The name MAHOY is attested as Persian in Gignoux, Jranisches, 113 no.545 here it is

explained as an hypoconsticon of the personal name MM! Persian'. The name MHWY is also found in

Arainaic incantation bowls, see AITN no.28, spelled ssith a
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1YRN2

MQYMW3

t after 139 Al)	 HYRN4	 MQYMW - MOUKIANOS5

I	 I

t after 148 AD	 cyrjy6	 t after 149 AD ZBYD' 7 ''	 'NifFH' - AMATHAES 8 	HYRN - HERODES°

	

I	 II	 I	 I
HYRN'°	 cy4y j	 MQYMW'3	 BWLY - BOLANOS 14	 HNWNY? - KALLISTE15

t after 162 AD

MQYMW'6

10- 30 AD

30-50 AD

50- 70 AD

70-90 AD

90- IIOAD

110- 130 AD

130- I5OAD

of the most important charges at Palmyra, that is the administration of the Spring Efca in 162 AD. It must have been

after one year (lasting time of this charge) that he was appointed as symposiarch of the pnests of Bel which represented

the top of the priestly carrier. Other members of this family belonged to the Palmyrene priesthood like ZebIdâ7

MoqIm'. In the tesserae RTP 375 and 580 we find a [MOJYMW ZBYDE'I HY[RNI and a MQYMW ZBYD'

respectively. This priest MoqImü must be the same in both tesserae and he could be identified either with MoqIrnfl'3

brother of the symposiarch Bolanos or he may be considered a brother of the pnest ZebIdât7.

55. The Mattâ family: tower tomb no.85b of AailamI and ZebIdL VT

10-30 AD

30-SOAD

50 -70 AD

70- 90 AD

90- IIOAD

110- 130 AD

130- 1SOAD

150- 170 AD

170- I9OAD

	

150- 170 AD	 t 233/234 AD ZBYD"7

I	 I	 I

	

170- 190 AD	 BTHBY 18	 MQY 19	 BR[K]'2°

t 226 AD

According to an accurate study by C. Makowski (DM 1 (1983) 175-187) of the sculptures from the

AailaniI and ZebIdA's tomb, he proposes the date 170-190 as the years in which they were executed. He

suggests that it is not so be excluded that the funezary reliefs were executed while the co-founders of the

tomb were still alive. This is a tomb with the most fragmentary epigraphical evidence. In some cases we

had only the Greek version of the inscriptions. For Mo.caazw, most likely, MQYMW is the Palmyrene

correspondant. For the name KaAAum7, Milik, p. 251 has proposed HNWNY or [HINNY but the

beginning of the hue does not seem to have a missing letter. There is a NFI, female name or NYNY but

attested only as masculine. The tomb was founded in 119 AD by the two brothers Acailami and ZebIdA.

Aailani1 and his father Hairan were honoured by the Senate and People ten years before because they

loved their city and honoured and pleased their gods. To this family belong B21a1-B&anos who held one
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EIGHT GENERATIONS

56. The Laam family: from the hypogeum 1 Fasael and ZebIdâ

LSMS'

LSMS2

'WYD3

S1WRG'4

PSY'L5

'STWRG'6

LSMS7

F SGLS 193AD

This hypogeum was built by Fasaei son of cAstorga but we do not know when as the date is not given in

the inscnption. This records also a cession of part of the tomb made by the great-granddaughter of the

builder, Segel. The year is 193 AD. Fasael excavated two galleries on the right and ZebIda one gallery to

the left.

57. The Marion family

+ 217 AD

MRYWN2

'LHBL4

F MRT" 6	 MRYWN7

HYRN9

'LHBL1°

MRYWN"

HGGW'2

wYrPi

TYMRSW3

\VYD'5

FJ3CLTEGF 8 + 217 AD

The only date available is 217 AD when Manôn 'swife and sister died. He was a priest and if our

idcntitication is coned his wife's father AwIdâ was a symposiarch. Following the onomastic patterns

this seems to be the only family tree possible but we cannot justify it Irom a chronological point of ie

because of the lack of datings. The name MRYWN is to be considered the Greek name MariOn, see WGE

862 and LGPN 298. The name is attested another time at Palmyra, see mv IX, 24.
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S& The Neâ family: tower tomb no.187 ci cogeilu and his sons

[NS]'

ISLMLTI2

['GYLWJ /G'3

	

I	 I

	

[YRHBWL'] 4 SLM' 5	INS'J'	 [MNY]	 ECGYLW]S [BRS'D]9

10

YR}I B[WL']"	 NS'2

I	 I
FLyP.'J	 '' YRHBWL' '	 'MWN 15	 16

I	 I
NS''7	 FHB)IS

Of the foundation text CIS 4215 only the Greek text is left. The names being all well known hae been

easily idcntif,ed and transcnbed mb Palmyrene. The foundation date is lost. The busts of two brothers,

both of them symposiarchs. are one in the Museum of Archaeology of the Amencan University of Beirut

and the other in the National Museum of Belgrade, are part of this family. According to their sculptural

style, they both belong to the 2nd group (150-200 AD) of the classification established by H. Ingholt in

his classical study on Palmyrene sculpture. More likely they are closer to 200 AD. If this dating is correct,

the record of this family goes back to the end of the 1st c. AD. We propose to see in the cAliyat of CIS

4411 the wife of Yarhibôlâ son of NesA, (son of) OggA, taking into account onomastics and sculptural

e idence. The same is true for CIS 4423. It is worth noting the abbre iated form of Ogeil0 in cOgga and

Salaniallat in Salmâ.
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59. The QUqa.h family

30W'

IOBC

10 AD

30A0

50 AD

X) AD

90 AD

110 AD

30W'
	

SMWN alias QWQH RB'

IOBC	 HLFP2

I	 I	 I	 1

lOAD	 QWQH3	 S'YL'4	 NS'	
F 6	 TYMRSW7

I— 	- 	 1

3OAD	 kIELlPF'8	 SMCWN9	 HNYrP'°	 NS"	
HLlr'12

I	 I	 I
50AD

7OAD

	

QWQFI' 3	 FSpRI4	
TYM"5I	 I

HLFT"6	ZBD"7	 zBYD"8

TYM' 19	 + iSO AD F NMY 20	 HLP'P2'
I	 I	 I

II

9OAD

ZBYD'110 AD

For this family we have only one date which is 150 AD. If our reconstruction is correct, this family is one

among the oldest families at Palmyra. The onomastics helped to identify Halaftâ' 2 of CIS 4268 with the

one of QUqab Rabbâ's family attested in CIS 4277. In fin' VIII, 198 QOqah is wntten QOqâ which must be

a mispelhng for the first as this name appears only here. TammA could also be the daughter of Halaftât2 or

The name QWQH is also attested in Syriac, see Payne-Smith, Thesaurus1	3558.
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YD R[ ..1

MZBN'2

x4

FX7

60. The Sewirâ family

SWYR'3

TYM5	 IYR]HBWL'6

97AD TYMRSW 8 	 HGGW9

GYLW

153 AD SWYR' 12	 MQY 13

CGYLW 14	 199 AD

In the year 97 AD, the to brothers TaimarsO and Hagg must have been active under the orders of a

strategos of nomads, Zebidâ Haumal in the SE desert of Palmyra in the year 97 AD. A grandson of

Taim3fi , SeIrâ made a relief together vith a certain Male son of I...IMLKY to the merciful and

bountiful gods BaalshamIn, Aglibô1, Malakbel, Astarte, Nemesis, ArsU and Abgal. The year is 153 AD.

Another member of this family Ogeil0'3 was honoured by the Senate, the People and the Four Tribes

ith four statues because he had fought against the nomads and he assured security to the tradesmen and

caraans and because his carrier in politics had been glorious and successful. The year is 199

AD.Yarhibôlâ and his family belongs to this group but the inscnption is damaged and the date lost. His

position in the genealogical tree might be wrong. A family with so many socially and military important

people makes think of a family of an old date at Palmyra. It is not excluded that the family of the senator

and s mposiarch belongs to this family as well as the family of cOgga son of cOgellu, founder in the SE

necropolis of the toss er tomb no.194. No clear evidence are available. Cf. Milik, p. 23-25.
(. kRt' .. o
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61. The Yaatai family

ycTy 1

I	 I
YEDY'BLI3

I	 I
150 AD YMLK\V 4	Y'T(W)5

CG3 (GYLW 7	 y13yc8	 YRHY9

I.-	 I	 -	 -	
L.

_________________________________________________________________	 I

Sw6

cGYLW tO

	

YL)Y93L"	 YRHY 1	 ypjy 13	 KIi'L	
F	 16

I	 i I	 I

	

YRHY'7	YRHY'8	 HBT"9	 HGT2°

	

243 AD YIWY 'GRP'	 ypjy22

1
PRTNKS	 MLKWS'24

The vocalisation of the name YT can be found in the bilingual text CIS 4022 where the Greek transcription of the name

is Eiathos. In the same t, the	 HBT' is rendered Abbatha and HOT is to be vocalized Aggath.

Yarhai Agnppa is a symposiarch of the thiasos of the temple of Bel whose office ecpired in 243 AD. One

ofbssonsPcninaxappearsinR7F806andtheother,MalkusamaybethesameofcIS43g.InpNQp.

177 we find cG MRQL' YCT which is clearly related to this family but it is difficult to find for him a safe

position in the genealogical tree. In mv Xl, 69 the name of cOggaIs7 grandfather is lost. As the papponimy

recurs here with a certain regularity, we have surmised that it might be YediThel 3. In CIS 3967, in the year

150 AD, a certain Yanilikü son of cOggA, son of Yacatai was honoured with the erecto of a statue. Clear

seems to be the connection of Yamlikl with this family. It is also possible to imagine that G'/GYLW7

may be his father, but the date made us to Look for a further extension of the family. Thus, hypothetically

guided by the chronology we have thought of an Oggi son of Yaatai and brother of Y[DYBL]. If the

reconstruction us right, the name OggA will return for three generations.
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SEVEN GENERATIONS

62. The AcailaIni family: hypogeum of BelhazI and his sons, SE

YLMY

ZBDBWL2

NWRY3

—1
BLHZY4	 cYLWS	 ILYRN6

	
34 AD

I	 I
'YLMY 7 	NRGLZBD8	 GYLW9	 10	 ZBDB\\L11

 
87 AD

W}IBLT 12

FSGL

In 87 AD, BclhazI and his Sons AailamI, Nergaizabad and 'Ogcitü built an hypOgeUm in the SE

necropolis. The tomb is made in honour of the sons of their paternal uncle and of the descendants of

A'ailamI. Another person seems to take part to the construction, that is Wahballat son of Belnüri BôSâ.

Wahballat also built the tomb in honour of the children of his paternal uncle. Itis difficult to understand

what kind of kinship there is between the two families. OgeilQ5 is a member of the thiasos of the hol
garden' dedicated to tAghbôl and Malakbel and in 34 AD, together with eight more thiasista, he offered
an altar to these t'o gods.





64. The DakA family

DK"

181 I82AD

ZBJYTH2

MQYMW3

YRHY 7	x5

Z32 261AD

81 91AD

101 ilIAD

121 I3IAD

141 151 AD

161 171 AD

181 - 191 AD

201 ZI1AD

YRHY6

YHYB'7

HGGW8

The name Dakâ is attested only in three inscriptions. This is why we preferred to present together these

two family groups that may be related between them. Yarhai 4 received a statue from his father after his

and his brother's death. The name of the brother is not given. One may identify him with Yarhaf.

Hagegu, attested in two texts, made in 232 AD and in 261 AD a dedication to the Anonymous God.

65. The Garbâ family

BR8

10

ORB"

MQYMW2

TYM'3

I	 I
TYMRSW 4	ZBYD'5

YDY 6	ZBDBWL7 i93-2IiAD

TYMRSW9

F 1RT11N II

50-60 AD

70-80 AD

90 I(X)AD

1S8AD	 110 I2OAD

i30- I4OAD

ISO I6OAD

170 I8OAD

The (iarbâ family is attested from the end of the 1st c. AD to the Inst half of the 3nd c. AD. Some of the

members hac received special honours. In 158 AD. ZcbIdâ brother of Taimarsfl was honoured b} the

Senate and People of Palmyra because he loved his city and he founded something which is not specified

in the Inscription. His brother received honours from his sons Yaddai and Zabdibôl from the cara an

people who went back from Spasinou Charax with him because he spared them from spending 300

golden dinars. Taimar was the snodiarch, i.e. the chief of the caraan.
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67. The MoqImü family: hypogeum of aai, SE

MQYMW'

vy2

I	 I

	

MQ'YMW 3 	DY'BL'	 YRHBWL'3 ZBDL'6	 BWRP'7

I	 I
TY 9 	MQYMW 1	 ZBYD>" TCY 12 QBWD RM 13 [.1' '' X '

	

I	 I
MQYMW' 6 	ZBDL'

VY' B\\RP' 49 F\TDL)2G

FBRV4

According to the foundation text (RSP 1), the hypogeum as founded by OgeilO son of Bôrrefâ, son of

Qasma. We wonder hether this family belongs or not to Tatai 's family. The recumng of some names in

both families ouId favour to recognize them as a whole group (see above no.50, the QasmA family).

This means that the hypogeum had only one oncr. In fact no cessions were recorded. The fragmentarity

of the epigraphical matenal and the lack of dates hae compelled us to base our reconstruction only on

the onomastics and the sculptural style. M. Gawlikowski, RSP, p. 12 proposes two partial genealogical

trees. It has to be noted that Ta'ai (18) of the first tree cannot have an offspnng as he is represented on the

stele as a boy. The inscnption RSP 3 of NabOlã son of Wahballat, son of Tatai and RSP 16 of Nabülâ son

of Ma'anO, son of Taai have not found place in the tree.
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Ü1 Rabbi lanitly hypogeum ci BâlhL SE

' 29*0

25 ISAD

si man

an IAD

an- iCsAD

i(F#- 129 Al)

129- i49A1)

HSS'

NBSVikYRI3'2

I	 I
.0Y1w 4 aluni QIWL"	 ZBI)IIWI.'	 'uI)t	 13518" ,Q\tL'	 /.tU)HWL

	

I	 I	 I	 I	 I
ItWlH"	 'GYLW 12	 .iiJ	 ;yIw"	 I3WI.H"	 ' 1'"	 ltVilJi"	 HWR'1'	 'P RN"	 YRHY 20	 FJy,	 Z8l)8'AI	 MQY

II,'	 I	 'I.,	 ii	 ill	 I	 __ I
I3R'Tl1 24 	'GYLW	 'QM'20 QRl3l.'	 illKW20	 'NRN'2'	 lfttj.j" uu-w 3' ;II 32 	 iw'2	 NIW.SV,RAl	 'l8N"5

I	 I	 I	 L_	 I	 'II	 I
'IlO' ?III%SVIR ,(fll.y,m	 .( .y,y.4i	 p42 yyV	 1flRN"	 Rl.H"2	 H%R'	 t'aniiN)	 IMP5l.QkttL'	 I3LH'	 MIK%"	 'q'

I	 I	 I	 II	 I
	l3l.w" 'TM"2 	 xi,iy" 'iu.w'	 'YIW' QiulvS aqy YRHY"

31Iti wan built b Bbti son at NabOStirl. Front the rnscnplioui RSP 79. we learn that he

4 AD. A dale bctneen 49 and 69 can be chutes an birth so that at the moment at the dcath

yeats old. The apcll,utg BWLH' changes otte. in BIll' and NBWSWI becomes

3WSWR. We retained the moat common spellings with W and Y. The tomb is large I>

ôlMs and his brother's tmuiul,es Baadiyti 21 was mameil to her aephew aho probably ass

(BOIM the 1oundci We hac tao canes in ahidi at the ,ica burn am gitcn the name at a

. 'Oggl'2 mid )OgeiIGH. 'Ogcil&" and 'OgctIti' The fccoasUuctlon at this large lamil)

tat the buses olepigraphical and sculptisal e%iilcnce. ahich helped us to uiknttl) the names

Kais auth their porlraiu. Being the onama5tics an rcpctitne, it would have bees almost

ieiwme. Membets at lisa lanuI belong to the Pidmytcnc priesthood. MaIkU. Bsi'atcIi

Chikkc uall> hate a .aizoum.c a their genealogies, this is the cane at Ilar.W't mid

at NYBN'. 'Ogeilti aim ci Batabthi hunt the amie Iamb (ace RIP 93) Amongst young

limo boys. 'OggIã '2 aid 'OgetlQ; 'Ogctlt" aid Qoibu11 'Ogeil&' d Yarba" For a

ab. ace K. Makowsb. SP 8(1985)79. lIg 2. On the eeiIra en the right when ,vu cater (he

tomb there is a sarcophagus representing two men Zabdibôl Qorbulâ and BOibti. suns at 'Ogcilti. Ion at Zabdibôl

NabUStid and one bi 'Ogeilti son at Zabd,bt'iI QorbulL In the same ewihs another sarcophagus represents two men

one ci mInim isa priest MalkO" and the other is his lather 'OgeilO- son at Zabdibôl, aim at BCulhti NabOtOr; a woman

'Atth' wile at MaIkti appeais an nellan their lone NabOdâS and 'Ogeilti" Between the legs at the Indimwn thete me

Four busia, three at which beat names Qorbulti and 1Be sam at MalkU". son at 'OgeiI&6 .ini Tammâ daughter at

son at B(iH&1 A thud sarcophagus in the same Noilhcrn etedea identities Hermes, the Freedman oh Malkti and

B(lbti. Ba'aduy& 'Ogeilti ' son at Zabdibt'iI aho mamed a nephew. and piubnb(y their genidcb.klrca. 'Ogesla and

Ys lai A touflh sarcophagus wan hound in the Southern escdra. a here tao mc,. a a oman and tao children sic

portrayed. The ate'OgeilO dead at the age oh s.xt, and his scat NabOtifrt9, the pncat The annie oh the noman is

Aqind danghicrat Bm'aieh (RIP 1(8 C), prubabi) the daughtcrn( the priest Ba g'aseh t4 	 4L
&c c47 * i	 . IC.
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69. The Nürbel fantily: tower no.164, NW

N'ARBL'	 8AD

'BYHN 2	 48 58AD

SMWN 3	 (,8 7IIAD

PPLWS 'LYS 'BYHN 4 118 AD	 88 98 AD

[TYJMRSW 5	 108 1I8AD

x 6	 128-138AD

YWLYS 'WRIYS 'BYIIN 7	YWLYS V RLYS MLKW	 158 AD

Pubtius AChUS Obaaancs, as the Greek version tells us, as the founder of the toner tomb no.164 in the

North West nccropolis in 118 AD. Only one cession text is recorded beside the foundation one.

Unfortunately the inscnpuon is damaged so that no date is left and the Julii Aurdu Obaihan and MalkO

ma be regarded as either the grandchildren of P.A. Obaihan or the great-grandchildren. The transfer of

part of the tomb as in favour of Julius Aurelius Taimars and Julius Aurelius X sonsol Aida, son of

MalkQ.
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70. The Qirda family

QRIY'

TYBWL2

YDY'Y 3	ML'4

I	
I	 I

F MRTY 5	 Th'B'A L 6	 QRD'7	 F BTMLKW

I	 I	 I	 I
2UOADca.	 x	 x	 YDY9 HYRN'°	 HYRN"	 FBTz

QRD'°

HYRN'4

The name Qirdâ represents here the name of the whole family. It is not introduced by the word BR 'son'.

The name is found in an inscription engraved on a funerary banquet representing the symposiarch

Taibbôl son of YadIai Taibbôl Qirdâ, his wife MartI and two young men whose names are unknown. The

tnkiinium is undated but scuipturarly is very similar to the one from the tombs of Yarhai, Bôthâ and the

Three Brothers, Yarhai, 'AtenürI and ZabdibOl. They must have been executed around 200 AD. Three

more members are portrayed on the banquet, a man, a woman and another man with a wreathed modius.

Their names are not known The anthroponym Qirda appears only in four more reliefs. Its rarity made us

surmise that they must come from the same tomb and might belong to the same family. The aboe

represented gencalog,cal tree ma be hypothetical in that the four busts are not dated. According to their

sculptural style they belong to the 3rd group of lngholt's classification which corresponds to 200-250

AD BatmalkO and her husband QirdA gave to the second-born the same name, Hairan, of the first-born

who died when he was still a child. Qirda7 is also father to Batâ and Yaddai and his name, in this isiance,

is introduced b) thc word 'son'. One might be tempted to see in Yaddai the grandchild of YadI'ai but the

first is not an abbreviation of the second. Yaddai must denve from a different root than Yadiai. In fact, in

the Greek transcription we hae a doubling of the letter 'd' that does not take place for YadPai which

comes from the root yd 'to know'. The name QRD' finds parallels in Safaitic, QRD, cf. ICPANI 479

vocalized QIRD, see CIX 469.1.
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HL

70 BC

50 BC

30 BC

10 BC

lOAD

71. The Qurqeban? family

ZBYD' 4	 3OAD

STWRG 5	SMWN6 ±9OAD	 5OAD

In Tadnwrea I, 12 A is impossible to understand who honoured whom and why. Astôrgâ and Simcôn

offered thme columns to BaalshamIn in his temple.
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72. The Sacadi family: hypogeum of the Three Brothers, SW

S'DY	 52 62AD

MP 2	 72 S2AD

SDY 3 	 92 IO2AD

I	 I
NMYN 4 	ML'5	 SDY6 142 191 AD	 112 I22AD

ZBDBWL 7 	 I32 - 142 AD

ZBDBWL 8 	 152-162AD

241 AD F Y'WLY, WRLY' BTMLKW 9	- i AD

The h)pogeum was founded by one of the three brothers, Male, in 142 AD. The history of the tomb is

known to us till 241 AD with a great-grandniece of the founder. In the year 160, AD two cessions of the

tomb took place: Male and his brothers gave to HaddOdan son of Salman, son of Zabdibôl eight loculi in

the exedra on the left when you enter (CIS 4171. See page 281 for a map of the tomb). In the same 3 ear,

160 AD, the three brothers gave to 'Abdsayar freedman of Ateaqab son of RaIabôl the whole exedra on

the nght when you enter and four Joculi in the first central chamber. Thirty years later, they ceded to

Zabdibô son of Kdtflt son of Bara the Eastern wall of the exedra on the kft consisting of eight loculi

and three Joculi in the first central chamber (see below no.322). The same year, in turn, Zabdibôl sold all

his propert) to Narqaios freedman of OgeilO son of MalkO (CIS 4173; see below no.600). In 191 AD,

Narqaios sold four loculi of the Eastern wall of the exedra on the left and two loculi of the first central

chamber to the Jewish family of SimOn son of Abbâ, son of HonainA, son of Abramâ (CIS 4174; see

below no.89). BatmalkU, fifty years later, sold to Julius Aurelius Male son of Yadal, son of Yedibel four

loculi of the Northern wall of the first central chamber (CIS 4175). Male5, the founder, is without doubt

the first-born in the family. In fact, he was the one who built the tomb at a time when his brothers were

not of age )et or anyhow too young. They act alt together in 160 AD for the first cession of the tomb. We

hase kept the names of the Three Brothers in the order they appear in the inscriptions.
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73. The Sefferâ family: tomb of the cAlainé

138 Al)
tifteri79AD

SM'WN2

'LYN'3
	

WHBLT4

H\ RN5
	

y'y6

LYN 7	 tafleri79AD SRYKW8	 Fy9 tVl9Ari

I	 I	 I
'HpiôTI.c-HYRN 1 °	 YD' ii tl IAD	 CGYLW 12

t after 193
	

SPTMYWS 'LKSNDRWS '	 ' 4	 X

taftcr264YWLYS 'WRLYS' SVFMYWS YD"4

60 8OAD

80 IGOAD

100- 120 AD

120- i4OAi)

140- 16OAD

160- 180 AD

180- 200 AD

The tomb of ALi oê was founded in 138 AD which represents the earliest date for the whole family.

'ALAirIê7, the tomb builder, his brother SoraikO and his sister-in-law MartI together with their sons, Hairan

and Yadê were honoured with statues in 179 AD. AL?tnê7 was honoured by the ZabdibOl tribe. He as

the first-born and his birth must be placed around 100-120 AD and he was probably still alive in 179 AD.

His brother SoraikU, who offered seven columns was instead honoured by the Senate and he was very

likely more well-off than his brother. SoraikO is definitely still alive in 179 AD as himself erected a statue

in memory of his wife MartI dead by that time. His first-born son llairan-Herôdês was offered a statue by

the Zabdibôl tnbe in honour of his father Soraiktl and the same is for Yadé who in 179 AD also received

a statue from the Zabdibôl tribe in honour of his father. Yadê is still alive in 194 AD when he honoured

Manilius Fuscus, legatus of Syna Phoenice in that year. Septimius Alexandros must have received his

gentilic before Caracalla and after Septimius Severus 193 AD). In fact, his son's name is Julius Aurelius

Septimius Yadê, who received his third name from his father and the first two names in honour of Julia

Domna and of Caracaila, in 212, like many other Pahnyrenes. J.A.S. Yadê offered a statue to Septimius

Worôd in 264 AD when he had accomplished his service in the three equestnan militiae. For the family,

its tomb and sculptures and for a detailed study, see A Sadurska, Palmyre VIL
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74. The Taimâ family: from the hypogeum no.6 ci Sasan, SE

TYMS>'

	

cr RB' 2 	 BRWQ3

	

BLSWR1Y4	 Fg5

I	 I

	

BRWQ 8	MLKW9

RP'L7

FBpyQiO	 ZBYIY"

I	 I
F SL.J' I2	TYMMD'3

I	 I
ZBYIY'4	MLKW'5

The family is attested on the busts found in the exedra E of the hypogeum of Sasan. The name MTY is

new. In Nabataean we find MTWY, see PNNR 38 no.625. In Safaitic MTY is also atlested, see ICPANJ

551. The ocahsation MatwI is recorded in CIK 404.2. The Greek transcription Matthaios is in Wuthnow,

69. The feminine name 'BRNYQ (and not 'BRNYM of the author) is also new.

The second part is of difficult interpretation. Should the name

Bcrcnice be approached to our 'BRNYQ?
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75. The ZabdibÔl family: tomb of the Yarhal, cAtenürI and Zabdibôl, SW

(ZBD]BWL'
	

3 AD

BDY2
	

23 AD

	

ZBD'3	 43AD

NWRBL4	 63AD

MQYMW3	 F TDMR 6 t i AD	 g AD

I	 I	 I	 I
YRHY 7	 TNWRY8	 ZBDBWL9	 NWRBL'0 F TDMERIi 1 ZBDB[WL]' 2 IO3AD
133 134AD	 I	 ti8IAD

I	 I	 I	 I
FQfl' i3 F TD111/R 14 MQYMW 15 F CLYT 16 SCDL 17 MQYMW' 8	 123 AD

194 AD
	 t 172AD

This family is well attested thank to the large number of sculptures portraying its members. In the year

133/134 AD three brothers, Yarhai, 'Atentlri and Zabdibôl built a tomb in the SW necropolis. Their

brother Nflrbel is not mentioned in the foundation text. As H. Ingholt (Berytus 5 (1938) 103) had already

pointed out he was not yet born or he was not of age. He died in 181 AD. These four brothers had a sister

named after their mother TDMR. In C1S4262 the name is restored TDM[WR]. As the name of her

mother is TDMR we optioned for this restoration. Tadmor senior was still alive when in 133/134 AD her

sons built the tomb. She died in 148 AD. The date of her death (C154258) has been restored

CCCCLVII[II1 for we have another inscription (J. Sabeh, AAS3 (1953) 19) where the date is 459

(Seleucid era) and it is not broken. Sixty years after the foundation, Aqmat daughter of Yarhai, together

with MoqImU son of Lam son of Hifraj (see below no377), gave in cession a portion of the tomb. We

do not know what type of relationship there was between the two. They could be husband and wife but

Aqmat is not followed by 'uh 'his wife'.
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77. The Annübat family

'N\yBT I

I	 I
TYM 2	HYRN3

I	 .1
\RI-1Y 4 	YRHY5

I .	 I
HBYBY 7 I57AD

MLKW8

HBYBY9

57 67AD

77.8'7AD

9'7-UI7AD

117 127AD

137 147AD

157 167AD

Hairan6 and HabIbI7 were relatives and both of them tradesmen. In fact they gave honours to the most

acknowledged Palmyrene chief of caravans Marcus Ulpius YarIai. From a bilingual text in the Capitolino

Museum, we know a HabIbI son of MalkO, son of HabIbi AnnObat. We propose to see in the tradesmen

and HabIbi 's9grandfather the same person. The chronology does not help in the identification as the date

of CIS 3905 is lost. The only information we have is that HabIbI9 died at the age of 32, the 21st of May.

78. The Belyadac family

115 AD

BLYIY'

TYMMD2

BLi D' 3 	 (TNIWRY4	 MNW5

TYM"6

I5AD TIYIM"8

45 55AD

65 75AD

85 95AD

105 II5AD

125 I3SAD

145 I5iAD

The 22nd of Februar) 115 AD, three brothers, Belyadar, 'AtenUrl and MaanO made a dedication to the

Anon) mous God. Taimâ8 is assistant of Bôlhâ (see above no.49, the Haumal family), administrator of

the Spnng Efca. He and Hairan son of MoqImO, son of Malkfl, another assistant, were commemorated, in

250 AD, by the same Bôlhã, the administrator. The onomastics of Taimcã's family would suggest that

the three brothers belonged to the same family.
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79. The Bonnê family

EWN"

YRHBWP SLMWY2

I	 1
BWN' 3	MLKW4

MTN' 5 	 YRHBWL'6

MLKW 7	 BWN'8

1L* tWA MLML
	 k0

II	 I	 -	 -
Vh '' A(
	 ea. ..

'TATIJ	 '17D(V
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81. The Holaifi family

HLYPY'	 9OAD

MCYTY 2	100 IIOAD

MQYMW	 120 130 AD

lALKW 4	140 I5OAD

LSMS 5	160 i7OAi)

BRTH &	229 AD	 () 190 AD

Itis probable that in the date 540 (Seleucid era) = 229 AD, the units are missing. Bar'ateh restored the

statue of his grandfather MalkU whose original inscnption is lost. In C1S4347=PS 154 is attested a certain

MoqimO son of Holaiff that might belong to this family. The Greek transcription of the name HLYPY can

be found in mv IV, 13: Olaiphei.
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82. The Malkil family: hypogeum of Malkfl, SW

MLKW	 30-40 AD

NWRBL 2	50-6OAD

MLKW 3 	 70-8OAD

MLKW 4	 I2IAD	 90-IOOAD

MLKW RB 5 	 110 I2OAD

I	 I	 I
YWLYS WRLY S NV, RBL6	

F)Qff HB>7	 ML'8 186-214AD	 130- 140 AD

The tomb of MalkO sas discovered in 1924 in the Southwestern necropolis at Palmyra. The foundation

text of the tomb is dated, April 121 AD. This date was corrected by J. Cantineau, Syria 19(1938)162 and

Littmann, art. cit., 165. The founder is a certain MalkU, son of MaIkü, son of NOrbel, the physician. In

Palmyra the nght of burial in a tomb was not restricted to one family (see Kraeling, AAS 11-12 (1961-62)

14-16), in fact we have "... a total of fourteen inscriptions recording transfers of funeral niches to non

members of the MaIkü family, ranging the date from 186 AD to 279 AD" (H. Ingholt, MUSJ 46 (1970-

71) 173-200). The second central chamber was the ongrnal tomb which continued to be in the possession

of the family 01 Ma1UI, the founder. In fact this chamber has given a large number of sculptures

portraying MaIkü, his father, his mother and his grandfather NOrbel. The transfers of parts of the tomb

had beginning with Julius Aurelius NUrbel and his sister Aqmat Habbè in 186 AD, more than 60 years

later the building of the hypogeum. Aqmat Habbê with NOrbel is responsible for two cessions in the year

186 AD. In 213 AD, her name would disappear and Male, her brother, started to be mentioned. That made

us think that MaIC in 186 AD as not of age yet. Male and J.A. Nfirbel camed out three more cessions

214 AD. A small Greek inscription engraved on the doorway tells us the name of the sculptor which is

Barlaas.
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83. The (Nür)'ateh family: from the bypogeum of Faael and ZebIdâ

(NWR) c TH'

BWLNWR2

MCN

ZBYiy

HGGW5

6

ZebIdA excavated one gallery on the left in the same h}pogeum where Fasael son of Astôrgâ made two

gallenes on the nght. The date is not given. The sculptbre of Aqmat belongs to the 2nd group of H.

lngholt's classification that corresponds to 150-200 AD.

84. The Saidan family

SYDN I

q'cy 2

B1Y 3 	YRHY4

1	 1.

	

FSLJ' 6 	TYRDT7

	

I	 '	 I

F BN 10

SQM5

HYR8

ML "

ML

The name SYDN is attested in Safaitic, ICPANI 363 where is dethed from Arab. kñtirisane, possessed'

hile in PNPJ 114 the name is dened from Arab. s,y d'1ord, master'. The name T ridatés, attested

only in this family, isa anthroponym of Persian origin, see PNPJ 117 and OP 239-240 no8 1641.
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85. The YedIthel family

6

ZBDBWL"

'QM' 14

YDY'BL'

'G'2

LSMSY 3	HGGW4	 YRHY5

II
TYM' 7 	HGGW8 HGY 9 FBLy,Io

I-
LS?1SY 12	 SCDW 13 127- i37M)

I	 -i	 I

YRl-1BWL 5 	ZBYD'6

0-lOAD

3OAD

40-5UAD

112AD	 60-7OAD

80-9OAD

100- IIOAD

The origin of this family goes back to the beginning of the 1st c. AD. It is difficult to say if there is any

relation of this family with the one that built a tomb in the temple of Baalshammn (BS 60), ' hose ancestor
is also a YcdicbeI (see abosc no.21). Here the dating goes back to the 1st half of the 2nd c. BC. The Benê

Yedibc1 are also mentioned in some tcsserae: RTP 95, 124 and 586. We may consider the YedIcbcl of the

2nd c. BC as the ancestor from s horn several different Palmyrene families derived, as suggested by

Milik, p. 98. The same Milik, p. 266 proposes to see in the synedros HagcgO 8 the brother of Y CT(W)2 of

the Yaatai family (see abo%e no61) so that the name of their father is restored by him YIRHYI. From a

chronological point of view, this proposition seems to us improbable, as there would be a difference of

fifty years between the two brothers. From CIS 3920 we learn that Taimâ died before or in 127 AD as the

inscnption specifies and his son Sdadü ereclecj a statue in his honour after his death.
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86. The Yorq family: from the hypogeum of Julius Aurelius Male, SW

YRQ'
	

10€- 113 AD

'G'2
	

123 133AD

HNYN' 3	S'DY4	 143 153AD

I	 I
	YRHBVL'5	 HNYN'6	

T	
F7	

163-173AD

1	 I

	

F MRTY S	YWLYS 'WRLYS BSY 9 S'DY 10	 FSL) H	 HNYN' 12

I	 I	 1
F X 13 X i4 F B'rSMyiS	S'DY'6	 203-213AD

Julius Aurelius Abissai bought a whole wall in 223 AD from J.A. Male (see below no 121, the Sasan

famil) from the hypogeum of J.A. Male) and in the small chamber of 'Abissai's property, three

sarcophagi ha c been found representing his family. At the moment of the execution of the sculptures,

Abissai and his wife MartI, his mother Aqmat and his sister SulIâ must have been still aIie as their

names are introduced b) the word s/m'statuc, image' and not Abtalas'.
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FIVE GENERATIONS

87. The AcabI family

I'BJY'

[MJQY2

BLH'3

BLHZY4

I'GYJLW5

The restorations are given in the Corpus but without sufficient supporting evidence. On the other hand

this famiiy is not known elsewhere and alternative suggestions cannot be proposed. The name ' BY

appears in a good number of inscriptions and the Greek transcription Aabei is found in a bilingual text

(CIS 3963).

88. The AawId family

)C!j%Tyl

I	 I

MLKW 2 	 MQYMW3

I	 I
I	 I	 I

ZBDBWL 4	 MMW5	 Fgjp6	 Fjq7

MLKW 8	GY LW9

FX

The feminine name in CJS 4321 has to be read Sabbâ and not HabbA as the first letter of the name has the

typical shape of a .faiand not of a ba
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89. The Abramâ family: from the hypogeum of the Three Brothers, SW

'BRM>'

HNYN'2

'B' '

SMWN 4	 191 AD

FB)C5

Simcôn bought from Narqaios the freedman four loculi from the exedra to the left when you enter the

tomb (see, Corpus p. 281 and K. Makowski, SP 8(1985) 91, fig. 8) and two in the first central chamber

in the year 191 AD. Abraham is a Jewish name and at Palmyra is only attested once. This is not the only

Jewish family present in the Palmyrene community, for the others see C1S4201; J. Cantineau, RA 27

(1930)39 no.72; H. lngholt in G.C. Miles, Beirut 1974, p. 50; mv VIII, 68, etc.
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90. The AhItür family

HYfWR'

I	 I	 I	 I

BWRP' 2 	TNTN3	 MLKW4	 BWLH'5

I	 I	 II	 I
BWLH' 6 	MLKW7	 BWRP'8	 BWLH'9	 StDY	 'rNTN"	 qNTN %2 ,, F SLMT'3

I .	 I	 I	 I
WHBLT' 4 	&TNTN GWRY' 5 SDY 16	 FHGTI7	 DYNYS'8	

BWLH"9	 Fcrfy2O	 yp,fly2I

tL33134AD	 f	 I	 4
cpQ 2z	 FQ,p23	 BWRP'24

The only dated inscription regarding this family is the one of CAtean G8rai who died in 133/134 AD.

All the sculptures belong to the first group of lngholt's classification that corresponds to 50-150 AD. This

family is attested for five generations but the funerary busts can be dated the latest to the 2nd c. AD.

BÔ1MW is represented as a pnest and aggat is said to be manied twice, to Dionysios from whom she had

Aqmâ and to Saddai from whom she had cAtecaqab. It is impossible to say to who she was inamed first.
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91. The Aknabi family

'KNBY'

ZBDL'2

NBWZBD3

BRNBW4

NBWZBD 5	YRI-IBWL'6

The two brothers dedicated an altar to BaalshamIn.

92. The Allatai family

'LIV'	 94-1I4AD

BRCTH 2 	 iI4-lzsAD

BLIP 3 	 134- 344AD

TYM 4 	 +214AD	 154- 164AD

I	 —1
+ 214 AD	 HLFP5	 F HG' S 	 174 184 AD

Hagga, vho in the Greck version of the text is called Julia Aurelia, erected two statues in honour of her

father Taimê and her brother HaIaftA5 after their death. The date in the Palmyrene version is Januar) 214

AD and in the Greek one is August 216 AD.
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93. The Asorai family: tower tomb of klabbata

195 AD

'SRY'
1

I	 I

GYLW 2 	 HNYN'3

HNY' 3	ZBL.16

MQ[Y]9	 FHffplC

QRYN'2

HLKS4

x7

,_'_1 ML1qw"

MLK[WI'3

In the h pogeum of Bôlhâ a text was found recording the foundation of a tower tomb by a woman,

Habbatâ daughter of Zab[...], son of Honainâ Asorai. We find other members of her family in the

Palmyrena. In 195 AD, tOggâ built a temple for the gods Abgal and Ma tan (PNO7-8). As regards

Habbatâ's husband Malk, e find a MalkO son of HLES QRQPN, of the Qurqeban? family in a

hononfic text dated to 4 AD (Tadmorea I, 12 A). The name 'SRY is also attested in a bilingual text where

the Greek transcription is Asomiou (see M. Gawlikowski, Berytus 19 (1970) 65-67 no.1). At Hatra, we

find a parallel 'SRYBRK 'Assur will bless' (see A. Caquot, Syria 41(1964) 259 no.141), but the same

element 'SR is auested in the Aramaic inscnptrnns from Assur. HY'SR, 'SRNTN, 'S }MR. For our

name we may suggest 'the man of Assur' as gentilic or as theophorous with a hypoconstic yod.
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94. The Asrar family

I	 I	 I

	

MLKW 2 	BLQ13 alias SRc S 	MQYMy	 ZBYIY	 FBN 12 t1c AD

LYS' 3 	ZBDLH6	 LSMS'°

I	 I

	

GlAD MLKW 4	 MTN'7

ZBDBW*L 8 ±1cAD

Asra, the ancestor of this family, appears in all the inscriptions without the word br 'son' introducing it.
It is clear that these different families belong to the same group but a lack of epigraphical matenal

attesting it, does not allow us to determine which is the relationship amongst its members. The only dated

inscription is the one of MalkO son of rAIa1A, that offered three columns in the temple of Baalshamin.

The year is 67 AD. This family probably belongs to the Maziyãn tribe like many others in the temple of

BaalshamIn, but we do not have clear evidence to support it.. The family goes back at least to the st c.

BC and it can be regarded as one of the oldest families at Palmyra. The other family groups, according to
the script, are also attested to the 1st c. AD.
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95. The CMnfaipjly

LBN'

NS'INS'2

HBYBY 3 	 BRWQ'4

I	 I

HBYBY 5	 HBYBY 6

HBYBY7

LBN'

MQYMW S

WYDLT9

IjYR' 10

The ranty of the name cAlban, only present in these inscnptions, suggests that the ancestor of these two

families is the same person. In both cases AIban is not introduced by the term br 'son'. The lack of
dating does not allow us to establish with certainty if they belong to the same period and how many

generations can be counted between cAlban and his descendants. Of the first group, we have an

approximate date according to the sculptural style which is 200-250 AD. For the second familial group in

the tree, it is impossiblIateas the inscnption is a graffito found in the side-chamber to the left of the

hypogeum of cAbdcastôr in the SW necropolis. The graffito commemorates Hairâ but we do not know

how he acquired burial rights in the tomb. Barôqâ and HabIbI5 are represented on the stele as two young
boys. Thus we surmised that HabIbI5 represents a first-born of HabibI3 who died young and whose name

was given to the second born. As regards the name NeâINesâ, there are numerous examples at Palmyra

of the alternative use of In this case Nesâ represents the Aramaic vanant with phonetic s and Nea, the
older form, with etymological A' According to Stark, PNP 1100, the name has to be considered as a

hypoconsticon with the meaning of DN has lifted up' from CS * .zzs' 'to raise, to lift up'. The name 'LBN

has parallels in Safaitic, cf. ICPANI 430 and in Nabataean under the form LBW, see PNNR 51 no.886.
The Greek transcnptlon is Alab, Alebou, see Wushnow, 17.
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96. The 'Aqqabai family

QBY'

	

YDYCBL 2 	 'TQB3

	

CVQB 4 	YDYBL5

I	 I

	

YDY'BL'	 PQB7

t 13 May 157AD	 CTcQBS	 YDYBL9	 [YM]RW RB"° t4Marcb 162 AD

l'i7Nov 14IAD

The Greek transcnption of the name 'QBY is Akkabaiou, see Wuth,ww, 15. Three busts portray to

brothers, YedIbel and TaimarsO Rabbâ and a relative (Atecaqab. YedIbe19 is a priest, he is beardless and

he wears a simple modius while his brother, Taimarsü Rabbâ, wears a wreathed modius and died at the

age of 76. The fact that the two brothers belong to the Palmyrene clergy confirms that the priesthood as

kept within a family and the nght was given from a member to another of the same family. This family

also offers rare examples of very carefully dated busts mentioning the age at the moment of death. Thus

we know foi- sure that Atecaqab as born in 101 AD and died in 157 AD at the age of 56 and Taimarsfl

Rabbâasbocnin86ADanddiedin l62ADattheageof76.
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97. The Baidà family: from the tower tomb no.150, NW

BYD'	 120 At)

'STVR 2 	ZBYD'3	 Fp,jp4	 I4OAD

I	 I
ZBYD' 5	ZBDITHs	 I6OAD

I	
I	 I

STWR 7 	MQYM	 ZBYD'9	 iso AD

[YWLYS 'WRLYS ZBYD'] 10 YWLYS 'WRLYS ZBYD"	 BR'TH 12	 6-241AD	 )0AD

Julius Aurelius ZebIdât1 was honoured by the tradesmen that went to Vologesias with him in the year 247

AD. His cousin Julius Aurelius ZebId°, who also appears in lessera RTP 997, gave sn cession the tomb

he bought from Julius Aurelius Marônâ who built the tower tomb no.150 in 236 AD. Of the same family

is BaPateh, honoured by the Senate and People of Palmyra because he loved his ci(. The date is

uncertain as the missing part of the date may be restored either 505 or 550 AD= 194 or 239 AD. The

second date seems to be more probable as Zabda4 ateh son of ZebIdã is attested in the first half of the 2nd

c. AD (see J. Teixidor, MUSJ 42 (1966) 178 no.5) and we identify him with Zabdaaieh6. Based on this

second inscnption, we restored the names of Zabdaateh 6 and ZebIdâ3.
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98. The Baki family: tomb cI Zabdâ, VT

BKRY'

MQYMW 2	'TPNY3

I	 I
ZBD' 4	 8LTYHN5

6

ZBIY7

From this tomb we have three inscriptions. There is not a proper foundation text. The genealogy BeltIhan

daughter of AtefanI appears in the tomb of Elahbel (see above no.63). If it is the same person, then

BeltIhan had been married twice. According to the sculptures, Ca. 150 AD is the time when they were

made (see K. Mako ski, SP 8 (1985) 86-87). Unlike other sculptures of the same period they seem to

have been done with extreme accuracy. Zabdâ 7 has been considered here Zabdâ's4 grandchild following

the onomastic patterns. As the sculpture seems have been produced together with the one of BeltIhan and

her husband, Zabdâ son of 'Oggâ could well be a cousin of the founder of the tomb. Always according to

the style, the statue of BeltIhan daughter of AtefanI belongs to a penod from 70 AD to 120 AD. The

banquet representing the founder Zabdâ and the bust of Zabdâ son of cOgga belong, according to its style,

to a pcnod 120-170 AD, one has to surmise that the tomb was built around the first half of the 2nd c. AD

and that the hypogeum has been dug at two different times starting from the beginning of the 2nd c. AD

(see K. Makowski, SP 8 1985) 87). The inscription of Zabdâ son of MoqImü is not a foundation text but

testifies his contribute to the building of a pan of the tomb.
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99. The Bôlhâ family of the aaudia tribe

BWLH'

TNTN2

BWRP'3

I
'WFK' alias I3WRP'4

ZBYD5

No date is given in these inscnptions. Milik, p. 261 regards these people as part of the Haumal family

where the Claudia tribe is also attested. A part from the presence in the personal names of the theophorous

element Bôl, we cannot see any other connection between the two family groups. According to the

sculptural style, the bust of Bôrrefã3 is dated around 150 AD Ca. and the side of ZebIdA around 150-200

AD. As regards Eutykes, we are presented with a problem as the name is simply followed by the relative

particle dy. We have considered the word mzqr' 'called' understood here and identified the two Bôrrefâ as

a single person.

100. The Corbulo family: from the hypogeum of Zabdaateh, SW

QRBLWN i

TrN2

QRBLWN

F	 I
F )BN) 4 	 HYRN5	 FMR6

xl

We do not know how Corbulo and his family acquired nght of burial in this tomb. No dates also are left,

but the sculptural style is in favour of a penod between 150 and 200 AD. The name Corbulo and its

transcnption appear also in CIS 3913, col. 3, 121.
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101. The Dionysios family: from the hypogeum no.24 of Salamallat, VT

DEYINYS'

BNR 2 	BRYKY3

1	 I
HYRN 4 	 NBWZBD5

I I

FQNff6	 BR'i KY'	 NBWZBD8

This might well be another branch of Dionysios' family (see above no.80), but the reading is uncertain.

We have no records about when and how they acquired property in this tomb. The dating is missing.

Hannâ and her husband BarIkai 1 ' are cousins; a quite well attested costum at Palmyra. Hannâ died at the

age of 32.

102. The Haddâ family: Haddidan the symposiarch and senator

11D

&IDWDN2

MQY3

SVrM[YWIS 'CIYLW'

S [P]TM EYWS 1 HDWDN 5 272 273 AD

52-62 AD

72-82 AD

92 IO2AD

2i2 222AD

232-242 AD

cogellu offered a throne, an altar and a burnt offenng to Odainat son of Hairan Wahballat pnnce of

Palmyra. In two other texts, he is mentioned with his son HaddOdan 5. Haddüdan5 is a Roman senator like

the pnnces of Palmyra, and he was in charge for two yeazs in a row, 272-273 AD, as symposiarch of the

thiasos of Bel; normally one v.as in charge only for one year. Like his father, he bears the gentilic

Septimius. He must have played an important role in the critical moments of Palmyra when Aurelianus

caine to the oasis to set back the order and the symposiarch is said to have helped the troups of Aurelianus

and stayed v ith the custodians in the temple in August 272 when the imperator amved. Many tesserae

mention a HaddUdan Maqqai (RTP 486,490-492,495) but it is not certain that can be identified with our

HaddUdan. A tessera in the Louvre Museum, AO 11596 also bears the same names.
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103. The lladdfldan family: tower tomb no.194, SE

HD[WJDN'
	

37-27 BC

MQYMW2
	

17 7BC

BWN' 4 	 3 13AD

q3YLW 5 	 Fff}pS +IiCT73AD	 23-33 AD

43 53AD

Oggâ son of OgeilO built in 73 AD a lower tomb in his honour and the honour of his father still alive at

the moment of the construction. cogga's7 family and his mother's family are said Palmyrene', probably

to underline their belonging to the indigenous group of the oasis. The onomastics suggests a possible

relationship between this family and the one attested in the 3rd c. AD of HaddOdan the senator and great-

pnest of Palmyra at the moment of the pillage by Aurelianus. Undoubtedly this is one of the oldest

families at Palmyra.

104. The Hagegü family

HGGW'

BRCT}12

BRNBW 3 	 HSD4	 +150-200AD

MQ\ MW'

'HYBL7

The side of Hcscd is dated, according to its style, to 150-200 AD. A sarcophagus from Jebel el-Husayniet

represents three men, two brothers and the son of one of them. According to the onomastics, all these

people belong to the same family but no safe evidence is available from an archaeological or

chronological point of view.
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105. The Ha ran family: tomb ci Boa, CAtecaqab and Yarhai

103 104AD

131 132AD

HYRN'	 i3-23AD

I	 I
YR}1Y 2 	'TNWRY3	 33-43 Al)

I	 I

TYMY 4 	BWLH'3	 YRI-IBWL'6

I	 1
YRHY 7	 HYRN8	 'T'QB9	 -53 l)

I	 I
T\M"°	 SMWN	 93-iQ3AD

We believe that this text does not concern the building of a tomb itself but the late construction of two

lateral exedrae (the one to the right and the one to the left when you enter). Bolhâ is the builder of the

exedra to the right whilst the one to the left has two builders: Ateaqab and Yarhai 7. On the same plaque

almost 30 years later two lines were added to register the partnership of the tomb between Taimâ and

Sim'ôn, probably two cousins. The last sentence gives pmblems in that it is not clear if Taimâ's uncle is

(referred to) Simôn or (to) his father Hairan. The text reads: TYM' W SMWN BR HYRN DDH.

Grammatically speaking the word 'uncle' should refer to Si nfôn but then he would be the cousin of

Taimâ's father instead of being Taimâ's cousin.

106. The klairan family

[HYRNI'

LSMSY2

YRHBWL'3

ZBDBWL4

ZBDBWL5

The inscnption seems to be composed of two parts. In the first (A), Zabdiboi4 made a dedication to the

Anonymous god and in the second (B), it is his son who did the same.
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107.The Hairan family

HYRN'

TD/RT2

MSKW3

KYLY4

TNTN5

TL ftkc.Mu
	

OM At *

1O&The Hatâfamily

HL"

RMW2

YDY

MQYMW4

YDY5

oetfo o	 iA,

rtiti (.	 c
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109. The Ilalaftâ family

HLVP'

YRHY2

HLPT' 3	 HTRY4

I	 I
175 AD
	 ypjjy5	 FsJj6	 YM[L']7

I	 I
HTRY8	 ,'	 FRP9

In 175 AD, Yarl:iai5 offered altars to the Anonymous God. One of those has been found near the Gate of

Damascus at Palmyra. SuJIâ'shuslwho is also his cousin, is represented on the funerary side CIS 4483
and must have died after 175 AD, as did her husband. .1. Starcky (MUSJ 28 (1949-50) 53) identifies the

Hatrai of C1S 4484 with the father of SulIâ and refuses to see a different person (see Eodem, art. cit., the

genealogical tree presented). Instead we believe that we have the nephew of ilatrai ' named after his

maternal grandfather. It is possible that this family belongs to the Hatrai tribe (see C1S4164) but no

evidence is available. HannA daughter of Yarhai, mother of HalaftA (mv VIII, 134) may belong to this

family (see below no.519). The name HLVP is transcribed into Greek as Alaphatha, see mv X, 119.

110. The Külai family

'cy,rLyi

LSMS 2

KLBY3

TSWR4

TY

;b oCij o)tareoL liict (as .5;-6).
\W- c*2)^Q <MPW) cT\V, IBLvQ. 4 &&t -
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111.The Liam family

xi

IL]SMS2

x3

SPRY4

QVI1 IiLP' 5 204AD

The text is very damaged. Originally it was composed by a foundation text, of which very little is left, and

a cession text. QfIfâ Halafâ sold a portion of his property to a certain Zebida son of Salmanai, son of

Abtalmâ (i	 *.

112. The MaIkü family: the sarcophagus cI SoraikO

MLKW'

f3LHZY2

MLK\k	 SRYKW4	 YDY'BL5

I	
I	 I

BLHZY 6	TYMH"	 BWLN'8

F MRTY'

This sarcophagus of SoraikO must have come from a tomb, but unfortunately we do not know from which

one. Five portraits represent people of the same family and according to the sculpture, it belongs to the

3rd c. AD. Itis difficult to say if MartI is a granddaughter of MalkU t or of Malkl1. The people portra)cd

are SoraikU4 and he had built an 'wn' 'place of (eternal) rest' (see M. Gawlikowski, Beryrus 19 (1970)
éetiiM,a

78). Then e have a bust of a young man, BÔlnâ scsi of Soraikfl4, - Yedithel and Belhazi that cannot

be identified to SoraikU's father as he is represented as a young boy. Another brother of SoraikG is

portrayed and he is MalkO 3 and Marti.
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HYRN3

FpjpJS

113.The Maikü family

MLKW'

!GGW2

HDYR3
	

MLKW 4 	T

110GW 6 	TYM"

None of the inscriptions concerning this family are dated. We have to rely on the iconographic
representations. The sculptures of CIS 4501 and 4502 belong to the 3rd group of Ingholt's classification
that corresponds to 200-250 AD and the portrait of TBNN belongs to the 2nd group, that is 150-200 AD.
Ma1k134 is said to be a qift-' 'presbyter' but he is not portrayed with the priesthood modius. The q2.&th
according to Milik, p. 367 must have been a special group of the clergy of the temple of Be!, distincted
from the priests and charged with secondary services in the temple. It is not sure that the priest MalkU8
son of HagegO6 also mentioned in RTP 315 belongs to the same family, but the onomastics favours this
hypothesis. MalkO is represented with a wreathed modius like the one of symposiarches.

114.The Malkfl family: from the hypogeum of Malkü, SW

MLKW

DYWN2

B'LY 4 	 186AD

F	 I	 I

,# DYWN 6 	FSLY7	 F 
HBY8	

F NB	 188 Al)

I	 I

	

F )Mp i0 	 FpyIi

-96 AD

106- II6AD

126- 136 AD

146 156AD

166 176AD

Bfalai in September 186 AD bought from the grandchildren of the tomb builder, MaIkü, the whole
Southern exedra (the one on the left when you enter). Two years later he transfers to SaarônA son of Belai
three niches (see the Belai family no.160). In this chamber was found a sarcophagus representing
Ba ralal 's famiI, dated to 188 AD (see H. lngbolt, MUSJ46 (1970-71) 173-200, p1. III). Baa1aj and his
son Diyon are portrayed with a modius, from which we can deduce they belonged to the rank of priests of
Palmyra. Baralal is also called dqrywn' 'decunon' (H. Ingholt, Berytus 2 (1935) 93 no.4 From i
AD to 267 AD the exedra seems not to have been used as no cession text is recorded. After 267 AD the
number of owners seems to multiply (see the Diogenes, Germanus, rAdon, Anan and the Tammâ
families).
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115. The Maqqaia family

MQY"

x2

I3LHZY3

MQY'4

ZB' 5	 1a-22oADca

Zabbâ received honours 1mm the cavalrymen stationed at Gamla and cAna.

116.The Manan family: hypogeurn of Simôn and Bôrrefâ and Malk1 his sons, SE

MFN'	 0 2OAD

	'GYLW2	 20-4OAD

	BVRP'3	 40-6OAD

	

SM'WN 4	 118AD	 8OAD

BWRP' 5	MLKW'	 iOO Al)

In the year 118 AD, Sim<on and his two sons airead) of age, BÔITCIâ and Malkü built an hypogeum in the

South-Eastern necropolis of Palmyra. Maizan, not introduced by the word br 'son', represents here the

ancestor of this family. The bust of MalkO bought in 1937 from a French antiques dealer must belong to

this tomb and be identified with the MaIkü, the tomb founder, as his genealogy clearly shows. The bust is

undated but according to its style belongs to the 1st group of the Palmyrenc sculptures that is 50-150 AD.

The scnpt would favour a date around the 1st half of the 2nd c. AD. A possible parallel for the name

MTN can be found in Safaitic MT. cf. ICPANI 550 denved from Arabic MTF 'to stretch, lengthen'.



117. The Nabâlâ family

NBWL"

WSHW 2

MLKW3

WS}1W4

YWLYS 'WRLYS MLKW5

Julius Aurelius Malkfl was honoured with three statues by the Senate and People when he was strategos of

the colony and agoronomus. His father Washô is also mentioned in the text and most probably he had a

statue or more erected in his honour. The date is lost but the inscription must be later than 212 AD

because the gentilic Julius Aurelius was given by the edict of Caracalla.

118.The Qorainüfamily

QRYN/W'	 117-I27AD

[LS]MS2	 I37-147AD

	

ML	 YRHBWL'4	 I57-I67A.D

	

I	 I
207 AD
	

QRYNW 5 	HYRN6	 177- IS7AD

	

I	 I
256 AD
	

LSMS 7 	QRYN8 25I'252AD	 197 207AD

Qorainü offered an altar to the Anonymous God in 207 AD. His son Liani', in 256 AD, offered

another altar to thank the same god because he heard his prayers Another member, Qorain 8 did the same.

We have surmiied that Male and YarhibOlâ are brothers only on the base of chronology as we lack of

sufficient epigraphical evidence.
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NSWR'

WHBLT2

HYRN3

119.The QOfiyânfamily

QvPYN'

BWLH'2

[MPYMW3

JfH4

F X 5 MQYMW6

/U.UAU&,	 i1
	 4	 )AO

4Qt k -	 71LL4-ko	 cirtu. ,k	
" it'-

120.The Royal family

'N1'Y' K'WS4

A	 svrMYws 'DY N - ,, F svrMY' BTZBV6

L1 	F	 I

SVrMYV S HYRN - HLROD1A1S 7 SPTMYWS WHBLT 8 HERENNIANUS 9 T1MOLAIS'°

'TNDR[WSI

it was only after the discovery of the text, M. Gawhkowski, Syria 62 1985 257 noA3Ascad -

Gawhkowski, AAAS 36(1986) 169 no.1O, and the relative brilliant study carried out by M. Gawhkowskl

(Syria 62 (1985), 251-261) t the e,ustenCC of two Odainat, the Eider and the Young was regarded as

UNtrue. The inscnptlons, j . anrneau, Syria 12 (1931) 138 no.17 and mv VIII, 55=CIS 4202, concerned

Odainat the Elder, a notable who received the Roman citizenship, was awarded senatorial rank and later

became the 'head of Palmyra' (cf.PIR 111, p. 209; Milik, p. 316-321; lngholt, PBP, p. 120-130). He was

supposed to have been killed by a Roman magistrate called Rufinus together with his son Herodianus in

267 268 (on the identification of Rufinus, see Asrad - Gawlikowski, art cii, 171 note 25). Septimius

Iiairafl son of Odainat, ewch of the Palmyrenes and Roman senator, would be his son, while the Odainat

husband of Zenobia would be a brother or a son of Hairan (cf. PM 111, p. 208-209 J. Févner, Histoire, p.
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78; A. Alfoldi, Berytus 5 (1938) 80 note 2; H. Seyrig, AAS 13 (1963) 162). The inscription in question
shows that only one Odainat existed and in 252 AD he took the title of exarch and shared the title with
his son Hairan, already senator in 251 AD. Odainat is first ri°dy idnir - dpov 'head of Palmyra' in
252 (see, Asad - Gawlikowski, art. cit., 169 no.10), then governor of Syria-Phoemce in 257 258 AD (BS

52; BS p. 66 note 2; CIS 3945=lnv III, 17), 'REof the whole East' and finally king of kings (CIS

3946=Inv III, 19). He is the sole founder of the power of the family. His birth can be placed around 210-
220 AD. Hairan, veiy likely to be identified to Hemdianus (mv III, 3=H. Seyrig, Syria 1891937)14; H.

Seyng, AAS 13 (1963)171-172 refuses the identification), is attested in 251 and in 257/258 AD by two
inscriptions also mentioning his father Odainat (H. Seyrig, MS 13 (1963) 161 and CIS 3944—mv III, 16)
where he is called 'head ci Palmyra' and 'illustrious senator'. Hairan-Herodianus was the son of Odainat
and a first wife before Zenobia. The Histona Augusta mentions two more sons of Zenobia (SHA, XXX

Tyranni, XVII), Herennianus and Timolaus. Their names could correspond to Hairan and Taimallat (see,
H. Seyng, AAS13 (1963)170 and A. Baldini, SP8 (1985) 143-152). As regards Zenobia she was
honoured with a statue by Septimius Zabdâ and Septimius Zabbai in 272 AD who also offered a statue to
Odainat, after his death, in the same year. In RTP736 there are a Wahballat and a Hairan sons of
Odainat. H. Seyrig(AAS 13 (1963) 172)dentifies Hairan with Herenivanus while Milik, p. 320 identifies
them with Wahballat Atenodôros and Hairan-Herodianus.

121. The Sasan family: from the hypogeum of Julius Aurelius Male, SW

SSN
	

113- 123AD

HYRN2
	

133- i43AD

	

193-223AD YWLYS 'WRLYS ML'3
	

153- 163 AD

'WRLYs HYRN4
	

173- 183 AD

	

YWLYS 'WRLYS ML'5
	

193-203 AD

The date of foundation of the tomb is 109 AD, but the inscription does not give the name of the founder
(see H. lngholt, Berytus 2(1935)75 no.1). The tomb called of Julius Aurelius Male contains a number of
nine inscriptions, eight of which are cession texts. The oldest is dated 193 AD and the owner, Male, sold a
portion of it to a relative, Taibbôl son of Abdâ, son of Taibbôl. Twenty years later the same J.A. Male
gave in cession another part of the tomb to Julius Aurelius Hairan and Julius Aurelius Abbâ sons of Julius
Aurelius Male son ci Yarhai, his relatives. A whole wall is bought in 223 AD by Julius Aurelius Abissaj
from J.A. MaiC The grandson of J.A. MaI, J.A. MaI, is attested by three cession texts: in 234 he sold
to J.A. SIbai three niches; in 235 three more niches to LA. Ha1aft and in the same year other three to J.A.
Zabdibôl. As we can understand the history of this tomb is quite complex. Between the foundation of the
tomb and the first cession there is a lapse of time of almost 90 years. It has been suggested to see Sasan as
the founder of the tomb. It seems to be likely that Sasan did not use it immediately. Till the year 215 AD,
the tomb was shared by J.A. Male senior with his relatives, although we do not know the nature of their
kinship. Later, from 223 AD to 237 AD, the end of epigraphical evidence, parts of the tomb were given in
cession and transferred to non-members ci the family according to a well established custom at Palmyra.
The name Sasan comes up again only in the so-called hypogeum of Sasan in the SE necropolis. The
onomastics would suggest that this family and the other may form a bigger family group.
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122. The Saddadâ family

SDIY I

YRHY2

IZBDI'TH3

HDYDW

ZBIYT}15

Uk
	

\'L)c,-cL	 .

123. The Lucius Salman family: hypogeum of unknown location

LQY SLMN'

[B]RYKY2

LSLM$3

STWRG4

LSMS 5
	

232 AD

Liani 5 built an hypogeum and a third of it belonged to him and to Taimisâ the whole exedra on the left

of the tomb The inscnption is partially erased so that we do not know if Taimisâ is a member of the

family. Because his gencaiogy is not given, it is very likely he is. The exact location of the tomb is

unknownthe inscnption slab was reused. The Latin name Lucius is normally iranscnbed LWQYS but

here LQY. Cf. also the vanant LWQY in KA! 118.
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124.The Sotadufamily

SDW'

LSMS2

YRHY3

HLYPY4

YRHY 5	 236AD

Yarhai5 offered to the gods cAgljbôl and Malakbel an enseign in silver. His name is transcribed in Greek

as 'Heliodôros' which usually represents the transcription of 'Liajn'. The connection can be seen in the

fact that Yarhai is a shortened form of Yarhibôlâ and the god Yaribôl is also a solar god. The name

Holaifl is rendered in Greek 'sith Antiokos. Yarhai is one of the numerous Palmyrenes in Rome.

125.The Taimâ family

TYM'1

SYWN2

F YDYCT 3 	G4	 SLMN5

	

+ 6 AD	 F NFIR' 6 	 + 't: &i SYWN'7	 , F LVI Y' 8 + 236 AD

+236AD	 SLMN9

SIônâ7 commemorated his sister's death vuth an 'image' in the year 226 AD. I-Ic himself died in 240 AD.

His ife and child died 6 years before him.
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126. The Taimarsl family

TYMRSW

MQYMW2

YRHI3WL'3

SBY4

YRHBWL'5

Yar hibÔlâ was a symposiarch of Bel and as suggested by Milik, p. 249 we think that his father is

identical to the Sabi attested in RTP 188.

127. The Tôfâ family

Twp,i

iiyir 2	 SQN3

TYM' 4 	 SMCWNS

I
t 218 AD 'LIIBL 6	HYRN7	 F BN8

+240 AD	 F MZBP 9	 SMIWN 10 + 233 AD

In the year 242 AD, Hairanmade a monument in memory of his brother Elahbel dead in 218 AD. Of the

same year is a sculpture portraying Hairan and Abinã his wife but it cannot be funeraiy as in 242 he is

still alive. J. Starcky (Syria 26(1949)36 no3) says that TW1 is the Aramaised form of the Arabic TPN,

attested there and he states that the family has an Arabic ongin. We find also in Aramaic top 'kettle

drum', cf. PNPI 116.
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128. The Wahballat family

WIIBLT'

I	 I

ML'2	 HGGW3

I	 I
HGGW 4 	 NS5	 MLKW6

___	 ___ F!)?

FSY'L8	 Fps9

A sarcophagus represents five people, Fasael 8, his mother Fasê7, his father HagegO4 and his sister Fasè9.
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FOUR GENERATIONS

129. The Abgar family of the Sergia tribe: Marcus Ulpius Yarliai the synodiarch

'BGR'	 70

HYRN 2 	 90

135 AD MRQS 'LPYS 'BGR 3 	 MRQS 'LPYS YRLHY 4 	 23 AD

'BGR	 239 AD	 130

Marcus Ulpius Yarliai is a well attested figure of the Palmyrene trade with the East. In eight inscnptions

he received honours from the caravans he had helped in their trips from and to Palmyra. Only in mv X,
128 he is said to be of the Sergia tribe and here he honoured Tiberius Claudius, prefect and tnbunus. His

brother and his son are mentioned also as head of caravans. This family must have received the nght of

citizenship by Trajan as well as MU. MalkO (mv X, 108 and mv JX, 24) and M.U. Abgar (mv X, 29).

130. The Ahwad family

'FIWD'

ZBDBWL2

'LHBL3

'L1-IBL4

Elahbcl4 received a statue erected for turn by the Senate at the time of his pcesidcncy.
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131. The Ahib family

'HYB'

LSMS2

NSRY3

FTYKS4

B	 UuL'	 _

fo LtU kLt fltC

'A oe-

132. The Ahtai family

TYBV,LahasBR'HTY'

GYLW2

ML'

128 29AD

The name BR 'IfFy is one of the several examples we find in palmyrene onomastics of a formula which

indicates the ancestor of a family. The BR-names are always ifltTOdUCCd by the formula dy mqr 'liz

callcd'. We find BRZBYDY from the (3addibôl tiThe; BRBC from the Kennabat (nbc; BRBDBL from

the MGRT tnbc etc.
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133.The Akiab family

'KLB'

MQYMW2

BRqH3

'L1-IBL 4	 i AD

Elahbel made a dedication to the Anonymous God in 188 AD.

134. The Amrai family

'MRY'

BD'Y2

WLY3

BRNY 4	 209AD

For the name 'MRY we find the Greek transcnption Amraion in mv X, 68. The name must be an

hypoconsucon of a theophorous name formed by the root 'mr 'utter, to say' plus DN (see WSB 82, with

literature). Stark, PNP 169, considers the name as 'man of DN'. The anthroponym BIYY is an

abbreviated form for CBIYTH such as BIY' (H. lngholt, Berytus 1 (1934)42).
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135. The Amsar family

'MSR1

NSM2

G\ R'3

'BYDN STYYIW4

cObaidfl made a dedication to the Anonymous God. The name NSM is a variant of NSWM widely
attested at Palmyra. For 'MSR and STYYIW a valid etymology cannot be proposed.

136. The Annaqir family

'NQYR'

ZB1YFH2

GR\MY 3	MTN'4

ZBD'T1-15

The AnnaqIr family seems to be devoted to the cult of NabU. In fact the inscnption comes from the
temple of this god. The tesserae also are related to its cult. Zabdacateh2 and GarImai his son are portrayed
as pncsts. In tessera RTP8I9 we find the pncst Zabdaateh (son of) MatlanA, (son of) AnnaqI(r) who
must be a grandchild of Zabdaateh 2. MattanA4 son of Zabdaateh is also attested in RTP 305. The name
'NQYR can be definitely adopted as a revision of the plate of CIS 3968 cleaiiy shows a dot above the R.
Therefore it has to be preferred to 'NQYD of Bounni-Saliby (AASI5 (1965) 133-134)where this
inscnption was first published and to 'NQYDW of Milik, p. 164. Also MTN' has to be preferred to 'TN'
of the authors. The relief has tobe dated to the lstc. AD.
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137. The Aphphousos family: tower tomb no.191

13 23AD

APUPHOUSOS'	 3* 43 AD

53 63AD
2

EYRHYI3
	 73 S3AD

(WYl)4
	 184AD	 93-IAD

AwIdâ built the tower tomb no.191 for himself, his male sons and grandsons. The names are preserved

only in the Greek texL They arc all well known and also their interpretations. The only problem we are

presented with is the name Aphphousos. The Greek name Aphphous appears in 1 Macc. 11.5. On the other

hand in N/L Babylonian we find a related form in AP-PU-US-SA-A which lies unexplained (see WSB

136).

138.The Aqôfa family

QWPC'

ZBYD2

'YLMY3

YWL(YS) 'WR(LYS) HLPWN' 4	Z33 AD

In 233 AD, Julius Aurelius HalafÔnâ made a dedication to the Anonymous God.
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139. The Artaban family

'RTBN'

NSRY 1-IBY2

cci'

NSRYHBY 4	 134Ji3AD

Nasrat Habbai was administrator of the 'holy garden' of 'Aglibol and Malakbcl together with Yarhibolâ;

MaIkfl son of 'AwId AnnaqIr; 'Oggâ and Rabbel son of Hairan BageCt.

140. The Atefani family

'TPNY'	 60-120

HLYPY 2	 80 140

'TPNY 3	LSMS4	 100- '60

HLYPY 5	 120 Ia)

Lant son of Holaifl was honoured with a statue by the priests of BaaItak, the Bent TaimarsQ. The

goddcss and the pnests appear again in the tesserae; see RTP66 and 77. According to the scnpt the

inscnpuon is of the 1st c. AD. Holaifi5 son of Atefani3 was honoured in 162/166 AD b} Holaifl son ol

HagcgQ because he pleased him and "gave him power" (for an explanation of this expression see Palrnvre

VI, 89). We have prefelTed to see in Lian a.t NU of Hola,115. He might well be his son, but then his

generation would be around 140-200 AD. This date would be too low if we take into account the fact that

the inscnption is approx. dated to the 1st c. AD.
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141. The Athenodôo Afüqah family

'TNDWR"PWQH'

MLK'2

ZBDBWL3

DV R'4

DOra, luch should represent the shortened form of Athenodôros, made a dedication to the Anonymous

God. The name 'PWQH is difficult to interpret (see PNPI 71-'72).

142. The 1siadar family

'S'DR'

GYLW 2

ZBYD'3

'GYLW 4 	YRHY5

The name 'SDR is attested only once. In C1S 4467 we find 'SDR. We propose to consider the name as a

verbal sentence with the meaning of 'isis has helped'. The first element is the goddess - 'S - 'Isis',

attested in Nec-Babylonian times with North-West Semitic elements, see APN 255. The root dr 'to help'

is attested in Aram., Hcbr., Ugar. and IThoen., see DI3 Z LCf. Nabalaean QWS'DR, PNNR 57 no.1013

and 'VDR, Silverman, JAO9 (1969) 699. It presents also some difficulties the vanant spelling 'S

which is rarely attested. In Phoenician, if the reading is correct, there is the vanant CBD)S of CBD)S see

PNPPI 271. At Carthago the Greek name Isodôros 'gift of Isis' is transcribed 'S'DR (CIS, I, 5981=RES

1842; see also H. Bcnichou-Safar, Les Tombes pwziques de Carthage, Paris 1982, p. 215 no.43;

photograph of the squeeze p. 217, fig. 96). It is to be noted that the deity and the root of this name appear

for the first time in Palmyrene onomastics.



143. The IyyOnfl family

'YWNIWI'

BWLH'2

x3

LYS' 4	DYN'3

The name 'YWN[WJ could also have either a final aleph or yod. Milik, p. 2 identifies it with the Greek

transcription buy from the Palmyrene Jews buried at Besara in Palestina, see Beth She arim, Jerusalem

1967, p. 1,3nos.1,7and9.

144. The Odainatfamily

'DY[NT]'

WIThY2

TYMN3

BLHZY4

ILL	 )oJLt	 Lt \t 1D	 C-



145.The CAbbâ family

I	 I

ZBYIY 2	[KY]LY3

MLKW 4	'B'5

ZBYD' 6 	 236AD

ZebIdâ made a dedication to the Anonymous God for himself and the servants of his house. 'Abbâ 5 also

offered an altar to a deity but it is not speified which one. His grandfather has been identified to the Abbâ

of CJS 4033 on onomastic bases given the few attestalions of such a name.

146.Tbe AmmatfamiIy

['MT]1

[TYM']2

IMQ't MV

IWHBLT]4

The inscnption is in Grcek, but the names are knon from other bilingual texts. The Greek Athcnodôros

usually transcnbcs Palmyrene Wahballat, see CIS 3971. For 'Ammat, see Canuncau, RA 27(1930) 11-12

no.10. his a dedication either to the Anonymous God or to BaalshamIn which in Greek are both called

'Zeus most high'.
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147. The Aqqabe1 family

IQBL1'

EZBIYTH]2

IZBDBWLI3

IZBDBWLI4

The text is preserved only in the Greek version where Zabdibôl is said to honour Clodius Celsus, prefect

of the Ala Hercuhana. The date is lost. The Palmyrene names restored are well attested in bilingual

inscnptions. The only exception is E CQBLI, in Greek Akkabelos. This name has the same form as 'GDM,

'QLIS, 'QML and ECQDN?1 with a doubling of the first consonant. In Babylonian is known the name

Aqabiel and in Hebrew we find Yaqub-El, see JPN 177. The meamng must be tQB-'L 'El has protected'.

148. The cAqqadan family

(QDN1'

(SLMLT]2

NBWZBD3

YRHY4

The text is preserved only in the Greek version, a part from the two names Yarbai and Nabüzabad in

Palmyrene. The name of the ancestor, Akkadan is attested here for the first time. We have proposed the

name L'QDNI as in Safaitic we find QD and CQDT, see JCPANJ 426. Yarhai is said to be the satrapus of

Thilouana for Meherdat, the king of Spasinou Charax and he is honoured with a statue by the tradesmen

of Spasinou Charaxin 131 AD.
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149. The cAtecaqab-Rafabôl family

TQB alias NB [WZBDJ'

RPBWL2

I6OAD
	 BDSYR'3 freedman of

	
'NiYKS 'TQB4

186- 228AD
	 'WRLYS WRDN 5 freedman of

	
[YWLYS] 'WRELYS] 'NTYKS RPBWL 6 218 Al)

In chronological order, Abdsayarâ freedman of (Atecaqab son of Rafabôl, bought in the hypogeum of the

Three Brothers the whole exedra on the nght in the year 160 AD. Acoording to K. Makowski (SP 8(1985)

100-101) all the tnklinia in the form of sarcophagus come from the exedrac sold by the original owners to

other people. In the exedra to the right of the tomb of the Three Brothers (see, Eodem, art. cii, p. 91, fig.

8) a trikiinium has been found that can be dated to 170-220 AD and must portray the family of

Abdsayarâ freedman of Antiokos 'Ale'aqab. In 186 AD another freedman, Wardan, acquired property in

the hypogeum of Liai and more than forty years later gave in cession a portion of the tomb of his

property. In the yeaz 218 AD a certain Julius Aurelius Rafabol built, at his expenses, a tomb for his

family. The suggestion here is to see in this man and in the master of Wardan the same person. Antiokos

Rafabôl might have taken the Roman citizenship after the 'Constitutio Antoniniana' and added to his

name the gentilic Julius Aurelius. In the SW necropolis, in further excavations, H. Ingholt has found two

more tombs. In the tomb II (in G.C. Miles, Beirut 1974. p. 48-53) a certain Rafabôi son of 'Ate 'aqab

appears to be the builder of the tomb with three more people, in the year 123 AD. A hundred and twent)

years later two women gave in cession part of the tomb and they are said to be daughters of Wardan, son

of Rafabôl. Ingholt proposes to sec in this Wardan the freedman who, by the year 243 AD, should be in

his eighties However, the cession inscription is not complete and therefore the relationship among the

people mentioned in it is not clear.
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150. The cOggâ family

)1TNY2

1	 I
YRHY4

F QM5

& c) W	 c	 kuLt	 L

?)	 Q/:i	 -

151.The cOggâ family

XI

cG1

YRHBJWL'J3

[MLKW4

(MalIkQ madc a dedication to the Anonymous God. The date in the Palmyrene text Is 46(.I, thus not later

than 187 AD, and the Greek version allows the year 7 to be restored ( 5017195 AD. It is not the onl

example of different dating between the tio texts (ci. CJS 3940).
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152. The Ogeilü family

GYLW'

HYRN2

HYRN3

HYR'4

-
	

VAL Ob

153.Tbe OlaibaaI family

'LYWL1
	

42 AD

ZBD'T1-12
	

62AD

HGGW3
	

!AD

ZBIYTH 4
	

142 AD
	

102 AD

The identification of Bacal and Bôl is attested by another form of CLYBCL that is 'LYBWL (mv XI, 45)
where the meaning of the name 'Bôl or Batal is exalted' does not change. This is a name of Arabic on gin
and the vanant with Bol is probably a local adaptation of a foreign name. ZabdaatchLboffcrcd an altar to

the Anonymous God for his life, the life of his children and brothers. Unfortunately, we do not know their

names.
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154. The Bagadan family

BGDN'

RPBWL2

YRHBWL'3

MZBN 4	 150-200AD

Itis Anna, Mezzabbanâ's nurse, that made the stele for him.

155.The Bannâ family

BN"

YRHBWL'3

WLW4

Yarhibolã offered a relief to the 'gods of the garden' At and Rahim. The rnsCIlptiOfl is UflthtCd but the

scnpt suggesis the end of the 2nd c. AD or beginning of the 3rd C. AD. The Latin transcription Bannac of

BN'is known from H. Ingholt, Berytus 5(1938)111 no.9.
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156. The Bai'ai family

BR'Y'

kIYRN2

MQYMW3

MLKW

The date 431.1 could also be read 48[.], so that we have either 125/126 AD or 169/170 AD. Malkü

received a statue from the Senate and the People because he was a patriotic person and financially very

generous to the city.

157. The Bamabü family

GDYBWL'

BRNBW 2 	MQYMW3

I	 I
BRCTH 4	BRNBW5	 FqC6

BRNBW 7 	BRCTHS	 BRTH9 BRNBW'° NBWGDY" i5O2OAD

As the onomastics shows, this family seems to be devoted to the cult of Nabfl and cAteh. We arc

presented here with two brothers bearing the same name, Bar'ateh. One, Barateh 8, is represented as an

adult and he is a priest. The other, Barateh 9, is a youth. None of the inscnptions are funerary, so that we

cannot use as argument for the same name the custom of giving the name of the dead first-born child to

the second. On the other hand, cAtemar, is clearly said to be their mother. H. Ingholt in G.C. Miles, Beirut

1974, pp. 40-43, sees in their father BarnabO 5 a brother to Bai'ateh8, being the latter then the uncle and

not the brother of the three youths portrayed on the sarcophagus. In the expression'X 1 son of X2, his

brother' Ingholt sees the term 'brother' referred to X2 instead of X' as it normally should be. The question

cannot be easily explained because the inscnption does not say more. To be a priest was a charge highly

desired and one might surmise that the mother giving the same name to the second child wanted to put the

new born under the same good star. Another hypothesis is that Atema' was married twice and only by

chance her husbands had the same name. That could explain also the difference of age between Bam'ateh

the priest and his three little brothers.
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15& The BartIkai family

BRWKY'

SMCWN 2

BRYKY3

ZBIY 4	 138AD

Zabdâ offered a statue to Yarhai son of cOgellu, son of Hairan Dühai because he helped him.

159. The Batfii family: from the hypogeum of ZebIdâ, SE

BTWSY I

SW'?2

NBWL'3

F0p4

The reading SW? is not certain. The name BTWSY is attested here for the first time and no ct)molog)

can be proposed. This bust comes from the hypogeum of ZebIdâ.
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188 AD

213 AD

267 AD

BLY'	 ,, FMJy2

SRWN3

I	 1
BS' 4	RYSQ'5

F 'MW 6

128- 13SAD

148 158AD

168- I7SAD

188- I9SAD

160. The Belai family: from the hypogeum of Malkü, SW

The first cession of the first central chamber of the hypogeurn of MalkO is dated October 213 AD. The

grandchildren of Malkü, the tomb founder, sold to Bassâ and Risqâ, two brothers, six niches. In 188 AD,

their father Sa'aronA had bought from the decurion BaaIai, three niches in the Southern exedra of this

same tomb. Nearly eighty years later a granddaughter of Saarônâ, Ammo, bought four more niches in the

Southern exedra and in the same year 267 AD resold two out of the four niches. The Sa carOna family

oiined six niches in the first central chamber and five in the chamber to the left when you enter the tomb.

It is not clear why Bassâ and Risqâ bought niches in a different place from their father's when AmmO,

Bass's daughter is ovTier of niches in the same exedra of her grandfather.

161. The BelOr family: from the hypogeum of Bôlhâ, SE

BLSWR'

YDY2

YRHBWL'3

YDY4
	

i50-aIOAD

4eeo* L,1 .\-,
	

kL	 & -L	 6+	 -

L
	

I	 ,) Iz -	 )*.
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162. The Bôiai family

BWLY'

WHB'2

'BIY'3

WHB 4 	i54/155A0

Wahbâ4 is represented with a modius decorated with a wreath which usually indicates symposiarchs. He

died in 154/155 AD. The name of his father is a hypoconsticon of'BIYTH 'Servant of cAtch' and it is not

common. That is why we believe that the priest AbdaA of an, so far, unpublished bust must be the father

of our Wahbâ.

163. The Bôlemmâ Ahab family

	

BWLM 'BB	 I5AD

	

'WYDY 2 	 35AD

	

BWLM' 3	55AD

I	 I	 I
'W'r DV	 MLKVt	 YRHBWL'6	 IHGGW]7	 1i5 AD	 75 AD

The 7th of February 115 AD, four brothers offered an altar to Baalshamin and in honour of the Benê
Sararê, their relatives. These Benê are not to be considered a tribe but more simply a family group. Milik,

p. 60-61 suggests to see in them the promoters of the religious panegynes. A re-examination of the

inscnption has favoured a new reading for 'D/RB in 'BB (see also Milik, p. 60) already attested at

PalmyTa (PNPJ I). It is not the first time we meet with a double name and possibly the second, Ahab, is

the nameof a.	 orof the family.
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164. The Bôthâ family: from the hypogeum of BÔlha, SE

BLH"

YDY2

NBWSWR3

F HL) 4 	 200-250AD

The names Bôlhâ, NabCtUrI arid Yaddai are very common in this tomb but it is difficult to establish a

kinship among them.

165.The Bôlhâ family

BWLH"

F B DY3

YRHBWL' 4 	 BHR'5

The funerary side attesting this family, portrays Baadiyâ and her two children, Yarhibôlã and Baharã.

The name Baharâ is only attested once and may denve from the root bfrto choose, select' (Hebr. and

Aram., see WSB 118 and 130).
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166.The Boq family

BRQ

IIYR'2

NS'3

SLMN4	 136AD

Salman dedicated an altar to the Anonymous God. Lidzarski, ESEII, p. 341 regiSters a soldier called

Bopakoc.

167. The Bôrrefa family: from the hypogeum no.6 of Sasan, SE

BWRP'

SSN 2

BWRP' 3	 'BRNYQ4	 MQY5

BWLM'7

These busts come fmni the exedra D of the by1'°eum of Sasan.
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168. The Bôâ family: from the hypogeum 1 Ma1kL SW

BWS"

I	 I
BLNWRY alias BWLY 2	 NDB'L3

1	 I
7 AD	 WHBLT4	 iYRN5

WHBLT'

Wahballat4 took part to the construction of the tomb that BelhazI and his sons of the AailajnI in the SE

necropolis in 87 AD. The tomb is made in honour of the children of his paternal uncle. A relation of

kinship can be guessed between these two families but no sure epigraphical evidence is available. Three

busts from a pnvate collection in Damascus must come from the same tomb as people of the same family

are attested. One represents the same Wahballat4 whose father bears the surname BOlai that definitely

refers to an ancestor. A second bust ponrays a son of Wahballat, Wahballat The last one is of Hairan son

of Nadabel, whose father's name is attested only once at Palmyra.

169. The Diortysios family

DYNYS1

2

I	 I
MLKW 7	 F)QM,4

SRYKW'

BNWRY5

F BTH 7

The Greek transcnption of DYNYS can be found in bilingual texts: tovuo1oç (A Bounni, AASI I

(1961) 146-147, 155). It is BennUtI 't,homade the stele in honour of his wife because she had honoured

her/his brother. There is a problem in the interpretation whether MalkO3 is Aqma's or BennOrl's brother.

AqmA's father bears the same name MalkU, so that we are in favour of seeing in Malk& her brother. On

the other hand, BcnnOrt specifies that he honoured his wife because she had honoured his brother in a

special wa when he died.
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170.The Dühai family

DWHy'

HYRN2

GYLW3

YRHY 4	 138 AD

Yarhal was honoured with a statue in the temple of Baalshamin by Zabdâ son of BarIkal, son of Simôn,

son of Barükai. The name DlThai is attested once (H. Inghdlt, Berylus 2 (1935) 60 no.2) in the tomb of
cAtenatan , but the onomastics does not suggest any relationship between the two.

171. The DiThai family: from the hypogeum ofAtenatan

DWHY'

MQY2

ZBDBWL3

YVLYS '*RLYSMQY 4	 AD

The hypogeum of cAtenatan was built in 98 AD and 130 years later, Julius Aurelius Maqqai built the

single lateral exedra of the tomb. The exedra excavated in 229 AD was for Maqqai himself, his sons and

grandsons. It is specified that the propeny nghts of the tomb was prerogative of the male heirs only.

Actually women too had the nght of bunal and, in fact we find several of them as owners of tombs. Three

sarcophagi were found in the chamber of Maqqai. Unfortunately all of them are anepigraphical. The first

clearly represents Maqqai, his wife, two children and three more men. For a fine analytical study of the

sculptures, see H. lngholt, Berytus 2(1935) 64-75.
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172. The Fazal family

PZL'

ZBEP 2

ZBEP3

PZL4

TLt ,&tOLL& W. 't	 U€tdP,A	 cL	 o&t	 0

01 k'

173. The FatThab family

VrYHB'

YDY2

MLKW3

YIYW4

The spelling PTYHR, only attested once, is very peculiar. It could be a past participle of pcb'lo open' and

the leuer bet could stand foc 'b 'father', but the meaning is undear.
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174. The Gaa1ufaznhly

G'LW'

MLKW2

SM'WN3

ML4

GfaJ is attested in Hebrew, see 1PN230 and G'L' in KA!227. In Neo- and Late-Babylonian we find

GA-AH-LA-', see WSB 113 and PIAP 81 The name is amply attested in Safaitic, JCL, see ICPANJ 163.

175. The Gamaluwa family

GMLWH'

KMLW2

Z'WR'3

ML' 4	 t150-200AD

The name GMLW is attested in Nabataean, PNNR 19 no.236 and Safaitic, ICPANI 167 and very likely it

derives from Arabic, jamal 'camel'. Al Palmyra, the form GML' is also attested, see PNPI 82. The name

KMLW, if correctely read, may derive from the root kml 'to be perfect' attested in Safaitic, see ICPAN!

505 and it is found here for the first time. The other name ZWR' ma be derived from z 'r, Aram. z' 'ôrâ

'small', see WSB 220 and 323 n.17.

176.The Gamlâfamily

GML"

YRHBWL'2

MQYMW 3	 1I4AD

F SGL4

Under the quaestorship of MoqImO, the city erected a monumental altar to the Anon3mous God. He

himself made a dedication to the Anonymous God concerning the health of his daughter.
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177.The GarImai family

MY'

'TFN2

F HLYIYr alias X 3	 t24if242AD

ZBYD'4

The name GRYMY is normally vocalized as a fu 'au form and in PNPJ 82 the name is denved from

Arabic, jthif dry dates'. We prefer to consider the name a past participle of grm 'to decide, determine',

well attested in Palmyrene onomastics. In Nabataean we find GRYMW, see PNNR 19 no.242.

17&The Gürâfamily

GWR1

WHBLT2

ML' 3	 YRIIBWL'4

t150-200AD	 WIIBLT5

179. The Ginonnal family

GViRNY1

ILISMS 2

TYMRSV

YM9 4	 157AD

Taimé honoured Marcus Ulpius Yarhai, one of the most popular chief of caraans of Palmyra.
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180.The }Iairanfamily

HYRN'

MLQ3

BWLY 4
	

t)	 OAD

ctt )t4t /4&	 ç41&	 UO

c&t OIt	 I	 rr"
181.The Hairanfamily

HYRN'

MQYMW2

SDY3

NBV. ZBD4

Nabflzabad offered a vaulted building to the good and bountiful gemus, in the Palmyrena.

182. The HaIâ family

HL"

MQ MV 2

'NNY3

SBTY4

1ktMa L.u&1 iA	 )LkV ,k MAAM& Jt WA) U. It

Ikt /LoMtk4s.	 bt4- A)A)R. (t p.o . tIQ	 9.
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183. The Ilannateh family: hypogeum of Hairan, SW

HNT1

iYRN2

YDY3

HYRN 4 	 1O&IO7AD

In 106/107 AD, Hairan4 build a tomb for his family. The name of the ancestor HNT is otherwise attested

as feminine name and it has the meaning of 'Ateh is gracious', * HN - P.

184. The Kad/rah family

KDRH1

ZBDLI12

YRHY3

FHGT4

,"t,	 e0	 LtdO1.

18.5. The KahIlai family

xi

K1-IYLY2

M'NY3

PPLYS 'LEYS] KHYLY4

This family is one of the few that bears the gentilic of Hadnan. We know three more Publii Aelii (D.

Schlumberger, BEO9 (1942-43) 53; H. Seyng, Syri!0 (1939) 320 and Milik, p. 229-231). The

inscnption whose date is broken must be of Hadnan time (117-138 AD).
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186. The Kümai family

KWMY'

YMLKW2

TYMLT3

YML' 4 	LSMS

The name KWMY is widely attested in Nabataean, PNNR 35 no.555 and Safaitic, ICPANI 505, KMY. On

its meaning, see PNPJ 92. A certain Taimallat son of Yamhkfl is attested in mv VIII, 29.

187. The Macani family

NW'

HYRN2

MLKW3

SLMLT4

•iL p % L44. )( ;,:,	 -e4.Q LW 3o.

188. The Maian family

MYSN'

LSMS2

ZBD3

YDY'BL 4 i AD

Yedi'bel offered an altar to the Anonymous God for his life and the life of his brother's sons.
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189. The Male family: tomb ci Hür in the garden of Palmyra Museum

ML'

'VQB alias IHIWR 2	MLKW3

I	 I
PSY'L 4	HN'Y5

I	 I
HWR 6	 _	 FTDMR7

The inscnption attesting this family is a curse text against anyone who will attempt to open the tomb.

According to the scnpt, it may be dated to the first half of the 1st c. AD.

190.The Male family

ML"

x3

1-IRMS

Hermes made a dedication to the Anonymous God. The date is 44[.J, Seleucid cia, that corresponds to not

later than 138 AD.

19LThe Malküfamily

MLKVI

(1GYLY2

YRHV3

I	 1
F LWY' 4	ZBYD'5

in thc nscnption there is a mistake of the sculptor who wrote the wcnd bl'f alas' before the last name of

the genealogy, MLKW. One could also consider MalkO as the name of another brother of LuI& On the

side only a young woman, LuIâ and a child are portrayed.
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192. The MalkO family: from the hypogeum of Zabdaateh, SW

MLKW'

WHBLT2

SY;WN3

I	 I
MLKW 4 	 PSY'L5

All the inscnptions igarding this family are funerary. According to the style of the sculptures they have
been executed in 150-200 AD. We do not know how they came to acquu property in this tomb.

193. The Maqqai family: hypogeum of Malk(I son of Yariiibôlâ

NWRTN alias BRMQY'

MLKW2

YRHBWL'3

MLKW5	 AD

0Q & ,t4owi ii	 ;í Tojj.ans

3' (3	 io-i	 A9:. t9.

194. The Maqqai family

MQY I

YRHY2

'YJYN3

F

o	 _ __	
tU A7GtfQLk 4ALi/, AO. .
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195. The Marcus family: from the hypogeum of Zabdaateh, SW

	

/MRQWS'	 61 91 AD

F TDMWR 2	wS	 131 AD	 , III AD

I	 I
MRQWS5	 F	 6	 MRQWS7	 WLS8	 F MRT' 9 101 - 131 AD

I	 I
F WS iO (BD(STWRIi 12i-I5IAD

For the hypogeum of Zabdaateh, no date or foundation text have been found. A number of 23

inscnptions are recorded, among them one cession text. The tomb seems to gather several different family

groups. The best attested is the Marcus family. Another is the Corbulo family (see above no.100). Itis to

be noted that in both families the great frequency of Latin names, Marcus, Walis=Valens?,

Atzoniyâ=Antonia? and Corbulo. In the year 131 AD, a certain Zabdaateh son of Hairan, son of YakIn

sold the exedra on the nght when you enter (see K. Makowski, SP 8 (1985) 92, fig. 9, for a plan of the

tomb), to Barcateh son of Marcus. A good number of inscriptions concern Marcus' family and its

members are represented in a funerary banquet which is in the tomb. It is clear, anyhow, that the tomb

was founded before 131 AD and that Zabdaateh was probably the founder. At the time Baj'ateh became

owner of a portion of the tomb he must have been 20-50 years old, so that his birth took place around 81-

111 AD. His son Marcus7 and Walis8 must have been born between 101 AD and 131 AD. Marcus7

canno be idenWied with MarcisS as the latter is a child and the former is a young man (cf. Eodem, art.

Ca, 120-121 who made the same remark). Therefore the proposed genealogical tree of M. Gaw liko ski,

RSP, p.36 needs to be revised since he considers Marcus 5 father of Marcus7. According to K. Makow ski,

the banquet of Marcus was carved at the same time, that IS around 131 AD, and the style of the sculptures

seems to confirm it. Something senous must have happened to this family whose members seem to ha%e

died at the same time.
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196. The Maikfl family

MSKW'

ZBYD'2

TYM'MD3

ZB'tIY 4 	 97114AD

ZebIdas in 97 AD with the strategos ZebIdâ Haumal in the desert, South-East of Palmyra and in 114

AD he was a quaestor at the time the city offered a monumental altar to the Anonymous God.

197. The MItaqâ family

L Xyy

MYTQ'

ZBYD'2

CG)

BWRP'4

tkftcL tu. ,uu&

198. The Mophleos family

M}tII'

SMkN2

PYL'3

SM'WN4

In 114/115 AD, Sim'ôn4 built an hypogeum for his family in the South-Western necropohs. The tomb is

in honour of his father Filâ, already dead by 114/115 AD. The name of the ancestor presents difficulties in

its etymology. The Greek reads Mophleou and the Palmyrene has been restored on the base of the Greek.

The restoration of Chabot in CIS 4160, MPL[YS], cannot be accepted because yod is normaII transcnbed

in Greek i ith r or Li and the .camekh does not appear in the Greek transcnption of the name.
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199.Tbe Moqlmü family

IMIQrY1MEWI1

NS'2

MQY 3	YRHY'

NS'5

This reconstruction is based only on onomaslic ground.

200. The MoqImü family

MQYMIW1'

MLKW2

MQYMEWI3

HYRN4

-	 .	 LuL\M.o	 -

201. The NabQmar family. tower tomb no.l0diulius Aurelius Bôlemmâ, VT

N13WMR2

BVtM3

7BDB'AL5

\VLYS 'VRLYS

TYM'4

I	 I	 I
F 6	 NBWMR7	 NBWD8	 SLM'9

I	 I	

.	
I

BWLM' 10 SLMLT Ii	 FX 12 TYMRSW 13 Y'WLYS 'WRLYS YWLYS 'V RL'i S
SLM''5

Z4 AD	 134 AD
229 AD	 229 AD

The foundation text of the tower no.70, in the Valley of Tombs, is IosL What we know is that in 229 AD

a certain Julius Aurelius Bôlemmâ owned a part of the tomb and ceded half of his property to tv.O

cousins, Julius Aurelius 'Oggâ and Julius Aurelius Salme, sans of his maternal uncle. Five years later the

same J.A. B6lemmâ, decided to sell a quarter of the remnant tomb to another cousin, a woman whose

name is lost, that also belonged to the family of his maternal uncle. In 234 AD. two more cousins from

his maternal uncle, made a dedication to the Anonymous God because they were miraclously saved from

an earthquake.
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202. The Nasor family

NSWR'

NSWR2

MLKW

HYRN 4	159 Al)

Hairan made a dedication to the Gad of Dura in the year 159 AD and in the same year to the Gad of

Tadmor.

203. The Nasrallat family: hypogeum of Nasrallat, SW

NSRLT'

MLKW2

142 AD
	

NSRLT 3 	 ZBYD'4

BLY5

This hypogeum was founded in 142 AD by Nasrallat3 and it remained unused for more than a century. In

fact, from the foundation the next record is a cession text dated to 263 AD. Nasrallat 3 is portrayed in a

bust with a modius that normally inthcates members of the priesthood. Belai also is attested in a tessera

and belonged to the Palmyrene clergy. The family is not attested elsewhere. As the name shows it, this

family must be of Arabic origin.

204. The Nasrallat family

NSRLT'

12
MQYMW3

GYLW4

Tit1 i	 tLøAA t)

	 Li L

-	

Oç 
otutr.
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205. The Qaisâ family

QYS"

ZBD'T11 2 	TYM'3

TYM' 4 	'QMF

I	 I
ZBIYTH 6 	TYM"	 (TCQBS

L1	 ttc	 hoi &

206. The Qainilâ family

QMYL"

WI-IBLT2

ZBYD3

t
WHBLT 4 182AD

-ii	 tJa3 Q&&L&	 'It' /'*t1(t
U

207. The (ai family

QSTY'

MQMW2

MLKW3

'GYLW	 132 AD

cOgeilo offered an altar to BaalshamIn.
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208. The Qocrâ family

MQYMW alias QR"

ZBDBWL2

GYLW3

'T'QB4
	

1S2 AD

In 252 AD, (ALecaqab honoured Sepnmius Odarnat, illustnous chief of Palmyra, with a statue in the Great

Co'onnade. The statue was erected in the presidency' of cAtecaqab, when he was probably the annual

president of the priests of Bel.

209. The Rami family

,otL

RMY'

MLK>L2

ZBDBWL3

TYMRSW 4	ML5

210. The Rafael family

RP'L'

MQYMW2

GD'3

ZBDBWL 4	MQ'i MW5
	

1 AD

The two brothers offered an altar to the gods Ag1ibôl and MalakbcL
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211.The Re'ômâ family

R'WM"

M'NY2

MLKW RIB)'3

M'NY	 132 AD

Maanai1'offercd an altar to the 'Lord of the world', that is BaalshainIn.

212.The Sêmanaios family

SEMANAIOS'

IMLKWI2

[BR")3

[MLKW]4

For the name Sêmanaios it is difficult to identify the Palmyrene corresponding name. It is attested here for

the first time. The other names instead, are well known. Ma1k 4 was in charge of the presidency of the

Senate and he was honoured by Aetnus Severus the governor. H. Seyng (Syria 22 (1941) 245) proposes

to identify this Aetnus Severus with the tutelar pretor of 193-198 AD (see Groag and Stein, PIR, I, 73

no.435. In this case he would have ruled the province of Syria Phoenice, as legatus of pretonan mnk,

around that time (see also P. Larnbrecht, La composition du sénat romaine de Sept.-Sévère a Diocletien,

Budapest 1937, p. 14 no.15).

213. The Samâ family hypogeum of Hairan and PA. Taibbôl and P.A. Yarhibôlâ, SE

SM' l

p
T"iB'AL2

NS' 3	MLKW4

I3SAJ)	 Wt RN 5	PPLYS 'LYS TYBWL 6 PPLYS 'LYSYRHBWL"

In 138 AD, Hairan and his cousins Publius Aelius Taibbôl and Publius Aelius Yarhibolâ built a tomb.

The half on the left when you enter belonged to Hairan and the half on the nght to his cousins.
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214. The Sacadallal family

SPLT1

NMW2

I	 I
M'YFY 3	'BYDW4	 HDW5

	
132 AD

SDLT6

CObaldü, an ex-eques in Hirtâ and 'Anâ, was a Nabataean of the tribe of Bent Rawwâh (see J.T. Milik.

Syria35 (1958) 229). He erected two altars to Saf-al-qaum, the god 'ho does not drink wine.

Furthermore he commemorated his friend Zebidâ son of Simcôn, son of Bel taqab (an.. 'cii' u.

215.The Sa'Ilâfamily

S'YL' 1	 140- I5OAD

ZYZW2
	

l- t7OAD

(zYzw3
	

180- 190 AD

YWLYS 'WRLYS 'G3 alias SLWQ\\ S 4	BWLN'5
	

254- 259 AD
	

200-210 Al)

Two inscnptions CIS 3934 and 3935 mention Julius Aurelius cogga alias Seleukos. He was generous ith

money (10.000 dracme) and he was good in his municipal office of strategos=duum ir, so to deserve a

statue from the Senate and Peopk of Palmyra. His brother Bôlanã was in charge for two years in the

office of admjnistzatorci( the SpnngEfca.Tu- uA( A &cC	 LM4	 i'LA (os o3i).

216. The Sammai family

SMY I

YRHY2

FCLYT3

x4

ILLI4) 4L k4 tO& k Jt o tt

o ttt
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217. The Samuel family: tower tomb no.175 cIZebIdâ and SamUel, NW

SMWL'

YQWB2

LWY3

ZBYIY 4	SMW'L	 212 AD

The two brothers built a tomb for their own family. According to the onomastics this is a Jev ish family

that established himself, at some point, at Palmyra. The presence of ZebIdâ, a well attested Palmyrcne

name, may be due to a desire to mix with the Palmymne society.

218. The SWHBW family

SWHBW

LSMS2

'YIYN3

TYMRSW4

O,.v L	 /t	 tk 74/JOLt AU i l ,tio
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219. The Taibbol family

TYBWL'	 BWRP'2

HYRN3	 'i	 FSIJ4

I	 I
BVbRP 5 	 FRP6

tI89AD	 IIYRN7

Hwran7 is said to be a 'beneficianus'.

220. The Taibbôl family

TYBWL'

WYD 2

I	 I
TNTN 3	HBY4

TY5

,&tOwt	 ai 
rw 

AM/Ut o&4	 -

221. The TaibbÔI family: from the hypogeum of Julius Aurelius Male, SW

TYBWL'

BD'2

TYB'AL ah Cj

(ZYZ4

We have identified, on onomastic bases, Taibbôl the one who bought a portion from the tomb of Julius
Aurelius Male in 193 AD with the Taibbol called 'Abda mentioned in C1S4288. They might well be

relatives of Taibbôl Rabbâ's famil,. No clear evidence is available.
(4ca kQo..	 &o.



222. The TaibbÔl Rabbâ family

TYBWL RB"

LSMS2

1
TYBWL 3	HLP'4

F HLPW3

A certain cAzIz son of Taibbôl called 'AIxlâ erected a monument for Taibbôl 3. They are probably

relatives.

223. The Taimai family: hypogeum of cAtenatan, SW

TYMY 1	 52-62AD

YDY 2 	 72-82A0

ZBD'TH 3 	 92-JO2AD

I	 I
H[YR]N 4	TNTN5	 AD	 212-222AD

1Atenatan built a tomb for himself and his brother Hairan in the South-Western necmpohs.

224. The Taimê family

TYM"

MLK'2

TYM'3

MLK' 4	 IIOAD

Malkâ'made an offenng of two columns.
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22S. The Taimê family

TYM"

ZBYD'2

YRHBWL'3

X 4	 89arIAD

The son of Yarh,bôlA built a tomb for himid his family and prohibited the use of the lomb for people
other than his male children, threatening a fine of more than a thousand denani. The date is broken and
only the signs for 400 are visible, thus it would be a date between 89 and 188 AD.

226. The Taimê family: hypogeum of Seleukos, SW

TYM"

SLWQS2
	

SBYN'3

TYPYLS4
	

F X 5	 YRHBWL'6

251 AD
	

SLWQS7

Unfortunately we do not have the foundation text of this tomb. Seleukos 6 sold to his maternal uncle ten
niches in the central chamber, five in each side side-wall. His family, according to the onomastics, must
have been of Greek ongin. His grandfathei- Sabinus, the veteran, had served in the Roman army.

o. -ryyi.	 1oPiu.os (To4.'u In, at.

227.The Taimé family

rrrM'l

'G'LVi 2

ILISMS3

sws,4

Süsâ made a dedicaiioi to the Anonymous God. The date is lost but the most pail of the lnscnptions
mentioning this god belong to the 3rd c. AD.
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228. The Taimarsü family

TYMRSW'

HLVP2

I	 I
HLFP 3	TYM'4

F HBV S 	 ZBEP6	 I4OtI4IAD

Habbatâ is the daughter of Halaftâ, sou of HalaftA, son of Taimarsfk and she was mamcd to Zabdâ son of

Taimê, son of Ha1aft. We propose for Habbatá and ZabdA the same grandfather, so that they are to be

considered two married cousins, in Irne with a well established custom at Palmyra.

229. The Taimarsü family

TYMRSW'

SLMN 2	 W1-IBY3

I	 I
SLMN 4 	GY[LW]5

I	 I
x7

Aa- 'B)'	 ec-	 /AtLc€4,

230. The Taimarsü family: from the hypogeum 1 cAbdacastôr, SW

TYMRSW'

F )N) 2

GYLW3

I	 I
B'LTG' 4	 Mws'5	 BTY6	 F1j7

We do not know ho they acquired burial rights in the tomb. The names appear in graffiti in the chamber

to the nght, on the left wall which, in 239 AD, was transferred by J.A. Salmat and AmdabO to i.A. MalkO

son of'OgeilCi, son of Salman	 kov &m.
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231. The Taimarsü family: hypogeum of Yarhal, VT

fYJMRSW

BER]yKy2	
148

YRHY	 IOBAD	
168

FNS4

Yarhai built a tomb for himself, his sons and grandsons and in honour of his father BarIkai, already dead

at the time of the construction. For plans and sculptures found in the hypogeum, see R. Amy and H.

Seyng, Syria 17(1936) 229-266.

232.The Taimamfaimly: Socadfl, the synodiarch

TYMSMS'	 4OAD

Stw2

II7AD ZBYIY 3	BL1IY4	 WJAD

132- 141 AD	 SDW	 NS6	 161 163 AD	 100 AD

So'adQ with M.U. Yarhai is the most well known character among Palmyrene public figures. His activity

as synodiarch is attested over a penod of ten years. He was honoured with 17 statue. rescnpts from

Hadnan and Antomnus, a decree from Pubticws Marcellus. His brother Neâ was a synodiarch and his

paternal uncle was a symposiarch of the priests of Bel. On his camer see also M. Gawlikowski, Syria 60

(1983)64.
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233. The Yaddâ family: hypogeum of Julius Aurelius Salman and Julius Aurelius Saknai

YD"

SLMN2

YRHY3
1

I	 I
YWLYS 'WRLYS SLMN 4	YWLYS 'WRLYS SKNY 5	 226 AD

There is not a foundation text, so we do not know if this family was the one that built the tomb. The two

brothers gave in cession an exedra to Julius Aurelius YarhibôlA son of MoqImO Nafrai (c&	 A&o.
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234. The Yaddal family: tower tomb no.38 of Zabdaateh son of Zabdilâ, VT

155 ISIAD

YDY2

ZBDL' 4	 TYMRSW5

I	 I
YDY'	 ZBD'T118	 YDY9

RP"	 55 65AD

T1Y 3	 75 85AD

ZBYD' 6	 95-IOSAD

F13IO	 189AD 115 125AD

Zabdacateh, synodiarch, and his bro1her Yaddai 7, head of caravans, honoured in 155 and 157 AD the well

known trademan Marcus Ulpius Yarhai Almost twenty years later Zabda'ateh built a 'house of eternity'

for himself and his family. We propose to see in Yaddai 9 a member of this family because of the

chronology and genealogy. l-bs wife made a dedication to the Anonymous God in 189 AD.

235. The Yamlê family

YML"

MQYMW2

YML' 3	YR}IBWL'4

I	 .1

235 AD MQ' MW 5	HYRN6 243/244 AD	 'WYD'7	 zio AD

in 235 AD, MoqImü 5 offered an altar to the Anonymous God for his life and the life of his brother

Hairan. The same 1-lairan and his father Yamlê are represented in an altar with the pnest headdress.

Hairan also offered the altar to the Anonymous God, for his life, the life of his paternal uncle and of his

brother. As Milik, p. 224 states, the relationship between uncle and nephew in the class of pnests is very

close (another example can be found in the Azarzirat family where an uncle pays the expenses to

consacrate his nephew to the service of Bel; see above no.76). The third offenng to the Anonymous God

is made by Yarhibôlá and his son Awidâ who also are portrayed as pnests. The onomastics suggests a

relationship between this fami) and the Yaml family that made offers in the temple of BaalshamIn
l6	 .o.5is).

236. The Yaqrür family: from the hypogeum of Liam, SW

YQRWR'

BWN'2

BWLIP3

B'WN' 4 	 1AD

Bônnè acquired bunal nghts in the second central chamber of the hypogeum of .ian buying eight

niches from LiSam son of Li.amt, son of Taimê (ct k(0 *.c. L39.
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237. The Yarhai family

YRHY1

F	 3

X 4	 t150-200AD

Habb is poiirayed with a child in her arms, but we do not know his name. Her father and grandfather

bear very common names so that any suggestion to attach them to a bigger family could result unlikely.

238. The Yarhai family

YR ElY'	 GDRSW2

HNYN 3 	FNCM[y]4

I	 I	 I
YRIIY 5	GDRSW6	 ML'7	 FHBS

MLKW 9	GDRSW'°

flQ, AtUL 4 B' '	 'kL	 - ''"•

239. The Yarhibolâ family

HYQI .11

[YRHBWL'2

YRHBI V L'J3

YRHY 4 	 241 AD

Yarhibolâ3 offered an altar to the Anonymous God for himself, his son Yarhai and his brother.
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240. The Yarliibolâ family

YR}IBWL"
	

(40 AD)

'MRS 2
	

6OAD

BRYKY3
	

SOAD

MQYMW 4	 I3&iAD	 IOOAD

The Senate and People of Palmyra erected a statue to Barkai and MoqImfl, his son, because they loved

their cay and honoured their gods. In SMC, p. 294-295, there is a MQYMW BR BRYKY 'MRS' who

died the 23rd of August 138 and he is very likely the same MoqImO honoured here and he is represented

with a wreathed modius typical of symposiarchs The statue must have been erected in honour of MoqImü

after his death.

241. The YedibeI family

YDYBL'

K}IYLY2

HYRN 3	 FNBY4

•1
I	 I

F)BBS	 Fsysp7

,4A.outt,	 OMQ	 ;	 i:

242. The Yedibel famiJ from the hypogeum d the Three Brothers, SW

YDY'BL'

YD'W2

Y LYS 'WRLYS ML 3 241 AD

F 131" '4

In 241 AD, Julius Aurelius MaIi bought from Julia Aurelia BatmalkO, four lcxuli (ML )(q
bfl).
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243. The Zabdâ family: from the hypogeum ci Salamallat, VT

MQYN"

BRYKY3

F MZBW

ZBD'2

czYzw 4

ZBIY6

I
QYRL'7
	

t200 250AD

The funerary stele represents MezzabO and her son Kirillos.

244. The Zabda'ateh family

ZBIYTI-1t

W1-1B2

ZBD'TH3

I	 I	 I
WI-LB' 4 	 ZBD'TH5	 [I(P6	 YRHBWL'7	 MQY[MW]8

Wahbävho is possibly the first-born, took care of the bunal of his father Zabda'ateh and of his four

brothers who died before he did.

245. The ZabdibÔl family

ZBDBWL'

MLKW2

ZBDBWL 3 240AD

MLKV

Zabdibôl'consacrated an altar to the Anonymous God for himself, his sons and his servants. MalkU4, his

son, made also a dedicauon to the same god lo thank him.
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246. The Zabdilâ family : from the hypogeum ct Barcâ., SW

ZBDL"

BWLH 2	ZBD'TH3

I_

	

ZBDLH	 t 125-126 Al)	 HE)'	 ''	 BR< , 6

t13&139AD	 RM7

Hadâ is the wife of Barâ of the Bai<A family of the Mattabôl inbe (see above no35). The two inscnptions
come from the tomb of Bar'â in the SW necropolis.

247. The Zabdilah family

ZBDLII'

BWRP'2

ZBDLH 3	WHBLT4

ZBDBWL5

CIS 4575 is a funerary inscription, the other two texts concerning this family are simply introduced by

s/ni 'Image' and they portra two brothers, Zabdilah 3 and Wahballai Both of them are pnests. In the
1Aqqabai family we also find two brothers members of the Palmyrene clergy (see above no.96).

248. The Zaur(ü) family

ZV, R(W)'

TYBVL 2	'G'3

t2OIAD

MLKW 6	 ((Ic?

ThL MtLLLt,	 (c	 Liz)

GA	 R\IO (vs t4).
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249.The ZebIda family

ZBYD"

NSR'3

ZBYD'4

iLL ALOWL	 .' , e. QDALtLL1 

9r i 
A)5 RJT 't4te. 44.Ak A ci

250.The ZebIdâ family: from the hypogeum cI YarJ:iai, VT

(ZJBYD"

TYMRSW2

1.
BWN' 3	YWLYS 'WRLYS TYPYLS 4 AD

L
Julius Aurelius Theophilos bought burial nghts in the hypogeum of Yarhai from Juilius Aurelius Hairan

and Julius Aurelius MaJÔkâ sons of Germanus (tit. kiw	 .

251.The Zâzai family

z'zYI

MLKW2

HGGW3

MLK' 4	T'Y5	 241 AD

The two brothers, Malkâ and tAte'ai made a dedication to the Anonymous God.
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THREE GENERATIONS

252. The Aarag family: from the hyogeum no.6 of Sasan, SE

'RG'

YRHY3

The name "RG is attested heir for the first time. In Safatic we find 'RG, see ICPAN! 35 and ICPANI 7

records several names of this type, e.g. ''B,'' OL,' 'R, ' 'SD etc. which should represent a! f21

formations.

253. The Abab family

'BB'

IYRN2

MLKW3

)/)	 Lt),t4,

254. The Abab family

'BB'

YRHY2

Fqj3	 tII3II4AD

TLt. j wL	 'L,s	 Lt Ct

Lu4.	 VUflO& .
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255. The Abgar family: from the hypogeum cI Fasael and ZebIdâ

'BGR'

TYM'2

SY'N 3	 i93AD

SIcan bought the central exedra in this tomb from the great-granddaughter of one of the tomb builder,

Segel. The year is 193 AD. Sican is said to have excavated and decorated this exedra.

256. The Abroq family

'I3RWQ1

TYMRSW2

YRIIBWL' 3 	 34AD

Yarhibolâ was a memb,of the thiasos of the holy garden' and together with other eight thiasisis offered

an altar to the gods Ag1ibôl and Malakbel.
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257. The Adrianus family funerary tower no.150 of Julius Aurelius MarÔnâ, NW

'DRYNWS'

MIJ tahas MZBNP2

YWLYS 'WRLYS MRWN'	 236AD

The name of Julius Aurelius MarônA's grandfather is a Latin name, probably influenced by the Roman

onomastics present at Palmyra. In fact, the other anthroponyms are good Aramaic names and this is very

likely an indigenous family.

258. The Agathos family

MQYMW2

MLKW3

This family is known from lessera RTP 704.
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259. The Akran family

'KRN'

SLMLT2

F MRTY
	

f I-I9OAD

o	 Li

'A)V

260. The Akiab family

'KLB'

Sc?2

ZBYJY3

ZebIdâ made a dedication to the Anonymous God.

261. The Aknat family

'KNT'

BRWQ2

ZBDBWL3

A eAL1 p t4i	 k Q(jL 4o t4i l .
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262. The Alahü family

'LHW'

YDYCBL2

ZBDBWL 3 	 34AD

ZabdibOl, member of the thiasos of cAglibôl and Malakbel offered an altar to the gods together with

eight more thiasisis

263. The Alahü family

LHW'

ML'2

BLY 3 	 tAD

1k MeA-	 AU 
Y	 oa.

264. The Amrisa family

'MRS''

WYDLT2

TYMLT 3 	 til3ll4AD

Ot'4	 Lo2 e&	 wt
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265. The Amria family

IFMQY2

'MV

-	 r	

toA	 i	 A'fl

266. The AnnaqIr family

'NQYR'

'WYD'2

MLKW 3
	

1341135 AD

The scarce presence of the name AnnaqIr would suggest a relation between this family and the one

attested in the temple of Nabft (see above no.136). Unfortunately there are no clear evidence, not even on

onomastic ground. Malkü is the administrator of the 'holy garden' dedicated to the gods cAglibôl and

Malakbel.

267. The Appiôn family

'PYN1

ZBYD' 2

(QSYNF 3
	

173 AD

In 173 AD, Cassianus offered an altar to the Anonymous God for his life and the life of his brothers.

Unfortunately we do not know their names. Kassianos is the Greek transcnptlon of the Latin name

Cassianus which is rendered in Palmyrene as QSYN', as we learn from the bilingual text CIS 3943. The

Greek version of this text does not give the name Appiôn which is a Greek name (see PNPJ 72). For

ZebIdA instead, we find that his surname is Ptulopatoios, not found in the Palmyrene text.
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268. The Aqzaman family

'QZMN'

NBWL'2

MLKW3

¶k 4	 t&t_

269. The Aqqaih family

'QYH'

I
[N'?]RY2

)QYH3	 IO8AD

Aqqaih was honoured with a statue erected in the temple of Bel, by the Benë Gaddibôl because he had

offered to them a door and its wings possibly for the temple of Bel and in Vologesias he had contributed

to the expenses for the building of a btamzaoI or 'place of cult' (on the term see discussion in Pabnyre
VI, 85; Milik, p. 306-307; J. Starcky, Syria26 (1949) 51-55 and under the Zimrã tribe) and an
athIarôná=àv5pv, synonym of symposion 'room of banquets' (see Palmyre VI, 74; J. Starcky, Syria 26
(1949) 55-59; mv X, 144). The name Aqqath appears in two more inscriptions: C!S 4615 and Palmyre I,
207 no.1 but it is unlikely that there is any kind of relationship among them.

270. The Aqqaih family

I'QYHJ'

[WITIBLTJ2

('QYHJ-1

Greek is the only version of the text left. We know the names from inscription C1S3917=Inv IX, IS (see
above no.269).
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271. The Arônâ family: tower tomb no.63of Bannai, E1ahâ and Araüm ,VT

BNY alias 'RWN"

TYMS'2

I	 I	 I
BNY 3	'LI-IS'4	 'R'WM5	 79 AD

In 79 AD, three brothers, Banal, Eiahâ and Araüm built a tomb in the Valley of Tombs, for themselves

and their children. The name ElaMâ and TaimiA are found also in the Elahâ family and in the Habazai

family, both belonging to the Mattabôl Inhe but the ancestors are different (see above nos. 40 and 43).

272. The ArqIm? family

'RQYM91

GYLW2

FTM3

Wk
4&ei t c ç 

1	 Tctt	
71) WA2ot °° k iiti

273. The AsId mai family

'SYD RNY'

(2

TM'3

'P	 t tiLtL o	 . kt.
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274. The Aacac family

HYRN2

SM3

This family is attested in tessera RTP 480.

275. The Athar family

'SBR 1

F.jiy 2

I	 I
ZBDBWL 3	'SBR7

The name 'SBR is attested for the first time. In Safaitic and Thamudic we find SBR and SB R'L, see

JCPANJ 338 and also Seber, see PIAP 79.

276. The Aim family

'SM i

GYLW2

GYLW3

The name 'SM is to be related to the name 'SYM' found at Teima (K. Beyer and A. LAvingstone, ZDMG

137 (1987) 286-288 no.1). Several names mcluding the divine element 'SM are attested at Elephantine,

see OAA 42.
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277. The Miyan family

SYN'

MLKW2

HYR'	 F NM

;I	 ctè4

278. The Azmar family

'ZMR'

TYM'2

YRIiBWL'3

A-'Od	 o-tt. A	 e	 44L4

IA&- /	 Xd&OL	 ,iq eAJA) .	 A• 36.

279. The Elahbel family

'LHBL'

GYLW2

YRHY3

F) I)	 k	 tu_ l41	 ctcLLouL AL
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280. The Elahbel famil from the tomb of Yarhai, cAtenftri and ZabdibôI, SW

'LHBL'

QLYBW2

SLMN 3	 194AD

Salman bought with Ta&mü son of Dabab, son of Himyan (see below no3TT), a portion of the tomb from

Aqmat daughter of Ya'ta, son of MoqImfi (see above no.75) and MoqImU son of Liam son of Hifrai

(see below no.37).

281. The Elahbel-Theodôcos family: tomb of Theodôros, CD

['LH]BL - THEODOROS'

MQYMW 2	MLKW3

I	 I
S5AD	 '[L]}l[B]L alias MRWN' 	 ,,	 F

The bilingual text attesting the foundation of a tomb is engraved on a lintel found re-employed in the

Camp of Diocletian. The lintel might come from the necropolis West which is very close to the Camp. In

85 AD, Elahbel called Marônâ built the tomb in honour of his father MoqImfi and of his uncle Malk who

is also his father-in-law. Elahbel was married to a cousin according to a well-established custom of

marriages amongst kin (a good example can be found in the Eiahbel family, see above no.63). M.

Gawlikowski (Berylus 19 (1970) 69) reads the date November 185, but the photograph (fig. 5) clearly

shows three strokes and not four before the sign for hundred. Maybe one stroke has been mistaken with

the hook of the preceding letter taw of the word .ar'year'. Therefore the date has to be corrected in 85

AD. The onomastics of this family presents some peculiarities. The founder's name is Theodôros Elahbel

alias Maronfi, son of MoqImfi (called) Makarcus (Greek version) and grandson of Theodôros-Elahbel. We

can see that the Greek Theodôros 'given by god' does not correspond to Elahbcl 'Bcl is god'. Also the

transcription Makareus for MoqImfi is very unusual.

282. The Iadar family

ScDR i

YRBY2

MLKW

On the name 'S'DR, see explanation under the lsi'adar family (see above no.142).
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283. The Obaihan family: from the hypogeum of Ma1k1, SW

'BYHN'

1-IRMS2

MLKW 3	 249 AD

MalkO owned one mche in the Northern chamber of this tomb. He bought it in 249 AD from J.A. 6Ogga

son of the freedman Rauhibel.

284. The Odainat family

'DYNT'

F rry 2

I	 I
YRHY 3	 F)MY)4

/ MLi) 	 kr&y'.

285. The Odainat family

'DYNT'

LSMS 2

LSMSY	 139 AD

Liam dedicated an altar to the Anonymous God like many others found in the Camp of Diocletian.
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286. The UmmabI family

'MBY'

MQY2

F1p3	 FHGR4	 MNY5

t '_	 o. k

-- ,QjS) uVe:	 Mkqy0	 iwQ

287. The Abdai family

BDY'

cc?2

'MRY3

VLL ,tJ4L4AL TI7	 cUeL -\	 aL,,	 ,t-	 3?.

28& The Abdai family

BDY'

MV2

YWLYS 'WRLYS SLMLT 3 257r25BAD

J.A. Salamallat was honoured by the Palmyrene Senate and People because he reconducted the caravan

with money from his pocket. He is said to be an archemporos=president of the tradesmen.
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289. The AbaImâ family

'I3SLM''

SLMNY 2

IZBYID('1 3 	 204 Al)

The Inscription is very damaged and consisted of a foundation and a cession text. ZebIdâ, whose

restoration seems to be the most probable given the space left, bought burial rights in this hypogeum

from QôfâllalafâsonofSefferai son of X, son of Lam son of X	
. 9.

290. The cAdôn family: from the hypogeum of MalkiI, SW

DWN1

BDY2

YWLYS 'WRLYS BC LY 3 	 267 AD

J.A. Ba'alaj bought together with J.A. AgatônA son of Bassâ, son of Germanus two niches in the Southern

chamber of this hypogeum. The year is 267 AD.
(*. ke,	 3E)

291. The Amirat family

MRT'

YRHY2

IJYR'3

The name MRT is attested in Nabataean, see PNNR 53 no.9 19 and Safaitic, ICPANI 437 and JFSC 597.

The Greek transcription is Amerathos, Amirathou, Wuthnow 19,158.
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292. The cAmr family

MR'

CGYL2

FHGT3
	

t 2O-Z5O AD

iLL MO'4*- C\9%	 OtL2, ' M	 eL- A)A)R-

(3

293. The CAnan family

INN'

[Y]HYB'2

MI.' 3	 2431244AD

MaJê made a dedication to the Anonymous God.

294. The Anan family: from the hypogeum of MaIkü, SW

INN'

TYM'2

'BGR 3 279AD

The acquisition of five niches in the Southern chamber by Abgar, represents the latest recorded cession in

this h)pogeum. In CIS 4000, we find a freedman Abnergal who made a dedication to the Anonymous

God for his patron 'Anan son o(Taimë and his son Anan The years 143 AD.
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295. The CArabI family

CRBY I

BDLT 2

GYLW 3 	 249AD

6OgeilO made a dedication to the Anonymous god for his life, the life of his father and brothers. The

name of his grandfather is a nisbe form with the meaning of 'Arabian'. This is a family of Arabic ongin.

296. The Mtôr family

'STWR'

WHB'2

LLJYY3

Tk u.-	 4t4, TRj e*-

297. The cAte caqab Taimê family

TYM''	 MQYMW2

I	 1
T'QB3	 Fs1 ]4

3

The reading of Chabot, CIS 4373 A-B, gives Habbâ as a feminine name, that is followed by BR(T]. Thus

we have to feminine names together with a masculine name, while on the stele only a woman and a

child are represented. The name Habbâ is attested both as feminine and masculine (see PNPJ 19). We

propose to consider Habbã the name of the child. Revising the plate of CIS 4373, p1. LVII, does not seem

necessary to restore BR in BRIT].
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298. The CAtenatan family

ZBDtTHI
	

NS'2

'TNTN3
	

F,H,

F,jj 5	 t 50-150 AD

IL A&ML	 ' \	 o&iJr

299. The CAtIka family

ML"	 'TYK'2

I	 I	 I	 I
F HGR4	 MLWK'5 MLKW6 ZBYD' 7 BWRP' 8 NWRBL9 BLYIY'°

I	 I	 I
NWRBL 12 F HLYW 13 FHB) 14 'TYK' 15 F HGR 16 F HGR ' S'D 18 F)QM)

t 205AD

BWRP'3

F)H)II

The name CAa is of a good Aramaic foimation 'Ateh is here' and appears only in this inscriptions. That

is why we have chosen to present them all together. One date only is available C!S 4439, that is 20th

November 205 AD. Chabot reads 512; in PS 21 we frnd 516 but the exact date should be 517=205 AD.

MalOkâ, his wife and children represent a family whose ancestor is 'AtIkâ. For the others, the kinship is

evident but it is difficult to put in place because of the lack of dating. It is to be noted the frequence of the

feminine name Hagar, very likely the name of a female ancestor not attested in the inscriptions.

300. The CAtenOrl family

'TNWRY'

H' RN2

'TNWRY3

CL cucL

Q.
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301. The AtenürI family

CTNWRYI

GYLW2

'TNWRY3

cogeil is represented with a wreathed modius that usually indicates the symposiarch. Is COgeilu to be

identified to the priest in RTP 670 reading COY LW TNWRY and not the contrary?

302. The AtenürI family

TNWRY'

TYM' HL'2

TNWRY	 219 AD

cAtenürI made a dedication to the Anonymous God for himself, his children and the Bené PTRT'.

303. The Awdü family

'WDW'

TNWRY2.

[WHJBY 3 	 34AD

Wahbai, member of the thiasos of the 'holy garden' dedicated to the gods CAglihol and Malakbel, offered

an altar to them together with eight more thiasists.
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306. The Azülat family

304. The cAwIdai family

WYDY'

2

SD 3
	

119 AD

S&ad together with Hola11 son o( Banlcai, son of BelbazI built a tomb in the SW necropolis (see below

no330). The location of the tomb is unknown.

305. The 'AwIdai family

WYDY'

TYM'2

SLMLT3

MQYMW alias BRZWLT'

LSMS2

YRHBWL'3

t4t 
'5OcQL	 4tL$&..
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307 The cogga family

to,'

MQYMW2

MLKW 3	 171 AD

in 171 AD, MalkO bought from Salmê daughter of BolhA, son of Bôrrefâ, half of the portion that was in

her possession. T e is a witness to this üansaction that is Yaddat son of KIlt. MalkO payed the sum of

120 denani.

308. The cogga family

I9

cTCQB2

I	 I

[NJBWL' 3	SLM'4

The name [H]BWL' inte"preted by Hvidberg-Hansen, has been coffected in [NJBWL' as it is much more

common and frequent. The family is unknown.

309. The cogga family

((331

SLMN 2

H'\ RN	 Ca. I 10-120 Al)

Ot4d. %oL	 T,1 0L k1 A'o
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eou

- o A&

oeLta 4
aatL.

310. The cogga family

HYRN2

tSO-I5OAD

C	 -' 
Il) L rjLAti4LfL	 p

311. The cogejl1 famiJy: from the hypogeum of Zebidâ, SE

GYLW1

ZBYD'2

F SLMT3

312. The cogeiIii family

GYLW'

'LYS'2

TYMH3

The name 'LYS is attested for the first time. Its meaning is uncertain either the 'aleph stands for 'a yin

(as the name LYS' exisis, see PNP! 106) or if we retain the spelling with initial 'aleph as correct, the

meaning 'Sama is my god' may be suggested.
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313. The Ogeilik family

GYLW1

YDYBL 2 	 F y3

ZBYD'4

The stele is a double bust representing ZebIdA, the dead person as at his back can be seen the funerary

drapery, and his mother Ummabi in a mourning attitudc. Her hair is lose and her right breast is

uncovered. On her breast as well as on her ann appear three small incised strokes which are part of the

funerary custom, well known on Semitic ground and mentioned and forbidden both in Deuteronomic

(Deuteronomy XIV, if.) and Levitic Laws (Leviticus XIX, 27f.; XXI, 1-5).

314. The Ogeilü family

'GYLW'

ZBD'2

MLKW3

¶Lt - O/ÜLG
	 cL1, ooL	 b d

&,o

315. The Ogeilü family

cyLW I

MQYMW2

GYLW3

'OgetlQ3 offered two statues. One in honour of a certain ( ...1' son of Zabdâ, (son of) Ogeilfl. The other

as erected in the temple of BaalshamIn in honour of MalkQ son of Hairan, son of 'Ogeilü Aytibcl, his

master. The date is lost. The type of script would suggest the 1st c. AD or later.

(. itt	 .
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316. The	 fair.ily

LYWL'

TYMW2

F MKY

iLL ,tot	 L	 -

317. The Ba calai family

BLYI

YDYCBL2

BCLY 3 	 121 AD

In 121 AD, BaaIai offered a stele to the gods Bel, BaalshamIn, Yarhibôl and Ag1ibôl.

318. The Babat family

FB I

	
'WB2

I	 I
F BKRW3	 FRT4

	
MSLM5

F8pij6
	

HYRN7

This Inscnption from Bucharest presenis an unusual formulary. A tomb is made for BRLL and onl)

example at Palmyra, her genealogy is mairilincar, being gwen the name of her mother and grandmother.

An aunt, Arat, IS mentioned and she must be of some importance because it is specified that BRLL IS the

daughter of the sister of Arat. It is possible that Hairan son of Arat and his father Meullam, had made the

tomb for his cousin BRLL Thai would explain and justify the mention of the aunt and of her famil).

Grammatically speaking, one could also understand that BRLL is the wife of Meullam and Hairan her

son, but then the mention of Arat would lie unexplained. The name MSLM IS amply attested among the

Jews of Elephantine, see TADAE, 2, p. I and TADAE, 3, p. lxii.
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319. The Baidan family

BYDN1

TYMLT2

LY3

o

320. The Bannai family

BNY'

TYMY2

F
BNY3	 Fj4

Uu 
OMOIWAW 

E7	 Lt4Q-M,	 4(L 4 P) 3

321. The Baqqai family

BQY I

MLKW2

KDNNY	 t5O-1NAD

jttMLL	 A)J	 cM41 
A.O1

ILtkLtZt&	
,1
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322. The Barâ family: from the hypogeum of the Three Brothers, SW

BR"

KFTWF2

ZBDBWL 3
	

191 AD

in 191 AD, Zabdibôl bought from the Three Brothers, eight locuh from the Eastern wall of the exedra to

the left when you enter and three loculi from the first central chamber.

323. The Bar'ateh family

BRP'

TFN2

FSB3

1LL MU	 r ck-k& \L	 L/t4/t4t at4 tO&k1 -

k1u&
	 /tLt1o1&	 Mt- 'A)' ('el	 3..

324. The Barateh family

BR'TH'

SPRY2

HDWDN 3 	 138 AD

HaddUdan built a tomb in the SW necropolis for himself and his sons.
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32S. The Barcateh family

BR'TH'

x3

I	 I	 _
MLKW 4	 K1-IYLW5	 BWN'

1k Met	 Is,

326.The Bartaamên family

BRBCSMYN I

BLY 2

BIRJSMS3

Me4-	 W4	 OfA 4A OptI	 -

327.The Battâ family

BRYKY2

KIrNY3

u&_	 r ,	 oM-eL. -
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328. The BazI family

BZY'

y2

MLKW3

ç> o,ttQj &tce-.4, ot c*c4,

c. / Bc 

77

329. The Belaqab family

HLCQBI

[SIMCWN 2

ZBYIY 3	 132AD

ZebIdâ is commemorated before the god Saic aIqaum by his friend cObaidU son of CAflaflü son of

SacadallatofNabataeanorigin (,^c ctt 	
. 9.

330. The BelhazI family

BLHZY'

BRYKY2

HLYSY 3	 119AD

Ho1aiI built a tomb in the SW necropolis together with Sarad son of Oggâ, son of tAIdai

*o9.
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331. The BelUr family of the aaudia tribe

BLSWR1

HYR'2

I	 I
BLSWR 3	MQYMW4	 FBTCGS

All the inscriptions attesting this family are daleless and funeraiy. We only know that Belt1r3 died at the

age of eighteen and his brother MoqimU at the age of sixteen. They must belong to the Claudia tnbe as

the word 'KLDY with a prosthetic 'cleph testifies, otherwise spelled KLDY'. Malkü4 of the Haumal

family, founder of the tower tomb no.155, is also said to belong to the Claudia tribe (see above no.49).

The Bôlliâ family, probably related to the Haumal gmup (see Mthk, p. 261), is part of the Claudia tnbe.

332. The Beltai family

BLTY'

BWN'2

SM3

This family is known from RTP 752.

333. The Belyada family

BLYD''

MLKW2

SLM' 3	 3AD

Salmê as a symposiarch. He honoured the emperor Septimius Severus and other members of his family

v.ith statues.
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334. The Belyahab family

BLYHB'

TYMY2

TYMY

1kL \k14\	 ctJL

/tLU40

l\ert'tk	
M*

335. The Birâ family

BSR' I

HYRN2

MLKW3

This family is known from tessera RTP 643.

336. The Bhâ family: from the hypogeum 1 CA C tôr, SW

BWLH"

BV N'2

FYN 3	 Z39AD

(mi. ),,ht' o. (Ms)
Mu'ainâ, together with J.A. MalkO son of Ogeilü, son of Salman, acquired burial nghts in tins tomb from

J.A. Salmat, great-granddaughter of the tomb builder, and a freedwornan named Amdabü.
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337.The Bonne family: from the hypogeum of Liam, SW

BN"

SLMN2

'WRLY MLKW 3	 228 AD

Aurelius Malk acquired burial nghts from Aurelius Wardan freedman of Antiokos Rafabôl. The names

MalkO and Salman appear again in some graffiti in the tomb.

338.The Bônnê family

BWN'

FHB2	 [HJLYP3

FMJTHWN4	 t J5O-2tAD

I f,	 o'-4	 b M- AL	 A 14e- ft -

339.The Bôrrefâ family

LBJWRP'

ZBD'T112

YRHY3

This family is known from tessera A'7P640.
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340. The Bôcrefâ family

BWRP1

YDYCBL2

GYLW 3
	

18 AD

This is a stele that records a tomb foundation by 'Ogeilil in 18 AD. The exact location of the tomb is

unknown. cOgeilu belongs to a tribe but the last two lines of the text are broken so that we do not know

the name.

341. The Bôrrefâ family: tomb in BazQriyye

BWRP"

BWLH'2
	

BWRP'3

171 AD
	

SLM"
	

'GYLW5

The inscnption concerning this family is a cession text and it is one of the most articulated example of

juridical text at Palmyra. There is a witness, Yaddai son of KIll. The transaction is conducted by a

woman, Salmé, that acts on behalf of her husband 'OgeiIü, probably dead at the time. The inscnption

records that she had received the sum of 120 denarii, fmm MalkO son of MoqImO, son of cogga for half

of the part out of the three of which the hypogeum was composed, that was in her possession.

342. The Dinai family

DNY'

ST[RG]'2

DNY 3 	 MLYW4

The two brothers Dinai and 'Olaiyfl offered an altar to the Anonymous God and to the two Holy Brothers.

The date is partially erased, only the signs for three hundred are visible. Another altar was offered to the

two Holy Brothers by a freedman Abnergal in 161 AD. Thus we can date our altar also to the 2nd c. AD.
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343. The Diogenes family: from the tomb of Malkü, SW

DYGNS'

HBY2

DDYWN 3	 267AD

In February 267 AD, Dadiyôn son of Habbai, son of Diogenes transferred four niches in the Southcrn

chamber of the tomb to Ammo daughter of Bassâ son of SaarÔnâ.

344. The Fagga family

PG"

ZBIYTII2

YRIIY	 t i5O2OO AD

iLt- 4?t - Qt	 e01	 £ L

C )t4QJ	 #L	 A tJrc	 A.

345. The Fawrâ? family

PWR' ?'

ZBD'T'2

YRHY3

The name of the ancestor is of difficult reading. Previously has been read as PZG' (Chabot, Corpus p.

447) and BWN' (Lidzbarski, ESE, I, p. 348). The name is surely composed by four letters. The first two

were forgotten by the sculptor who engraved them in a second lime. In fact, they have a smaller size

compared to the others and are wnuen in an inaccurate way. The previous InterpretatIons have to be

excluded and the most probable is a name like PWR', nnatiested so far. Cf. Nabataean PR', PNNR 55

no.973 and Safaitic FR', ICPANI 464.
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346. The Filâ family

PYL' i

MTNY2

MLKW3

The name PYL' is transcribed in Greek, Pheilas (CIS 4160).

347. The Gabinus family

GBYNS

c2

BWN' 3	 217AD

Bônnê offered an altar to the Anonymous God.

348. The Germanus family: from the bypogeum of MalkU, SW

GRMN'1

BS'2

YWLYS 'WRLYS 'GTWN' 3	 267 Al)

Julius Aurelius Agatonâ bought two niches in the Southern chamber of the hypogeum of Malkü, from

Ammo daughter of Bassâ, son of SaarOnâ who had property here like her grandfather. Her father and
( cI.4

uncle had property instead in the central chamber of this same tomb. J.A. AgatOnA shared the nght of

bunal of these two niches with J.A. Baalai son oPAbdai, son ofAdôn (au.. .l,* siw.
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349. The Gofn family: from the hypogeum of MalkO, SW

GPN'

SLMN2

YWLYS 'WRLYS LMLK' 3 	 241 AD

In 241 AD, Julius Aurelius Limalkà acquired property in the Northern chamber of this tomb buying two
niches from Julius Aurelius cOggâ son of the freedman Rauhibel (iu.	 oiv . o9.

350. The Guhainat family

GHYNT'

BRTH2

'BRWQ3

	

1u	 t-	 c	 cLkM OA	 A	 £4 k

	

'	
-	 /èt& \CAA))	 - /

351. The Hana'i family

HN'Y'

SM'WN 2

'LQM'3

The name Hana'I is only attested here and in RSP 105. It has parallels in Nabataean under the form
HN'W, see PNNR 22 no.308 and its Greek transcription is Anaios, Wuthnow 135. Of the name 'LQM' we
know the variant 'LQMS, Alkjmos (Ca'S 3913).
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352. The Hermai family

HRVW1

'BYN2

DKRY3

The name HRMY is probably a vanant of HRMS, Hermes. J. Starcky, PNQ p. 174 regards it as an

Aramaized form of 1-IRMS.

353. The Habbâ family

HB"

MQYMW2

ZBDBL 3	 tcaI4OAD

H 6'	 O	 c%	 MGet	 -

354. The Habbal family

HBY'

ZBYD'2

HBY3

> OLuL&
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355. The Ilabban family

1iBN'

'I3RWQ2

I	 I

'G'3

The name of the ancestor is attested in Nabataean and Safaitic, see PNNR 27 no.410 and ICPANJ 175.

The Greek Aavoç (A. Negev, IFJ 31 (1981) 70 no.12) could represent the transcription of this name.

Cf. Milik, p. 3.46 wo finds a Greek inscription at Sammet el-Baradân (Hauran) where he reads AavTIc

that also transcribes the name Haben.

356. The Habral family

HBRY'

ZBDBWL2

MQYMW3

MoqImO offered an altar to the Anonymous God because his prayers were heard. Habrai is a one-word

name denved from b'to unite, to be joined' attested in Aram., Hebr., Phoen., Eth., see PNPI 87 and

Milik, p. 132.

357. The Haddâ family

HD"

TYMRS\\ 2

GYL[W] 3	 213 AD

Ogeilfl offered an altar to the Anonymous God.
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358. The Haddüdan family: from the hypogeum of Bolhã, SE

[H]DWDN'

ZBD'T'2

HDWDN3

\P Lt /*4-+ / \.t84 \t$ 'D	 t.. ct4	 t&t	 c. 'kb.

359. The Haffaqôs family

illWS'

MSKW 2

GD'3

J. Teixidor (MUSJ42 (1966) 177-178) considers HPQWS a word with the meaning ofof the equestrian

order'. His suggestion is difficult to accept because the word TTTRKóç is normally transcnbed with a he

and not btY and the waw is not always written. Milik, p. 26 derives the name HPQWS from hpy 'to

protect', 'Qôs has protected'. Qos is a god of Edomite origin. On the other hand in Safaitic e find the

name HF, from the root M with the meaning of 'to surround, enclose'. Gaddâ offered an altar in 213 AD

toBelandArsU.

360. The Haggai family

HGY'

HGY 3	 150A0

Haggai and his brothers, whose names are not given, offered a statue in honour of YamiikO son of tOggL

son of Yaatai. The date is 150 AD.
(ei.
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361. The Hairan family

HYRN

YRHY2

F gqy 3	 t I 5C-2X AD

,& r-	 (€L L We

362. The Hairan family

HYRN'

I
BRYKY2

HYRN

Hairan made a dedication to the Anonymous God.

363. The Ha ran family

HYRN'

MTNY2

F)QM)s	 t5Ol5OAD

o AAkf'S Qjt44k

	
r	

e01	 tt
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364. The Ilairan fainil y

HYRN'

'L}IBL2

MQYMW 3 	 t 150-200 Al)

1t	 'R	 Lt

365The Hairan family

I-IYRN'

MLKW2

I	 I	 I
X 3 	KIIYLW4	 ZBD'TH5

The names of the three brothers are engraved on a stone jar that was used as a receptacle for liquids,

probably wine, consumed during the religious banquets. The god to whom the jar was presented might be

Bel as it was in his temple that the jar was found.

366. The Hairan family

HYRN'

BLT'2

II'i RN	 t 200-250 AD

M.Ud	 ii'	 cto dkS	 (C L
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367. The Hair family

HYR"

SCDW2

I-	I
HYR' 3	YWLYS 'WRLYS NBWZBD 4

	
262 AD

Julius Aurelius NabOzabad honoured his friend Septirnius Worôd. He is said to be the illustrious strategos

of the colony.

368. The Hairê family

HYR'

ZBDBWL2

HYR3

o1

369. The HaIâ family

HL"

MU3

TLx A4.OUU	 o,	 ,p
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370.The klalaftâ family: from the hypogeum no.6 of Sasan, SE

HLFP'

-I
BRWQ' 2	ZBD'3

HL}P 4 	 ZBDL'5

The bust represents a man and two children. The children are Halaftâ4 and Zabdilâ5 sons of Bai-Oqâ and

the man is Zabdâ3 (son of) Halaftâ, very likely the brother of Barqâ and the uncle of the two children.

371.The Haldâ family

HLD"

ZBIYTII2

IILD' 3	 III AD

Haldâ made a dedication to the Anonymous God. Milik, p. 293 proposes the date 115 as he sees the sign

for five plus one stroke, 'rL* ió (i24 , 	 &-.

372.The Hasas family

HSS

MLKW2

S'DW 3	 240AD

So'adQ offered an altar to the Anonymous God because he was heard and fulfilled by the god.
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373. The Haai family

HSY 1

'TQB2

WHBLT3

7\ ctø	 Lt-	 L* \k 'p..	 . tkt o kkt i	 . M.

374. The Hattai family

HTY'

YRHBWV2

MLKW 3	 34AD

Ma1k was a member of the thiasos of Aglibôl and Malakbel and together with other eight thiasists

offered an altar to the two gods.

375. The Herô family: hypogeum of Liamii, SE

HRSW'

MQYMV 2

F HNT	 LSMSW4	 FSBS	 123 124AD

Liain built a tomb for himself, his brother and for the children of his paternal uncle. His uncle and

children are free to excavate any part of the tomb except the intenor exedra where his sister Sabâ and his

wife Banal were buned. From the genealogy we find the same LainU portrayed on a bust that belongs

to the M. Koutoulakis Collection (H. Lozachmeur, Semitica 29(1979) 105-107). The name RRSW is

attested in Nabataean, see PNNR 32 no.491 and the Greek transciiption is Ersos, Erasos, see Wuthnow 47.
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376. The Hhfrai family: from the hypogeum o(Yarhai, cAtenürI and Zabdibôl, SW

IIPRY'

LSMS2

MQYMW 3
	

J94 AD

MoqImO together with Aqmat, the daughter of Yarhai the tomb builder, gave in cession part of the tomb

to Salman son of Qulaibfl, son of El	 JJaü son of Dabab, son of Himyan (h iuct	 Al. 31.

377. The Himyan family: from the hypogeum of Yarhai, AtenürI and Zabdibôl, SW

IMYN'

DBH2

TYMW 3
	

194 AD

TaimO bought with Salman son of Qulaibu, son of Eiahbel, a portion of the tomb from Aqmit daughter of

Yarhai, son of MoqImO and MoqIma son of Liam, son of Hifrai. The name HMYN is wide1 attested in

Safaitic, cf. JCPANI 205 and in Nabataean, PNNR 30 no.462. See also IFSC 570, * Hwmaiy Un and

Himyãn.

378. The Hona ni family

HNYNY4

SHRW 2

BGSW 3

t4	 )	 -
	 - /eo.toLcr ou&4

	 g-%,
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379. The KadIrah family

KJ)/RH'

NSR'2

YR.HY3

t
	

Ceo	 Qotot.

380. The Kahulai family: from the hypogeum no.6 of Sasan, SE

KHYLY'

MD2

IUIYLY3

TUA	 CM4&o	 t

381. The KahIlü family: from the hypogeum of Julius Aurelius Male, SW

IUIYLW1

ZBDBWL2

Y LYS 'WRLYS ZBDBWL 3
	

235 AD

In 235 AD, Julius Aurelius Zabdibôl bought three niches from Julius Aurelius Male junior in the

hypogeumofi.A.Male	 io9.
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382. The Kaib family

KLB

[M]QYMW2

[YDYrBL 3 	 t1O-i9OAD

The bust portraying YedIcbel bears two inscriptions, one on the nght shoulder and one on the left

shoulder. Ver) likely, onginally it was a double bust, half of which is now lost. According to the

onomastics, the two people do not seem to be related. We have preferred to read KLB instead of KLB [WI

as the name ends next to the beard of the man and there is no more space for other letters.

383. The Kallistos? family

QLIS11' 1

kFRN2

MLKW3

This family is attested in tessera RTP 661.

384. The Kill family

KYLY'

ZBD2

HP 3	 t237AD

In Pare-Smith, Thesaurus, 1723 KIll is attested as personal name.
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385. The Kill Rabbá family

KYLY RB'1

yRHy2

MZBN'	 23W239 AD

Mczzabbanâ offered an altar to the Anonymous God. Tessera RTP 557 represents the bust of a pnest,

Yarhai son of Kill Rabb&

386. The Komarê family

KMR"

ZBDLH2

HGGW 3	 34AD

HagegO was member of the thiasos of CAgJiboJ and Malakbcl and he offered an altar to these gods

together with eight more thiasists. The word KMR' is attested only here as anthroponym. This is the name

of the weH attested tribe of the Benê Komarê. It could also be interpreted as 'HagegO, the pnest' but the

genealogies of the other thiasists give the name of the father and the one of the grandfather without br

'son' as el1 as in this case.

387. The Liam family: from the hypogeum no.6 of Sasan, SE

LSMS I

ZI3YD' 2

ZBYD'3

r	 Lcu c	 -
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388. The Iiam family

LSMS'

SLMLT2

NTNY3

TLi	 tbU	 h4è	 ouu	 -

389.The Liam family

LSMS'

TYMW2

F SLMT3

-i Lt
	 tui1	 v

390.The 1Jam alias Sapral family

LSMS ah SPRY'

BR2

F	 3	 t 91 I3 AD

The name Saprai s attested for the first time.
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391. The Macan family

M'N'

GTMY2

M'N 3	 t200-25OAD

Macan, a child, is portrayed on the funerary stele together with his mother.

392. The Macanal family

MNY1

ZBIY 2 	 RJ%4Y3

I	 I
F HG, 4 	 WHBY5

t&LAMWL
	

Q.	 AU WA)	 .

,kLoL65c,,	 LV1 /a- 'A)A)R. £1 ,4o. 144..

393. The Maanai family

M(NYi

QSN'2

YV LYS 'WRLYS SLM' 3 	267AD

Julius Aurelius Salmâ, eques, honoured his friend and protector Septimius Worod, goernor and

procurator ducenanos. In an inscription of the 3nd c. AD, Salmã is commemorated in a dedication to

Allat and Rahim by Rabbcl son of AwIdâ, son of Yadacai and be is not the sculptor as Cantineau,
Tadmorea 1, no.5 suggests. QSYN' is the Palmyrene transcnption of the Latin name Cassianus as the

Greek version of the inscnption attests.
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394. The Makkai family

MKY'

SLMT 2

'LYB'L3

Tk 	 D'	 b	 CL4 Otuf Lt

r-

395. The Makkai family

MKY'

MLKW 3	 t120-Z4OAD

1k -	
-

396. The Makkai family: from the tower no.70, VT

MKY'

NS'2

'i RHY3
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397. The Malai family

MLY'

TFN2

F SGL 3	 t15O-VAD

1kL L*&L / U7 k	 I

L Qtt

398. The Malai family

MLKW2

'T<QB 3	 t1ADca.

o	 e4	 ,&o&

L

399. The Malakel family

MLK'L'

(HIYRN2

ZBD'3

ILL ALt A&Lo?& -

	

	 tuAyAt	 it

')? i &3
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400. The Male family

ML

YRI-1Y2

Ml)	 Z72AD

Male3 as a custodian of the temple of Bel but his charge is unfortunately lost.

401. The Male family

ML"

TYBWL2
	

Fip3

ML' 4	 t 150-200 AD

402. The Male family

ML''

t 15O-17OAD
	

YRHBWL'2

F BLT'3
	

t 150-17OAD

Belta is a little girl.
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403. The Male family

ML"

F HB, 2	,,	 ML'3

FH4	 t12AD

0(40 o),cL	 ,tLCU&t -

404. The Male family

ML"

WHBY2

SKY3

tt	 k
towz2. e'tt,o

405. The Male family

ML"

D NY2

p	 I
133 134 AD	 ML'3	 ZBYD'4

Male3 offered in 133 134 AD an altar to tMtaile the good goddess. Given the rarity of the name DInaz,

e propose to see the same person in Dmnai, father of Male and Dinai, father of ZebIdA, winch is also

possible from the chronolog).
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406. The Malikbd family

MLKBL'

MLKW2

HG\\ R 3
	

Z36(Z37AD

The name MLKBL appears only in this family and it is spelled like the name of the Palmyrene solar god

MLKBL, Malakbel. It is ve,y unlikely that we have to do with the same name. A similar example may be

found with the name of the god YRHBWL that as personal name always takes a final anthroponymic

-, aleph. For Malikbel we propose Bcl is king' as already suggested by H. lngholt (Berytus 1(1934)37-

3

407. The Malkâ family: from the hypogeum ci Nasrallat, SW

MLK

BDSMY2

YWLYS 'WRLYS YDYBL 3 	 263-265 AD

In 263 AD, Julius Aurelius YedIbeI gave in cession two exedrae of this tomb to Julia Aurelia Amate

daughter of Bôthazi, son of MoqImU and in 265Xb ourcruches. We do not know how and when

YedibeI acquired burial rights in this tomb that was built by Nasrallat in 142 AD and till 263 AD was left

without any epigraphical record.

408. The MalktI family

MLKW'

MQYMW2

BLYD'W3

lit	'
	

o,' - r'--
	

4- 18 bL
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409. The Malkü family

MLKW'

MQYMW2

IYRN3

1LL	 )D oè O

KrL

410. The Malkü family

MLKW'

HGGW2

HLYPY 3	 16V166AD

Holaifi3 honoured }iolaifl son of AtefanI, son of Holaifi because he pleased him and 'gave him power'
(on this expression ,see Palmyre VI, 89; o- &	 MJ co,t	 . ho).

411. The Malkü family

MLKW'

TYMRSW2

WHBLT 3 	 236AD

Wahballat offered an altar to the Anonymous God.
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412. The Malkü family

MLKW'

ZBDBL2

FBYSY3

¶kt. itcuc	 &to okcL	 A)%) VI1	 -

413. The Malkü family

[MLKIW'

MQYMEW]2

HYRN 3 	 205AD

Harran was commemorated by BoThA of the Haumal family who was the administratoT of the Spring Efca.

He is said to be chosen as assistant by Bôlhâ himself.

414. The Malkfi family

XI

MLKW2

M'NY	 czYz' 4

The two inscnptions attesting this family are uncomplete. They come from the temple of Bel. We ha e

surmised that we have to do with two brothers honoured with a statue each.
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415. The Malkf family

MLKW'

ZBDBWL2

MRYWN 3 	 221 AD

Manôn offered an altar to the Anonymous God for his life and the life of his brother.

416. The Malkü family

MLKW'

YRHY2

FCFSB)3

The Greek transcnption of the name CTSB) is given in the bilingual text mv VIII, 64: Athesôba. The same

name is attested in another text, mv VII!, 118 and its meaning is not clear. A certain MaIkü is also

mentioned. Are the two Atehôbâ related?

417. The Maqqai family: from the hypogeum no.6 of Sasan, SE

MQY I

B\% LM'2

PSY'L3
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41& The Maqqai family: from the hypogeum of Libm, SW

MQY1

'BYHY 2	SKY

czYzw 4

C AzIzO had bunal rights in one of the side-chambers of the hypogeum of Malkü. We do not know how he

did it. We propose to see in this cAz and the 6AzIz of CIS 4592 the same person, because of the rarity

of his father's name, AbIhai Therefore Sokai is considered to belong to the same family.

419. The Maqqai family

MQY i

NBWDC2

YRHY 3	 263/264 AD

Yarlai offered an ex-voto because he was heard by the god. The formula of the inscnption is the one used

for dedications to the Anonymous God.

420. The Maqqai family

MQY'

SCDY 2

MQY3

, 0	 Q'-'
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421. The Marcellus family: from the tower tomb no.150 cliulius Aurelius Marônâ, NW

EMRQL']'

IGRP'12

YWLYS 'WRLYS TYDRWS3

Julius Aurelius Theodôros bought from Julius Aurelius ZebIdA this tomb and its nghts. J.A. ZebIdâ must

have bought the tomb from J.A. Maronâ, the founder. This family is probably of foreign origin as two

names are Latin and one is Greek.

422. The Marcus family: from the hypogeum of Julius Aurelius Male, SW

MRQ"

1-IRMS 2

YWLYS 'WRLYS SYBY 3 	 2.34 AD

In 234 AD, J.A. Sibai bought from IA. Male junior three niches. The name MRQ' would suggest the

Latin name Marcus but it is the only instance of the name with a final -'aleph , otherwise transcnbed

MRQS and MRQWS. Cf. the Samaritan theologian Marqah whose book Memar Marqah 'Teaching of

Marqah', is preserved and whose name is recognized as the Aramaic transcription of the name Marcus;

the book has been wntien in the 3rd-4th c. AD.

423. The Maronâ family

lMRIVN"

HDWDN2

MRWN'3

Marônâ made a dedication to the Anonymous God. The date is lost.
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424. The Mattà family

MV1

BR 2

MZBN'3

Is MZBN' BR BRC ' of PS 288 the same person of this MZBN'? Itis difficult to say as we do not know

the date of this steie, found in the Mery oasis, which is very damaged. Scuipture PS 288 is dated by

Ingholt, according to its style, to 200-250 AD.

425. The Mattanâ family

MTN'1

MLKW2

[NIB V ZBD 3 	 34 AD

Nabüzabad, member of the thiasos of the 'holy garden' offered together with eight more thiasists, an altar

to'Aglibôl and Malakbel.

426. The Mattanai family

MT'Y'

KIT' 2

F QBI 3	M..]4	 t13I5OAD

In spite of the reading ML' of Chabot, Corpus, p. 434 and PSNCG 71 no.27, we clearly see a :aw instead

ofalamedandrcadMT'. Ontheleftshoulderwealsoseean 'alephandnotadoietand itshouldbethe

beginmng of the word 'ii 'wife'. Thus the following name cannot be ML['] always attested as masculine

but a name like ML[KT].
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427. The Mawêlâ family

MW'L"

ZBYIY2

SMW(N] 3	 t 200-250 AD

The name MW'L' is attested in Nabataean, PNNR 38 no.617 and Minean, ICPANI 573. The name is of

Arabic origin with the meaning of 'refuge'.

428. The Menandros family

MNDRS'

HYRN2

TYBWL3

The name Mênodôros could also be possible, see A. Caquot, RTP, p. 167; cf. also PNPJ 95.

429. The Mikâ family

MYK"

ZBIYF}12

ZBDLJ-13

Zabdilah is very likely a pnest of BaalshamIn and he offered a portico in the temple of the god. In the

portico only three iascnptions are left that tell us he sas the ooe who made the offer. The date is lost but

the scnpt is identical to the one of BS I A-B, dated 67 AD.
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430. The MoqIm family

MQYM'

ENIBWZBD2

IMJLKW3

According to the scnpt this altar dedicated to the Anonymous God may be dated to the 2nd c. AD.

431. The MoqImfl family

MQYMW'

MKY2

MQYMW3

-

(AEL.	 s1c.t A)1), 9.

432. The MoqImü family: from the hypogeum of Nasrallat, SW

MQYMW'

BLHZY2

FYLY "ARLY' 'MT' 3	 i3-265AD

In 263 AD, J.A. Amat bought two side-chambers of this tomb from J.A. YedTbel and, from the same

person, four niches in 265 AD (4a )4t A*1O11'	 LO?-).
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433. The MoqImü family

MQYM[WJ'

MLKW2

GYLW 3
	

t5O-1OAD

\ttL 
fçf A&t	 tt

Di&o1 -' o - \	 I

434. The MoqImü family

MQYMW'

[cJfJRy2

F L	 t50-I5OAD

in 133/134 AD, a certain cAtenOri son of MoqImU built, with his two brothers, a tomb in the SW

necropolis.

435. The MoqImü family: from the hypogeum no.6 Cl Sasan, SE

MQYMW'

F—	' 3MLK'L

I	 I
MQYMW4	 FM-pS

o	 G	 AAi QU	 QiQ4Le
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436. The Naqbâ family: from the hypogeum of Yarhai, AtenftrI and Zabdibôl, SW

NQB"

F)ff)2	 BS' 3	MLWK'4

I	 I
x	 x

In the first central chamber of this Lomb a sculptured slab portrays Bassus with his wife Amat& his

brother MaIôkâ and his two children whose names am not known. Unfortunately, itis impossible to know

what type of kinship there was between Bassus and the tomb builders' family and how he acquired

property in the tomb. According to H. Ingholt (Berytus 5(1938)102), the style of the costumes favours a

date in the 3rd c. AD.

437. The Narê family

NSR"

MLKW2

NSR' 3	MQYMW4

° I?LO/.44UJJL
	

,4.L&L A)-T...

438. The Nasrè family

NSR"

YRHY2

'WYDLT3

TLt	 &,toM. O CVJ/b	 Ac	 itPtTx)

5 [9
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439. The Nabê family: from the hypogeum of Bolha, SE

NB"

HYRN2

YDY3
	

t 150-200 AD

ectd	 \ti	 t

440. The NabQlâ family

NBWL"

COY LW 2

HNYN'3

441. The NabGi family: from the hypogeum of BÔIhâ, SE

NBWSWRY'

BWLH'2

HYRN3
	

t 150-200AD

7kMJ1 k t

;%1- C-. Iv,.

-ok.L
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442. The NabOyada family

NBWYIY'

[B]RCTHZ

NB%% Y1Y3

L	 0	 I)	 (41&	 )OM -

443. The Nesâ Rabbâ family

NS' RB'

MV 3	 2ISAD

Male made a dedication to the Anonymous God.

444. The Neâ family

[N1S1

BLCQB2

WHBLT3

te. k
C
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445. The Neâ family

NS' 1

1
[N]LWZ'2

I	 I
RBN'3	 NI.. i	 Y7AD

Nabflzâ offered an altar to the Anonymous God for his life and the life of his two children Rabbanê and

N [ ... ] . The broken name could be restored as N[SJ like his grandfather's name.

446. The Neâ family

NS''

YMLKW2

ZBDT' 3	 tlO-2KAD

iLt	 .t	 o*	
1tthe cLit

rMtu o

447. The NaIrai family

NPRY'

MQYM'.\ 2

YWLYS %% RLYS YR1jBV L' 3	 226 AD

The family ac?ulred an cxedr in an hypogeum of the SW necropolis, from the two brotheis iA. Salman

and iA. SaknaLTI'âi	 FY is attested in Safaitic, see ICPANI 596.
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448. The Nafrai family

NPRY'

SMCwN 2

SLMN3

Ø1LJ	 L	 o	 t

SLuu. ct4.

449. The Nürateh family

NWRTH I

TYBWL2

GDY3

TLL AOU4L £	 eeoj	 C e4	 L4 0 UU

" 0

450. The NCirbel family

[NW'

LMQYMVS 2

F 1fry3 	 f150-200AD

oI_ t A* c,	 t&1 AAuL atvtw
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451. The NftrbeI family

NWRBL'

LSMS 2

NWRBL3
	

t 150-200 AD

ILt	 M&	 f L€Lt .. L ,di0

452.The N(Irbel family

NWRBL'

YRHBWL2

HBYBY RIBF 3
	

t 150-200AD

T1At. R6L,A4-	 t	 kQt,I	 C

453.The NürbeI family: from the hypogeum no.6 of Sasan, SE

NVtV RBL'

MQY2

HBYBV3

t4,t tOA
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454. The Qahmâ family

QHM"

BWLH'2

YRHY3

Yarhai offered a rehef to Allat, 'the good goddess' where she is represented enthroned between two lions.

Her nght hand holds a spear, the latter being with the lions her typical atinbutes. A turreted-wall crown

adorns her head. The scnpt would favour a date to the end of the 1st c. AD, begrnmng of the 2nd c. AD.

The name QHM, attested here for the first time, finds parallels in Nabataean, QHMW, PNNR 57 no.1016

and Safaitic, QHM, JCPANI 477.

455. The Qatâ family

QSr'

SLMN2

TYMRSW3

This family is attested in RTP 94.

456. The Qatâ family

QSV'

BWRP'2

GYLW3

The QatA family is known from tessera RTP 60.
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457. The Rabbel family

RB'L1

NS' 2

I	 I
F N1JH 3	 DYNYS4

1L t	 .og7 A	 _	 4

iLt o7 o4- o

45& The Rabbel family

RWL'

1y2

'zYzw 3
	

178 Al)

'AzIzU bought from a woman, Satmat daughter of Sohaimü, son of Sohaimfl, a portion of her property

(see be1ov no.481).

459. The RabQti family

RB WFY

RMY 2

t5Q-ISOAD

A&.Guu	 AO

act.	 /
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460. The Rafael family: from the hypogeum ci Liam, SW

RP'L'

I	 I
LSMS 3	WHBLT4	 FN(M5

The stele representing LamS was found in the hypogeum of Lian and it belongs to the 1st sculptural

group of Jngholt's classification that corresponds to 50 -150 AD.

461. The Rafanü family

RPNW'

KW2

W1-IBLT3

Milik, p. 279 prefers the reading RPBWL to RPNW.

462. The Ribabat family

RBBT'

GYLW2

TYMW 3	 34AD

Taimü was a member of the thiasos of the gods Aglibôl and Malakbel to whom he and eight more

thiasists offered an altar. The name RBBT is attested in Thamudic, ICPANI 264. The name Ribâba is

attested in CIK 486.2.
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463. The RôI family

RWCYI

BRCT}12

FpyTJ3

In Safaitic there are many names attested from the root r 'y, see ICPANJ 282. In Nabatacan we lind RW

and RWY, PNNR 19 no.1080. The Greek transcnption is Roeos, Roes, Wuthnow 167.

464. The SokayyI family

SKYY'

GYLW2

YRHY	 251 AD

Yarhai made a dedication to the Anonymous God. The name SKYY has the variant spelling SKYY (see

aboe no36, the Sokayyi family of the MaUabôI tnbe).

465. The SabIlil family

SBYI-IY'

YRHY2

I
GYLW3

Cantincau, mv VI!!, 94, reads the inscnption 1]GYLW BR YRHY BR HRY HY[RN]. He states that

actually there is not space for the last two letters of the name Hairan. We propose a new reading for the

last name: [JGYLW BR YRHY BR SBYHY. The S and H in Palmyrene are very similar and the R of

HRY is half affaced. Furtheimore, the name SBH and us vanants are extremely popular in Safaitic, see

ICPAN!365, 367 and Arabic SabTh 'beautiful'.
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466. The Sacâ family

Sc) I

'TQB2

Sc,
	

272 AD

Saca3 as in charge of the altar and custodian of the temple of Bel

467. The Saad family

S'D

QML' 2

BGSW 3	 I74AD

¶A
	 ko4 i,47tX

468. The Sa cadai family

SPY'

MLKV. 2

MLKW3

A	 &, tt
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469. The Safrâ family

sPR,

I
TYMRSW2

YRHY3

470. The aga/Sagâ family

sGSc?i

YRIIY2
	

'M'3

tO-i5OAD	 FQ4.f 4	 MLKW5
	

FJp6

The name SG' is attested in Safaitic, SC?, see ICPAN! 340 and in Nabataean, SOY, PNNR 62 no.1105.

The Greek transcription is Sagou, Sageios, Sagos and Sagios, see Wushnow 100, 173. We know from mv

XI, 50 the variant spelling SO', as it happens for other names like NS'/NS', SRYKW/ SRYKW,

SKYY/SKYY. It is strange that BerretA's matronymic instead of the patronymic is given. For children

only we usually find the mother's name in the genealogy. On the other hand one may surmise that Berretâ

is in fact a child and that the word "it 'wife' referred to her mother. Then the formula given in the

inscription would be unusual because of the presence of the name of the man supposed to be BerretA's

father. The script of mv XI, 50 is archaic and the bust of Aqmat is dated to 50-150 AD. This made us

willing to identify the Saga of CIS 4574 with our Saga.

471. The Sagrai family

SGRY'

NWRBL2

YRHY 3 	 1I4AD

Yarhai was a treasurer, in 114 AD, when the city offered a monumental altar to the Anonymous God.

With him there are three more treasurers: ZebIdâ of the MaikO family; MoqImü of the Gamla family and

'AnantI of the 'AnanO family (see above ncis. 196, 176 and 39).
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472.The Sagrai family

SGRY1

MQYMW2

FTMJJ3

1t&L fOUA	 tr
	 i (13

473. The Sahrâ family

SHR''

IYRN2

ZCQW	 147 AD

IlL
	 WkWLkf Aa	 u4k

474. The Salman family: from the hypogeum of cAbdacastôr, SW

SLMN'

GYLW2

'i'\% LY(S) V RLY(S) MLKW 3	 239 AD

Julius Aurelius MalkO, together with MuajnA daughter of Bonn& son of BÔIh, acquired property in the

side-chamber to the nght of this tomb. Julia Aurelia Salmat, great-granddaughter of the tomb builder and

AmdabQ, a frecdoman, gave it in cession to them (1t(. oLo,& ,.
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+ &AL	 tL MJWU

475. The Salman Marcellus family

SLMN alias MRQL"

I	 I	 1
QLSV 2	NRQ(Y)S3

TYM'4

Salman bears a typical Palmyrene name followed by another name that, in this case, is the Latin

Marcellus. 1-us two sons bear two Greek names: Kallistos and Narqaios. His grandchild has again a

Semitic name, Taim. We know another case where the second name is simply introduced by the relative

particle dy instead of the whole formula dy miqrh 'called', see CIS 4357.

476.The Salamallat family: tower tomb no.145 of Salamallat

SLMLT'

YDCW2

SLMLT3

Salamaflat built a tomb for himself and his family. Unfortunately (be date is not given.

477.The Sal me family

SLM'

RThL2

YRIIBWL' 3	 t2oo25oAD
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47& The Salmë family

SLM' I

YDYBL2

DYNYS3

'TL r1	 o.

479. The Samuel family

ISMW'L]'

LSMWL12

ISMW'L] 3

The only Greek version of this text is preserved. The restoration of the name SamUel based on the Greek

can be taken as certain. It seems that an owner of Jewish ongin had sold part of his burial property to two

Julii Aurelii whose names are unfortunately lost.

480. The Simcôn family

SM\'NJ'

SMWN 3	 MZI3N'4

Si nfôn offered an altar to the gods cAglibol and Malakbel and Mezzabbanâ offered an altar to the

Anonymous God.
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481. The SohaimQ family

S1-IYMW I

S}IYMW2

Fsjff3

Salmai transferred portion of her burial rights to cAzIzO son of 6Adda, son of Rabbel. The names of her

father and grandfather are attested only once. In Safaitic we find SHM 'sagacious, energetIc', ci. ICPAN1

361.

482. The SoraikI family: from the hypogeum of Salamallat, VT

SRYKY'

Cr332

FPM	 t 150-200 AD

/?&
	

t ,kkow.	 e.L at u- 14.04,	 -

483. The Taibbôl family

TYBWL'

RPBWL2

HYR' 3	 2521253 Al)

fLt 1ect	 wA1L ; c&it

-L	 L .
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484. The Taibbôl family

TYI3WL'

I	 I

YRHBWL'3

Frv 4

'	 V	 OtL LL - -o U-i

)LL c&tot Q4L4ojw	 Att.	 A.	 p..	 3

485. The Taibbôl family

TYBWL'

[T]YBWL2

TYBWL 3 	2521253 AD

The name Taibbôl is common and his family cannot safely be attached to others.

486. The Taimcâ family

TYM'

TYMRSW2

MQYMW3

1LL	 ALLOcfMa	 AL

Miu	 I
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487. The Taimamad family

YMMD'

MQYMW2

MLKW 3 	 34AD

Malkü, member of the thiasos of the 'holy garden', made a dedication to the gods 6Aglibôl and Malakbel

together with eight more thiasists.

488. The TaimarsU family

TYMRSW'

HYRN2

F B'YT

According to the sculpture, the relief is dated to the 2nd. c. AD. This is a portrait of a young girl. This

family is without doubts of Arabic origin. On the mistenous finding of the two stelae from the Mery

oasis, see M. Masson, E&W 17 (1967) 239-247 and P. Bernard, Stiidia Iranica 8 (1979) 135-139 who

suggests to see in these two stelae the result of an antiques trade.

489. The Taimarsü family

TYMRSW'

YQWB2

KYLY 3 	 23iAD

KIll consacrated an altar to the Anonymous God, for his life and the life of his brothers. His father

Yaaqôb must be a Palmyrene Jew.
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490. The Taimars( family

TYMR[Vi ji

'LYWL2

[M)QYMV. 3

TL ;f) ML*	 %- c1A_- I	 u/€.

491. The Taimarsü family

T[YMRSW] 1

WHBLT2

TYMRSW 3	 229 AL)

3
Taimarsü offered an altar to the Anonymous God for his life, the life of his brothers and for 'the sons of

the house', that is his servants. The names are of a good Arabic derivation and the family of Arabic

ongin.

492. The Taimarsü family

(TJY{RSVI 1

]l3GR2

F IWLffG)3 	 t200-250AD

An Abgar son of TaimarsQ is knovn from !nvX, 99, dated 141 AD. This inscnption instead comes from a

funcrar) kIint dated, according to the sculptural style, to 200-250 AD.
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493. The Taimê family

TYM"

W}IBLT2

I	 I
TYMH' 3	 PLNS4

The two brothers, Taimhâ and Philinos, are represented as two children. They must have died at a very

young age. According to lngholt's classification, the stele belongs to the 1st group of Palmyrene

sculptures, that is 50-150 AD.

494. The Taimê family

TYM"

I	 I
FJBP3

TYM'4

Lt
	 it, ,)e10tuAL

495. The Taimê family

ITYM')'

EYRHYI2

BLESV RJ 3
	

157 I5AD

BelQr honoured M.U. Yarhai, the well known Palmyrene chief of caravans.
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496. The Taimé family

TYM"

SON'3
	

t 200-250 AD

')	 tt AtttM	 ALo

c

497. The Taimé family: from the hypogeum of Liam, SW

TYM"

LSMS2
	

FX3
	

YDYCBL4

181- I88AD
	

LSMS5
	

MDY 6
	

186 AD

The history of the hypogeum of Liam starts around the year 181 AD, with the first cession text recorded

when Lian gave in cession one exedra and six niches to Sirai son of Zabda cateb , son of A taqab.
A4 .uu.t'i .4C•41)

Three more fkllo*ed the first and many graffiti commemorated people not related to Liam' family. The

foundation text is lost and we do not know who was the founder of this tomb. A small stele, that H.

Ingholt (Beryius 5(1938)116) regards to be previous to 150 AD, gives proof that the tomb was already in

use before its transfer to Wardan, Sirai and Bônnê. In 186 AD, Liam together with his half-brother gave

in cession a portion of the tomb. In the inscnption is specified that Liam and Amdai shared the same

mother vi hose name is omitted.

498. The Taimnâ family

TYMN''

TM'

YIDlYIBLl3

TL rL t,	 P	 6 -	 eA
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499. The Tawri family

TWRY'

TYBWL2

F
	

t 50-150 AD

flAt L4;o ç	ci)
	

t4L MLtkA

CULt A	 F'1w.	 L

500. The Theodôros family

TYDWR"

MQWL'2

SLWQI']3

mtt-e7	
r' rttt 

4LflL

iLtct&w otLLtI	 -	

y
rLL !r- 1\%>

501. The Timaios family

TMIYSI'

MQYM[V] 2

ZBDLI-1 3	 123AD

Zabdi a made a dedication to the Anonymous God. For the date see also Milik, p. 293.
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502. The Wahbai family: from the hypogeum of Salamallat, VT

WI-IBY'

x2

MCN3
	

t 150-200AD

Macan is portrayed like a symposiarch.

503. The Wahballat family

WHBLT'

YMLKW2

I	 I	 I

WHBLT 3	MLKW4	 YRHY5

L	 L	 OA	 4.;,

504. The Wahballat family

WHBLT'

SLMLT2

M1\Y1 3
	

1221123 AD

Ma'anai was honoured by the Komarê tribe and the gods cAglibol and Malakbcl.
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505. The Wall family

2

ZBD3

Zabdâ is said to have died at the age of nine.

506. The Wartan family

WRTN'

MN2

SMWN3

Simcôn made a dedication to the genii Macan and Sacar.

507. The YadaO family

YDCW I

(CGIYLW2

'ID'W

YadacO offered an altar to the Anonymous God. The dale is lost.
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508. The Yakmn family: from the hypogeum d Zabdaateh, SW

HYRN2

ZBIYTH 3 	 131 AD

Zabdaateh, probably the founder of this tomb, sold in 131 AD a portion of the hypogeum to BaPateh son

of Marcus. No foundation text nor other dated inscriptions were found. The name YKYN appears only in

this family. We find IA-KI-NI among the Assynan names, see A.PN 91 and in Hebrew YKYN, IPN 28,

202. The root is kw/yn 'to be' in the yqtl form. The name YakIn is the same as Neo-Assyrian and Neo-

and Late-Babylonian IA-KJ-NJIN(J, see PIAP 36 and 134.

509. The Yamlê family

YML"

YRHY2

YML	 t 150-200 AD

OAu 
1tLro	 ,LLLL b

510. The Yamlê family

YML''

TYM'2

YML' 3	HYRN4	 c. 140 AD

Yamlê and his brother }Iairan offered four columns to BaalsharnIn and Durahlôn in the temple of

BaalshamIn. The onomastics would suggest to see in this family and in the Yamlê family that belongs to

the Palmyrene pnesthood, the same group (see above no.22 1).
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511. The Yamlikü family

YMLKW1

'GYLW2

LSMS 3	 t50-I5OAfl

TLt,	 at	 o Li	 ,.. k 4L

C.	 7

512. The Yamlikü family

YMLKW'

MSKW 2

K}IYLW3

Vk erLv	
4;j:0	 'l-1)	 SCl4,	 L&-

W.)tJTh'XLk2 1 Z4.

513. The Yarhai family

' RHY'

SKY 2

LSMS3

Ti1 ; Mat	 eu	 Le Ata(
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514. The Yarhai family

YRHY'

YDYBL2

FDrYN3
	

2222I AD

Domnina offered an altar to the Anonyous God.

515. The Yarhal family

YRHY1

YRUBWL'2

SBYNS3

Sabinus made a dedication to the Anonymous God.

516. The Yarhai family

YRHY'

GYLW2

YRHY3
	

IHAD

rn i	 y..

11L1	 _-
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517. The Yarhai Edipus family

SWYR"

YRHY 'DPWS2
	

BLI-IZY3

SWYR'4
	

F SLWM 5
	

t bd'cwe 169/170 AD

The name Sevîrâ comes up again in the Sewîrâ family (see above no.60) but we do not dispose of

sufficient epigraphical evidence to think they belong to the same family group. The vanant spelling

SWYR' appears also in A. Bounni, Mélanges Michalowski, 1966, p. 316 and three are parallel cases like

SRYKW/SRYKWor 'STWRG'/STWRG'. Yailiai had also a Greek name, Ehpus, attested here for the

first time, according to a well-known onomastic trend of bearing often a local and a foreign name

together. Sewir erected a statue in honour of his wife who died before 169/170 AD.

51& The Yarhai family

YRHY'

YRHY2

F BTY 3
	

t Ca. 250 AD

In CIS 4384 we found another Battai daughter of Yarliai. From an iconographic point of view, they seem

to be two well different people.

519. The Yarha family

YRHY'

Fpp 2

HLJP3

Do they belong to the Halafiâ fainily?(cf. above no.109).
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520. The Yarhai family

YRHY'

SRYKW2

QYP 3	 tAD

The name QYF was read QW1 by F. Safar (Sumer 20(1964) 15-17) but on p1. 1 ciearly a yod is shown.
In Nabataean we find QYPW, see PNNR 58 no.1030.

521. The Yarhal family

YRHY'

) C YLMY 2

CYT'3	 t5ol5oAD

AtiL C7T

522. The Yarhai family: from the hypogeum of Julius Aurelius Male, SW

YRHY'

YWLYS 'WRLYS MQY2

I	 I
215-237 AD	 YVLYS 'WRLYS HYRN 3	YWLYS 'WRLYS 'B' 4 	 215AD

In 215 AD, J.A. Hairan and J.A. AbbA bought an exedra in the hypogeum of J.A. Male, from J.A. Male

who is said to be their relative. It is difficult to understand what kind of kinship bound these people. In

273 AD, J.A. Hairan resold part of his property to J.A. As[...] son of HonainA, son of S imcôn and part to
J.A. Halaftâ son of Hermcs Marcus, seen alread) buying iucbes from J.A. Male in 235 AD. Again in 237

AD, J.A. Hairan gave away two more niches to A. Sainmai, a woman, for herself and her offspnng.
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523. The Yarhibôlâ family: from the hypogeum cI MaJkü, SW

YRHBWIJ'

BIYSTWR2

FTM)3	 279AD

('LL Sc.)I A&.
Tammâ sold five niches to Abgar son of Taimë, son of 6Anan. We do not know how she acquired nght of

property in the Southern chamber of this hypogeum. This represents the last transaction in the tomb. The

year is 279 AD. From this text we learn that women also could conduct cessions as well as men.

524. The Yarhibôlâ family

YR}fl3WL"

GYLW2

W1-IBLT3

-pu_	 o. es.
	

±

525. The Yarhibolâ family

YRI-IBWL"

FT1 2	SKBL3

YRHBWL4

This is a relief with a double bust representing two men, SKBL and his nephew Yar bibÔla. The name

SKBL has been previously read in many different ways: ( S]B[N'] (CIS 4535); SBBW (PNPI 40 and 101);

MKBL (E Cussini, Syria 69(1992) 423-424, fig I). The name SKBL is therefore attested for the first

time, but other names den ying from the same root are known SKYBL SKYY, SKP and SKYY. It is

unusual, at Palmyra, to express an etymological by Sor S (cf. F. Rosenthal, Sprache, p. 25-26,38-39

and 42). The name has the meaning of 'Bel has looked out' with the verb ky 'to look out' in the perfect

tense of the pa 'a! stem or of the pa "ii stem with the same meaning. SKBL must represent a graphic

vanant of SKYBL
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526. The Yarhibôfâ family

YR}IBWL"

NS'2

HLPWN' 3 	 t5OI5OAD

Ti ooio$	 ,€,' o \4	 4 r 0L	 -

527.The Yaribôlâ family

YRBBWL1

GYLW2

FRP3

. M. 

C	

'-r 

(4L 1Ect	 et-	 QtO'LL41 1-' L

5. The YedIbe family

YDYBL'

ZBDBL2

ZBYD('J 3	 129 AD

ZebIdâ made a dedication to the Anonymous God.
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529. The Yed1bel family

YDY'BL'

YRHB(W)L' TMYS2

MR'3

The second name of Yarhibôlâ is a Greek name, Timajos. It usually indicates a family name, the name of

an ancestor who probably was of Greek origin.

530. The YedIThel family

Y[DYCBL]I	 162- 152 BC

NB'2
	

142 - 132 BC

YDYIBL] 3	 BC	 122-I12BC

Yedibel3 erected a stele to honour the goddess Atarte. The year is 82 BC. If Yedibel 3 had consacrated

the stele around his fourties, he must be born in 122 BC and his grandfather in 162 BC. Thus Yedibe1 1 is

contemporary with the one attested in BS 60, but we do not know if they can be identified (see above

no.2 1, the Yedibel family).

531. The Zabad family

ZBD'

ZBD'2

ZBY3

Zabbai offered an altar to the Anonymous God.
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532. The Zabdâ family

ZBD''

'GYLW2

MQYMW3

ILt,	 ML<
	

61Y ;r	 A?s (et (

533. The Zabdâ family

ZBD"

SDW 2

MLKW

This is a graffito found in the tempie of BaalhamIn.

534. The Zabda family: from the hypogeum ct JuJius Aurelius Male, SW

ZBD"

MQYMW2

YWLYS 'WRLYS HLPP 3
	

235-237 AD

In 235 AD, J A. lialaftâ bought three niches from J.A. MaM junior in the hypogeum O(J.A. Male and in
237 AD, he bought some more from .J.A. Hairan who also had property in the same tomb.
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535. The Zabdaateh family

ZBD'TH'

ZBDBWL2

STM3

This family is known from tessera RTP 407.

536. The Zabdaateh family

ZBD'TH'

MV2

'BGR3

1k	 iA	 H 41iMA,&U

537. The Zabdaateh family

ZBD'TH'

EBGRIN2

IRPBWLI3

The Greek transcnptlon of the name BGRN is BogTans. The name is rare at Palmyra.



538. The Zabdaateh family

ZBD'TH'

YDY'BL2

ZBIYrH 3 	 t200-250AD

The stele portrays Yedibel and lus son Zabdaateh named after his grandfather.

539. The Zabdaateh family

ZBIYTH'

F 'QMT 2

ZBDBWL3

Zabdibôl made the funerary relief for his mother who was dead.

540. The Zabdibel family

ZBDBL'

LSMS2

'LYS'3

A1aiâ built and offered a whole portico and six columns in honour of BaalshamIn. His name is engraved

on the columns, reminding he was the one who made the offer. The date is lost but the scnpt of these

inscnptions is identical lo the one of BS 1 A-B which are dated 67 AD.
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541. The ZabdibÔl family

BRYKY2

WI-IBLT3

This inscription is engraved on a sarcophagus found in the necropOlis.

542. The ZaLxIIbÔl - AmrG family

ZBDBWL'	 MRW2

BRSMS 3	BL1IY4

I	 1	 I
ZBDBWL 5 	 TNWR6	 MLKW7	 MRW8	 YDY'BL9	 L34AD

In 134 AD, these five brothers offered a column to the 'great god of Nazala'. They are Palmyrenes who

lived in Nazala as the inscription specifies it. It is to be noted that the first-born bears the name of his

grandfather from his father's side and the fourth child bears the name of the grandfather from his

mother's side.

543. The Zabdibôl family

ZBDBWL'

ZGWG2

ZBDBWL3

TILL )4,t 

r	 L c4L k t1L o

(Ji	 0	 C- 14).
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544. The ZagOg fanuly

zGwGI

YRHY2

FFNIBY3

Mt&

545. The ZebIdâ family

ZBYD"

F	 3	 t 1SO-OAD

The name Makkai is attested as both masculine and feminine.

546. The ZebIdâ family

ZBYDI'J'

FTM2

FSBY3

The stele represents two women, one of which had the right shoulder uncovered in the typical attitude of

mourning.
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547. The ZebIdâ family

ZB[YIYI'

ZBYD'2

ZB[YDJ3

ZebIdâ offeid an altar to the Anon,ous God.

548. The ZebIdâ family

ZBYIY'

MN2

'JILT3

Tk	
rr hL '	 -

549. The ZebIdâ family: tower tomb no38 a, VT

ZBYD' I

MQY MW2

ZBVD' 3	 I5OAD

LL op	 neL	 • 39ci

I	 T0	 -
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550. The ZebIdâ family

ZBYIY'

SM'WN2

HYRN 3 	 9SAD

The inscription comes from Wadi Hauran. The beginning is missing so that we do not kno' what it was
about.

551. The ZebIdâ family: from the hypogeum of Zebidâ, SE

ZBYD'

YRHY2

F	 3

This famit) may be related to the one of Salmat that comes from the same tomb (see aboe no.311, the
tOgeilul lanuly).



TWO GENERATIONS

552. The Aristides family

MRQWS YWLYWS MKSMWS 'RSTYDS'

F LWQL 2	PRTNKS3

The stele represents Marcus Julius Maximus Aristides, father of Lucilta wife of Pertinax. Anstides bears

a Greek name introduced by three Roman names as well as his daughter and son-in-law have Roman

names. He was a colonus of Beirut.

553. The Eutykês family

YWLYS 'WRLYS TYM' 2	YWLYS 'WRLYS LSMS 3	 o AD

The cession text RSP 163 is engraved on a lintel found reused in the Camp of Diocletian. In the same

lintel two names and the date of foundation of an hypogeum are also lefi Unfortunately, it is impossible

to know the onginal location of the tomb. A person, whose name is lost, son of Salman, son of Taimhâ,

built a 'house of eternity'. The date is 92/93 AD. Almost half and a century later, a certain Julia Aurelia

Sullâ transferred the exedra on the nght when you enter to J.A. Taimt and J.A. Liam, Sons of Eutykês.

We are not informed ho she had right of property in the tomb and also we do not know whether she

belonged to the family of the founder or not.

554. The Baram family

BRSMS	 MRYM2

'DY NT	 226227 AD

Baitam consacrated an altar to the Anonymous God together with Clainat, his son and Manam his wife,

of Jewish ongin.
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555. The Be1aqab family

BLC.QH

RJ3T 2	 F MQY	 t 2OO-2.O AD

mLL Qt(-Lo QT	 /o4Lto ltULWuAU	 LLL -

556. The BelürI family: from the hYPOgeum no.6 of Sasan, SE

BLSWRY'	 SYG'2

F

¶Lto	 LI L(tL	 c L	 o	 oi&

557. The Bôlai family

BWLY'

'L1-IBL 2	 RBL3	 MHRW4	 194 AD

The three brothers made a dedication to Maanü, the good and bountiful god.

558. The Bônnè family

BWN''

YRHY2	 F MYNT3

It is the nurse or foster-mother of the two brothers who made the side for them.
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559. The Bôrrefâfamily of the	 QCili\tribe

BWRP'

G'YS ILQNJYS PLWYNWS EMLKW)2

C. Lcinius Flavianus MalkO is a Palmyrene who belonged to the Sergia tribe. The text is undated but to

the same tribe belong Roman citizens of Palmyra attested in the 2nd c. AD. He was honoured by three

brothers, ZebIdâ, 6Abdai and CA bdastôr, sons of NeA CA teaqab. The authors ofR TPidentify this C.

Licinius Flavianus MalkO son of Bôrrefâ-Bumzs with LQNYS BRS attested in three tesserae which seem

to represent a symposiarch.

560. The T. Claudius Felix family

TBRYS QLWDYS PLQS' 	 FCLAUDIA HELPIS2

T1(BERIUS) CLAUDIL S ALYPUS3

T. Claudius Felix offered an altar to Malakbel. He is one of the Palmyrenes living in Rome.

561. The Gaddarsü family

GDRSW'

F BTZBYD?2 	 l	 'BYDW3	 230 AD

BatzebIdâ made a dedication to the Anonymous God for her life and the life of her husband CObaldt). The

names in BT- like the ones in BR- indicate that the anthroponym following them has the character of

epony m.

562. The Germanus family: from the hypogeum of Yarhai, VT

GRMN"

I	 I
241 AD	 YWLYS 'WRLYS Wi RN 2	 YWLYS 'WRL'i S MLVI K'3

J.A. Hairan and his brother J.A. MaIôkA sold part of their bunal rights to J.A. Theophilos. We do not
. 41(L. 4J)C	 4lMe11lIo.o)know how they acquired the property in the hypogeum of Yarhai.
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563. The Ilaggai family

IIGY'

I	 I

1MNY1 2	YWLYS WRLYS 'WTK' 3	 IGYS YWILYIS HRMYS] 4	 7 Al)

IA. Eutks took in partnership his brother Galus Julius Hermeias in the high part of the tomb. They

together built and restored the tomb of their own pocket. The tomb also was made in honour of the sons

of another brother, Macanal.

564. The Hairan family

HYRN'
	

YRHY 2

SHRW3
	 F	 4

Tfl	 be	 10	 L& co c &4o's

ev	 o /JfkAYo ,	 o

565. The Hennibel family

	HNBL1	,.,	 F12

I

	

ML' 3	'QiH4

__	 kLeAi1O	 y	 4-Li	 +
o L5O-oo*p

566. The Hermes family

HRMS'	 FffBL2

I	 I
ThMRSW 3	 'T'M\4	 YML'5

Hermes and his wife Amatbel made a dedication so the Anonymous god for their life and the life of their

Sons.
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567. The MaIkü family

G1	 MLKW2

J	 I
2Y7AD	 FMKYS	 ML'4

In 207 AD, Makkai, daughter of Oggá, made a dedication to the Anonymous God.

568. The Marcus Ulpius Malkü family of the Sergia tribe

MARCUS ULPIUS MALKU'

ULPIUS Ml. ClANtS 2 ITLPIUS THEOBULl. S 3 ULPIUS APOUNARIUS 4	ULPIUS MARION5

The four sons of M.U. MalkO erected a statue in his honour because he accomplished with distinction the

three equestrian militiae. He is attested in another text where he honoured his fnend M. Acilius Wahballat

(mv X, 108) who was a tnbunus. It is noteworthy that all the people who belonged to the Sergia tribe

distinguished themselves in military matters that probably gained them the privilege of the Roman

citizenship.

569. The MoqImü family

HYRN'	 MQY[MW]2

F1yj3	 ZBYDE'14

570. The Acilius MoqImü family of the Sergia tribe

ACILIUS MQYMW'

M ACILILS WHBLT2

The inscnptions mv X, 108-109 are in Greek and undaled. The name Wahballat is transcnbed b the

Greek Athenodôros (see CIS 3971). There is no doubt that both, father and son, are Palmyrenes as the

Semitic names show. M.A. Wahballat was first tribunus of the Cohors I Ulpia Petraeorum (stationed in

Syna) and then of the Legio X Friensis (stationed in Palestina). He was honoured with tMo statues

erected the first by his fnend M.U. MalkO (mv IX, 24) and the second b) the Senate and People of the

city. He belonged to the Sergia (nbc. Other families, at Palmyra, belong to the Sergia tnbe: M.U. MalkO

(mv IX, 24); M.U. Yarhai (mv X, 128); C. Liciruus Flavianus Malkil (mv X, 130); M.U. Elahbel (Bounm-

Salib, AAS 15 (l%5) 126-135=Milik, p. 163). It is from Hadnan that they must have gained the nght of

Roman citizenship, as the Sergia was the tnbe he belonged to. H. Seyng (Syri&2 (1942) 228-230)

maintains that the ongin of the concessions must be a military one, as result also of the noticeable

development in the 2nd c. AD of the auxiliary troups where Palmyrenes archers were very numerous in

the equestrian rank.
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571. The Nabümâ family: from the hypogeum of Yarhai, VT

[NBIWM"

F I'IQM' 2 	[NJYNY 3

e

572. The RZYYH family

RZYSYH'

F,N 2
	

GDY'3	 t15OAD

to LoL yAueoo	 L	 R7S	 1L
ALot1

573. The Sa'ad family

'SD'
	

SCDZ

FSJMJ-3
	

LSMS4

It is not clearly specified that they are husband and wife but the stele represents a woman and the

inscnptions are on her right and left shoulder. One can suspect that originally it was a double busi

Having two different fathers, it is difficult to imagine that they are brother and sister. It is their educator

that made the stele for them.

574. The Sahrã family

SHR' i

Fefy2	 FSBHY3
	

23AD

Tvo sisters, AtLai and Sathaj, together with another woman, Auã daughter of Perde, offered tv.o

columns to BaalshamIn. The year is 23 AD and it represents the oldest inscription of the temple of

BaalshamIn.
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575. The Samigeram family

SMSGRM'	 _	 F SLMT2

I	 I

SLMT 3	 HYRN4	 tIS4AD

The funerary stele portrays only Salmat mother and Salmat daughter, a little girl.

576. The Taimê family

TYM"	 MLKW2

BWS 3	SLM'4	 t50-I5OAD

'	 '- '— i

577. The Tammâ family

FTM, I

MLKW 2	MQYMW3

/1iU.x 71 	 LOtU1/ e4

578. The Taimarsü family

TYMRSW'

F MRfl. 2	 FSOL3	 t(2)ISAD

mu ,k&	 L o t
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579. The Yarhai family

CGY LW	 YRHY2

I	 I
F QM)	 _	 YDYCBL4	 t50-)5OAD

r

580. The YedIcbel family

YDYCBLI

I	 I	 1
'RWIN'I"2	 TDR[N]3	 tlBO-I1OAD

,kQ-	 o&°1	 r	 ?M

/wutu1_

581. The Zabdibôl family

ZBDBWL'

F CLYT2	 TYMY3

The stele represents C AII) at and her husband Taimaj and it has to be dated to the end of the 1st c. AD. -
beginning of the 2nd c. AD. In CIS 4260 we find another cAllyat daughter of Zabdibol but it s difficult to

say if they arc the same person or not.
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FREEDMEN AND FREED WOMEN

582. The freedman Abtihan

'BVHN 1	freedman of	 'DY2

AbQhan offered a stele to Allat in the shnne dedicated to the worship of GND', the Arab god of Fortune,
at Hatra. The name Abühan is attested here for the first time. At Palmyra, we find the form 'BYHN (see
PNP! 1). The other name, Addai, is fully attested in the onomastics from Hatra. The variant 'D' is also
found at Palmyra (PNPI 2).

583. The freedman Julius Aurelius Agrippa: from the hypogeum of MalkU, SW

BWM"

'GTPVS2
	

HYRN3

YWLYS 'WRLYS GRP' 4 	 freedman of	 HLYDWRS YRHBWIJ 5 213214 AD

J.A. Agnppa bought from the grandchildren of the tomb builder MalkO, three niches in the central
chamber. In Sept. 214 AD, a legal document records J.A. Agnppa and another freedman J A. Ogei1u who
also had property in the same chamber. Berng that their niches were contiguous, some sort of agreement
must have raised between the two. J.A. OgeiIü specifies a restriction in Agnppa's use of his half recess,
that he will not be allowed to enlarge it in any way. A sarøphagus has been found in this chamber but
there are no inscnptions. H. lngholt (MUSJ 38 (1962) 104 . 119, p1. 112) surmises that it represents .J.A.
Agrippa's family.

584. The freedman Ahiyã

)i:

-I

'HY'..
	 freedman of	 KBYLIWJ3

The freedman made a memonai to Bel, Yarhibol, cAglibol and ArsO.
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585. The freedwoman Immedabü: from the hypogeum of cAcastôr, SW

RP'L'

BV 2 ftteT mother of F 'MDBW 3 freedwoman of LWQYS 'WRLYS BRSMY' 4
	

Z9 AD

She sold to J.A. MalkQ son of Ogei1O, son of Salman and to Mucaina daughter of Bônnê, son of Bôlhâ,

the side-chamber to the nghl The Greek transcnption of 'MDBW can be found at Dura-Europos, I

J]tr8aouç (Rep. VI, 171 no.691 B) and 'En6aouc of a woman of Dana of Apaniea who died in Rome

(ci. H. Seyng,MUSJ 37(1960-61)269 note 1 where an 'Eppr)8af3ouac is attested).

586. The freedman CA

freedman of	 QM)2

t

\44,	 (Ai ftAOak	 4t,4LOAt)

587. The freedman Abnergal

x

MIIRDT 2 	 BNRGL3
	

freedman of
	

MQY4
	

160 AD

Meherdateand a mend, Gamiliyâ, made a tomb for his brother Abnerga1 freedman of Maqqai son of

Yatimâ.. cAbnergal and his brother were foreigners at Palmyra as their names may suggest.

588. The freedman cAbnergal

GL"

HYRN2

BNRGL 3 	 freedman of
	

LSMS 4

Abnergal offered an altar to the Anonymous God.
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589. The freedman AbnergaI

TYM"

143 Al)	 BNRGL1	 freedman of
	

NN3

NN4

AbnergaI made a dedication to the Anonymous God, not for himself but for his master Anan3 and his

son 'Anan4. The same happens in CIS 3996. There are cases in which the freedmen dedicate Inscnplions

to their o n children (see the hypogeum of cAcr). If this Taimê is the same of RTP 789, then he was

a pnest. We find in the hypogeum of Malkü, a certain Abgar son of Taimê, son of Anan who acquired

some property there in 279 AD (see above no.294). Do they belong to the same family? From an

onomastics point of view, the scarce attestation of the name Anan would favour this suggestion. On the

other hand there is a long gap of Ume between the two family groups of almost a century.

590. The freedman Julius Aurelius Ogeilü: from the hypogeum of Malk, SW

'SWYT'

i'Rl-1T2
	

MLKW3

2i4AD	 YWLYS WRLYS CGYLW 4
	

freedman of
	

ZBDBWL5

'pprr6

In 214 AD, the descendants of the tomb builder MalkU sold three niches to J.A. cOgellu in the first central

chamber. A legal document, dated 214 AD, concerns a disagreement raised between J.A. cOgeilu and the

freedman LA. Agnppa, who also had property in the tomb. LA. 'Ogeilü specifies a restnction in

Agrippa's use of his half recess, that he will not be allowed to enlarge in any way (see above no.583, the

freedman J.A. Agnppa).

591. The freedman Farna(k)

SMSGRM i

PRN(K) 2 	 freedman of
	

LSMS3
	

125 AD

Farna(k) made a dedication to the Anonymous God.

592. The freedman Hermes

BRNBW'

HRMS 2	 freedman of	 BRTH3

CM..	 -
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593. The freedman Hermes Bassam

W}IB'1

HRMS BSM 2 freedman of
	

MLKW3	 iS AD

Hermes made a dedication to the Anonymous God.

594. The freedman Julius Aurelius Hermes

'NTLYJKIS HLYPY]'

F'pjy 'QM'2 freedwomn d [YWLY' 'WRLY' TJYM' 3p.j YWLYS 'WRLYS HRMS4 freedman c'WRL[YSJ5

In 232 AD, J.A. Hermes libertus of a certain Aurelius X, built a tomb for himself and his wife .J.A. Taimé

liberia of A. Aqm daughter of Antiokos Holaafi.

595. The freedman Hermes: fmm the hypogeum of BÔlhâ, SE

x

HRMS'
	

freedman of	 MLKW2	 BWLW3

The inscnption reads 'image of Hermes, freedman of MaIkü and of his brother BoLhâ'. One hesitates in

interpreting the word 'brother' as referred to Hermes or MalkO. The sculpture comes in our help as in the
sarcophagus only one man is portrayed, thai is Hermes and the term for 'image' is in the singular form,

sbn Thus BÔIM is to be considered MalkO's brother.

596. The freedman Kilix

QLQ\ S 1	freedman of	 QYSR2	 i37AD

Tlu	 LLLLO4L ;	 1ctiect	 1	 '5
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597. The freedwoman LuIâ

HBZY'

F [Lp'y2	 fTdOTIIan of
	

F 'QM' 3	t 3O-25O AD

/&ou4t	 A,c.. O1AM, cjM l.L kiAX

598. The freedman Macanâ

MRQL"

MC N) 2	 freedman of
	

BWRP'3	 t 2-25O AD

11u, w,t iUtte 0a	 V19k	 tAt 7L e	 ,WALU&L	 Ttu+

599. The freedman Nahatab: from the hypogeum of Malkü, SW

WHBY2

NHSTB	 freedman of
	

HNT' 4 	 186AD

In 186 AD, NflrbeI and Aqmat Habbê, grandchildren of the tomb builder MalkO, gave in cession for the

first time a portion of the tomb. The whole Northern exedra (the one on the oght when you enter) as

sold to tso freedmen, Nahatab and Rauhibel	 &. pZ&'V .o.

600. The freedman Narqaios: from the hypogeum of the Three Brothers, SW

MLKW1

NRQYS 2	 freedman of	 'GYLW	 191 AD

(I,.LDL)CA..

In 191 AD, Narqaios bought the %hole property of Zabdibôl son of Kaftüt, son of Barâ, that is eight loculi

from the exedra on the left when you enter the tomb and three from the first central chamber. In a second

time, Narqaios resold to Sjmon of the Abramâ family (see above no.89), four loculi from the exedra on

the left and to from the first central chamber so that he was left with only five niches in the vhole. The

yearis the same, 191 AD.
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601. The freedman Narqaios

BRP"

	

NRQYS 2 	 freedman of	 ML'3
	

125AD

Narqaios made a dedication to the Anonymous God.

602. The freedman Rauhibel: from the hypogeum of Malkll, SW

ZBYD

RVHBL 2 freedman of F)ffS{N3 freedwoman of	 FSGL4
	

186 AD

	

YWLYS 'WRLYS ((335	
213-249 AD

Rauhibel shared the property of the whole Northern exedra with another freedman, Nahatab. In 213 AD,
his son J.A. Oggâ sold the rest of the profane exedra' to a certain CAttetan, maybe himself a freedman as
the patronymic is not given. It is not specified the number of niches transferred or kept In 241 AD, J.A.
Ogga sold two niches to J.A. Limalkâ and in 249 AD, one niche to MalkU son of Hermes, son of

Obaihan (i&& 4t. .&L& £3)

603. The freedwoinan Regina

F RGYN) I freedwoman and wife of BRP2

Regina is said to belong to the Catuallauna tribe and her funerary stele was found in South Shields in
England. She died at the age of 30.

604. The freedwoman Sal mat

F SLMT 1 freedwoinan of BGDN2	 t i50-200 AD

rntt . ,U.O(4&L, Bc 1) t v	 O Qt
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605. The freedwoman Segel

F SGL freedwoman of YRIIY 2	 175/176 AD

-	 c' DA	

-	 I °-

ti

606. The freedwoman Tada'aI

'RQTWS'

MN[W]2

F TD'L 3	freedwoman of	 BSS4

The freedwoman offered an altar to the Anonymous God.
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Ifl. OFFICES AND PROFESSIONS

The Palmyrene inscriptions do not always give names of professions. However, the cases

attested form a good cross-section of social life of the city.

In the present work, attention has been paid at the connection between specific

names and the indicated professions; thus we have refrained from providing a general

overview of the cursus honoruin of Palmyra in the various phases of its history. The

professional indication is merely divided in five general groups (magistrates; public

administration; commercial and economic orgathsation; religious and military officials).

The terminology of office holding and professions can be found in honorary

inscriptions that are mainly bilingual, Greek and Palmyrene. It is interesting to have a

glimpse of what is the relationship between Aramaic and Greek-Latin in these texts. In

early texts Palmyrene seems to be the original version but in the 2nd and 3rd century, the

Greek seems to be the model for the Palmyrene. The way Palmyrene deals with foreign

titles is not consistent, either it transliterates them or it uses an Aramaic word for them1.

There is a constant correspondence between Greek and Palmyrene in bilingual

inscriptions concerning public offices and in the majority of cases, Palmyrene uses Greek

terminology transcribing it into Aramaic 2, like 'strtg'- aTpzTry6c , rkwn - pxtüv '1,

grmtw- ataTaic 5. Palmyrene also uses proper Aramaic terms like rbnwt irzrthwt

for auiiiooiapfa 6 and dy rb'' for TETapmSVflc . Elsewhere, in bilingual texts

Palmyrene can diverge from the Greek like in the case of the term otXXa'rooiv,

'vexillationes' rendered by 4yrzr, 'legions'8 . Other differences can be found in words

concerning the military organisation: [rbJ '1 'drmdry', 'chief of the dromedaries' -

One example can be found in the terms nuqnn -'(CIS 3946) and pnrll (CLS 3971) that indicate the title of
'restorer', the first being Aramaic and the second being a borrowing of the Greek uavopOw'riç.
2 Cf. S. Swain, lYE 99(1993) 160-161.

OS 3932,3934,3939, etc.
Cl3913 and BS 34.
C1S3913,3959and InvX,7 and 39.

6 C1S3919, etc.
7 JnvX,29, 113,etc
8C15393'
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iiapxov E(XTIc npc)TTlc [OTrC]ac poiia6apitov, 'prefect of the ala I Ulpia

dromedariorum' .

As the professions come from tomb contexts, they are not representative from the

point of view of the number (only some categories are represented). In the same way, the

chronological variations in the tombs do not allow us to understand possible diachronic

variations, the 'specific weight' of some professions in the city.

Although in a general way, it is possible to see through the great number of

commercial professions and the religious charges the structure of what constituted the

Palmyrene society: the care of the caravan trade from and to the oasis and the care of

cults and buildings dedicated to the several deities of the place.

MAGISTRATES

ARCHON

General term for all holders of office in a state. But the word was frequently used to

indicate the highest office of the state 10 At Palmyra they are the municipal magistrates

of the city'1.

Malkü: 137 AD, CIS 3913, col. I 3.
ZebIdâ: 137 AD,CIS 3913, col. I 3, 'rkwn (p1. rkwny') - pxuv.
PN: BS 34, rkwn.

ARGAPET12

This is a Persian title meaning 'governor of the city' and was given, in the times of

Arsacids, to a hereditary holder of a city, a kind of feudal lord. With the arrival of the

Sassanians the title changed character and became the highest military title13.

9 invX, 128;seealsoltwX, 17,81 and 115.
10 ft has to be noted the position of the word 'archons' in the Tax Law of 137 AD, which comes after the
Senate, us president and the secretary. This is quite unusual compared to pre-emunence and importance
normally given to these municipal magistrates; cf. i. Teixidor, Semilica 34(1984) 61-62. There is mention
of an archon to be chosen from the Ma c ziyân tnbe in BS 34. The text, dateless, may be compared to !JS 23
of 62163 AD and being fragmentaiy, it is not clear who is the archon.
1 See J. Obermann, Beryrus 7(1942)103.
12 For the several Araniaic transcriptions of this Persian loan-word, see S. Telegdi, JA 226(1935) 228-229
no.15.
13 Cf. M.J. Rostovtzeff and C. Bradford Welles, Yale Classical Studies 2 (1931) 55. In three inscriptions
WorOd is called procurator ducenarius (Roman procurator) and argapet. The second title is a puzzle as it us
difficult to imagine that he was an officer of the Persian king and, at the same time, Roman procurator.
Possibly, being an Iraman, Worôd added the Iranian title to the Roman title.
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Septimius Worôd: 267 AD, CIS 3943— !nv III 6, 'rgbt' - àpyairiv; 265 AD, CIS
3941=Inv 111,8, [ 3rg]bt - c[pyan}riv; 264 or 267 AD, CIS 3940=Inv 111,9, 'rgbt'
- àpyaTIcTilv; CIS 4105 ter, rgbt'.

EXARCHON or CHIEF OF PALMYRA

The title of exarchon implied a military command outside the Roman regular army 14,

Septimius Odainat: 252 AD, Cantineau, Syria 12(1931) 138 no.17, [r]' dy tdmwr, 252
AD, Gawlikowski, Syria 62(1985) 257 no. 13=As'ad Gawlikowski, AMS 36
(1986)168 no.10, rs['] dy tdmwr.

Septimius Hairan: 251 AD, CIS 39.44=Jnv 111, 16, r tdmwr - a [pXov TE

flaX PT1 ]v()v.

DEKAPRYTO115

They represented a board of municipal officials.

137 AD: CIS 3913, col. I 7 and 12, 'srt - & Kalip&rouc.

IPATIKOS - CONSULARIS

The term iinanK6c means consularis, an abbreviation of &rraruz6c TTpca13€uTlic,

'consular governor'. Originally &rraru6ç was employed only for the governors of

consular rank, to distinguish them from the governors of praetorian rank, but later became

the ordinary title of a governor. Since 27 AD Syria became imperial province and, as

such, a governor of consular rank was at its head. Under Septimius Severus, the province

was divided into two; the Northern province called Syria Coele was governed by a

governor of consular rank with two legions at his disposal and the Southern called Syria

Phoenice to which Palmyra belonged and its governor was of praetorian rank, at the head

of only one legion. In spite of the difference of rank both of them were called n1a'nKoC.16

Avidius Cassius: Tadmorea 11, 20=BS 48. He conducted a brilliant campaign against the
Parthians in 164-165 and he was governor of consular rank of Syria from 166 to 175 AD.
In 175 he revolted against Marcus Aurelius and proclaimed himself emperor. He was
killed three months later17.

14 cf. RE, VI, 2(1909) 1552-1553.
15j. Teixidor, Semitica 34(1984) 63 believes that the Palmyrene text of the Tax Law is not a translation
from Greek but from Latin and he sees in this term the Latin decuna. Cf. alsoj.F. Matthews, iRS 74(1984)
ll4note5.
16 e a] so Nomenclatura, p.75.
17 0n Avidius Cassius see Klebs, Pm, I, p. 186-187 no. 1165; Bowersock, Epigrafia, p. 657,665 no 13 and
the monograptuc work, M L Aslanta, Avidio Cassio Rome 1983, in particular p.56 note 156.
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Bruttius Praesens: 138 AD, InvX, 114, [i]ncrnK6c18.

C. Publicius Marcellus: 132 AD, BS 45, hgmwn' mm - rnam [ou] 'our lord governor'.
He was legatus of Syria in 132 135 AD Ca. and consul suffectus in 120 AD with T.
Rutilio Propinquo'9.

Julius M[...J: 138 AD, InvX, 114, [1J]narLK6ç20.

Lucius Aelius Caesar CIS 3913, 1JT1dT[VJ. He is said to have been consul for the second
time. Consul with Publius Coelius Balbinus.

Manilius Fuscus: 198 AD, H. Ingholt, Syria 12(1932) 278-289; mv X, 27-28, iJ1IaTIKOU.
He was legatus Augusti in 191 AD, in Dacia 21 . On some Roman milestones, Manilius
Fuscus appears like governor of the Syria Phoenice and the date of his legation should
correspond to the end 194 AD beginning of 195 AD.

Marcellus: 1341135 AD, CIS 3%8Inv VI, 6=Milik, p. 7-8=RSP 157, hgmlw]n'.

Marinus: 137 AD, CIS 3913, cot. II 2, hygmwn' - yc1tv23.

Publius Coelius Balbinus: CIS 3913, iJlldTw[v]. Consul with L. Aelius Caesar.

Rutilius Crispinus24: 242/243 AD, CIS 3932=Inv III, 22. He is called in the Palmyrene
text hygmwn' that translates here the Greek fr'ria'iii€voc but elsewhere the Greek
'qyciv already met as title of the governor. He was governor of Thracia and legatus
Augusti25 in Syria Phoenice.

Septimius Odainat: 257/258 AD, BS 52, TOy AaIITrp6TaToV {lilaTuzbv; 257/258 AD, mv
XII, 37=BS 52, note 2=Gawlikowski, Syria 62 (1985) 255 no.8, IT)V] XaIlnp6TaTOV

[JnJanKbv ; 257/258 AD, Seyrig, AAS 13 (1963) 161=Gawlikowski, Syria 62(1985) 254
nos.5-6, Toii AGIITTPOTdTOU {manKoi); 258 AD, CIS 3945=Inv lii, 17, nhyi° hpçyq' mm -
TOV Xap [np6TaTov uTIaru(lov.

Venidius Rufus: 198 AD, Ingholt, Syria 12 (1932) 278-289. His name is found on
milestones in 198 AD. In 204 he was named curator alvei Tiberis . In 205 he was
governor of the consular province of Germany and legatus Augusti of the Syria Phoenice
province 27

'8 See H. Seyrig, Syria 18(1937) 369-378 who proposes to see in Bruuius I. a friend of Plinius the young
or 2. a colleague of Antoninus Pius, consul for the second time in 139 AD and governor of Galatia under
Hadnan (Groag and Stein, PD?, I, p. 370 no 61; p. 370-371 no.164). He must have been governor of Syria
around 124 and 132 AD.

Dc Rohden and Dessau, PIR, III, p. 107 no.779
20 Cf. H. Seyng, Syria 18 (1937) 371 where he sees in this Julius M... the consul L Julius Mannus
Caecilius Simplex, in charge in 101 or 02 AD and governor of Syria an 108 after Cornelius Palma Dessau,
PD?, II, p.200 no.274; Stein and Petersen, FIR, JV, p.235 no.408 and Bowersock, Lp:grafia, p 667 no.37.
21 Dessau, PIR, II, p. 327-328 no 106.
22 M. Dunand, La voie romaine du Ledjâ.' in Méinoires présenzés par divers savants a I'Academie des
Inscriptions ci &lles Leitres, XIII 2, Pans 1930.
23 H. Seyrig, Syria 22(1941) 159 argues that in spite of the title ryqitv, thisoficiai is not likely to have
been a procurator but he must have been a egale. Cf. Bowersock, Epigrafia, p. 653 and p 667 no.36 on the
possible relation of this Mannus with a L Julius Mannus proconsul of Bithynia and Pontus in 89/90 AD.

Dc Rohden and Dessau, PIR, HI, p. 147-148 no.166.
25 F. Cumont, Syria 10(1929)281-282.

CIL, III, 205,6723 and 6725.
27 1-ha full name is Q. Venidius Rufus Manus Maxim(us) L Calv nianus, see Dc Rohden and Dessau, FIR,
III, p.395-396 no.245
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KING OF KINGS

Title of Iranian origin that Odainat and his son adopted after their victory on the Persians.

Septimius Odainat: 271 AD, CIS 3946=Inv III, 19, mik m k'.
Palmyre VI, 100.

Septimius Herodianus: mv 111,3, [3a]oiXci aotXuv.
Septimius Wahballat Athenodôros: CIS 3971, tnlk mik' - 3aotXç.

PROCURATOR3°

Septimius Worôd: 262 AD, lnv lii, 10, 'ptip' dwqnr' - [ Kpó,-urrlov TrTpo11Iov
EEaaTOO 6 JouKTlvdptov; 262 AD, CIS 3938=lnv III, 11, 'perp' dwqnr' - Kp(FnaToV
rnTpoTroV [ c 1aawo [uj 6oii[iiivópt.ovj; 264 AD, mv III, 9, 'ptip' dqnr - KTLGTOV

1TITpOT1OV Z 13aaTou öoukrlvaptov ; 265 AD, mv III, 8, '[pjt[rp' dqnr] - KpaT[tcYTOV

u{ipoJiiov €3a[aTou 6ouK]1)vipi.ov; 266 AD, mv III, 7, KpcfTtaTOV Ii1iTpouov]
caaTOIi 6ouKrv[apov]; 267 AD, mv 111, 6, 'ptrp' dqnr' - KpaTToV Tr(TpOTTOV

aaToil 6ouKTvcpLov.

PROEDROS OR PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE

The term, derived from the equivalent Greek term iip&ôpoc 'chairmen of the Senate',

indicates the charge of chief of the local Senate:3i

Bônnê: 137 AD, CIS 3913, col. I 1, bplhdrwv - iipo6pou.
[ZebIdâ]: InvX, 45, iipo6p[ou].
[Malkiul: InvX, 55, ,ipocpci.kYavTa.
LYarhibôlâ]: InvX, 59, [iipojc6pov32.

RESTORER33

Septimius Odainat: 271 AD, CIS 3946=Inv II!, 19, mtqnn' dy mdnh' klh, 'restorer of
the whole East'.

Septirnius Wahballat Athenodôros: CIS 3971, >prtt' dy mdnh' klh.

SATRAP

Yarha (citizen of Palmyra): 131 AD, mv X, 38, aaTpc[11J1v (satrap of Thilouana for
Meherdate king of Spasinou Charax).

In Aramaic the plural for 'kings' would be mLky ' mLk 'is the iiural form in Synac.
See Bowersock, Epigrafia p 666 no.23

3°On this term see, Nomenclatura, p.76 notes 1 and 2.
31 SeeNomenciazura,p 74.
32 It could be restored as [aiv]c6pov but in the inscnptions in honour of synedroi, the People is not
associated to the Senate like in this text and others, see for example mv X, 55 and 69.
33 For a good analysis of the terms niqizn-' and 'jr see S. Swain, ZPE 99 1993) 157-159, 161-164
where he argues that these two terms have nothing to do with the institutions of Roman government but
they are "an appropriation of an idea of power" by the pnnces of Palmyra. The lust is to be considered a
verbal noun fiom the root zqn 'to make stnught, to establish' and the second the transcnptuon of the Greek
word 1Tavop&rnjc
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SENATOR

In both instances, the Aramaic is a simple transcription of the Greek terms. This term s

used in the acceptation of members of the local Senate.

M.E. Marcianus Asklêpiadês: 161 AD, mv X, 29, blwt - ouAEu-rV 'senator (of
Antiochia)'.

Aurelius Worôd: 258/259 AD, CIS 3937=Inv Ii!, 12, bylwt' - (3OUAE 'r-v flaX iiiipr,vèv.

This term is used to indicate exclusively members of the Roman Senate.

Septimius Haddüdan: 272 AD, mv IX, 28 and Gaw ikowski, Syria 48 (1971) 412-421,
sqltyq35.

Septimius Odainat: C/S 4202=Jnv VIII, 55, sqltyq' - [ auyizX'nK6c J36.

Septimius Hairan: 251 AD, C/S 3944=/nv III, 16, snqltyq' - aUVKA1ynK&'37

SYNEDROS OR MEMBER OF THE SENATE38

Elahbel: 119 AD ca., Im' X, 63, bmwtbh.
Hagegü: 112 AD, InvX, 69, aiv6pov.
MalkIA: 119 AD, mv X, 106, btntbh.
G. Vibius Celer. mv IX, 23, av€6pov.
PN: mv X, 57, [a]ivc6pov.

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

AGENT

Galenus: 174 AD, mx, 113, prgmtv - Trpay1aT€uTT,ç, 'agent'.

GYMNASIARCH

The name of the official is lost and the inscription can be dated to the first half of the

second century AD. The office corresponds lo the Roman curator ludorum. We do not

know if at Palmyra it was identical to the Roman one.

PN: mx, 102, gmnsyrks, 'gymnasiarch'

PUBUCANUS OR TAX COLLECI'OR

Lucius Antonius Callistratus: 174 AD, mv X, 113, dy rb' '- T€TaprcvTv - manc(ipi) II I
mer(caturae).

On the different use of the terms uyxXru6c and ouAimiç see Nomenclatura, p. 73. and note 2.
35 Sce Bowersock, Epigrafia , p. 666 no.24.

Cf Bowersock, Epigrafia, p. 666 no 19 and 21
- C. Bowersock, Epigrafia, P. 666 no 20 and 22.
38 See Starcky, Palmyre, p. 39; a governor in the sessions of the Senate apud J. Tuxidor, Semitica 34
(1984)63 64.
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Lucius Spedius Krisanthus. 58 AD, C!S 4235=!nv VII!, 57, mks 'publicaius'.
M.E Marcianus Asklêpiadês: 161 AD, mv X, 29, dy rb '- TerapTuivTlv, 'publicanus of

the quarter'. it is a duty of the 25%.
137 AD: CIS 3913, col. I 6, inks' - rEXuMuv1a.

SECREFARY

It designates the secretary of the Senate and People of Palmyra.

Alexandros: 137 AD, CIS 3913, col 12, grmçws dy bwl' w dms - yp irrwc I300Xrlc
Ka. 8TI.Lob.

Male alias Agrippa: 1301131 AD, GIS 3959=BS 44, grmtws dy trty' -
YEVOIIEVOV Tb 6CiTpOV 'secretary for the second time'.

Taibbôl: 218 AD, mv X, 13, bgnnty.
Zabdilah: 75(76 AD, mv X, 39, grmtws - ypap.IaTa and bgrnIy - yp4xIaTEcuaa1vTa.

SYNDICS OR DIFENSORES CIVITATIS

They constituted an official body entrusted with the protection of the interests of Palmyra

before the governor of the Syrian province40.

137AD: CIS 3913, col. 111, sdqy'- cnjv6i'zoIuc], 'difensores civitatis'.

TREASURER

Ananü: 114 AD, CIS 3994, b'nwt- ni àp rJpoTa i.wj v, 'underthequaestorship'.
MoqImü: 114 AD, CIS 3994, bnw St - rri àpyupo'ratuv.
Yarhai: 114 AD, CIS 3994, bnwt - ifi. àpyupoTaI1uj.v.
ZebIdâ: 114AD, CIS 3994, bnwt-rr àpyupoTa11uiv.
25 AD: InviX, 12,'nw nwt'- o. àpyuporoiIai., 'treasurers'.

COMMERCIAL AND ECONOMIC ORGAMSATION

The merchants of Palmyra were very active in Mesopotarnia. The frst inscription

concerning the trade of Pairnyra with the East is dated to 19 AD an the city mentioned is

Seleucia on the Tigris. The Palmyrene and Greek tradesmen of Seleucia honour YedIbe1

son of CAzIzO, son of Yeciibel of the Benê Mattabol 41. In 17 or 18 AD, Germanicus sent

on a diplomatic mission the Palmyrene Alexandros to Mesene, an autonomous kingdom

at the mouth of the Tigris and Euphrates. 42 In 24 AD, the tradesmen of Babylon honour

Haa son of Nesâ43 and in a text of 81 AD, the capital of the Mesene, Charax is

39 onIy oee text (CIS 3913) specifes "secretiiry of the People and Senate", the other texts mention more
simply a secretary'.

Cf. J.F. Matthews, iRS 74(1984 175 note 8 and J. Teixidor, Senutica 34 (19M) [00 note 251.
41 as3c'24—Jnvlx,6a
42 J. Cantineau, Syria 12(1931) 139 no. 18.
43 JnvJX 11.



mentioned. AEother Palinyrene emporiuni was at Vologaesias where in 08 AD, a

certain Aqqaih adorned the sanctuary of Pal ntyrelie gods 45. Furthermore, an lln8cription

of 131 AD, tel s us that the king of Mesene, Meherdate, had given the admin stration of

Thi ouana to the Palmyrene Yarhai son of Nabftzabad 'with the title of satrap. Yarh bôIâ

of the AcabI family, was sent to Susa for ait enibassy in 138 AD 47. Also the port of

Phorat n Characene is nientoned in two inscriptions dated to 140 and 141 AD.

Palmyrene tradesmen are also present in Egypt, one group was resident in Coptos and

others were attested iii Denderah.

AOORANONIUS50

Julius Aurelius Malk !nvX, 115, brbnqwth - opavou'jcav'ra.
Septiniius Worôd: 266 AD, mv III, 7, kyopavoiijcaw-ra.
Jul us Aurelius Zabdilah: 242/243 AD, CIS 3932=Inv 1!!, 22, rb wq - àyoavqnoavTa.
PN: 193 AD fnvX, 85, [ 'yopavoiiaavra, chief of the market'.

ARCI-LEMPOROS PRESIDENT OF THE TRADESMEN

Julius Aurelus Salaniallat. 257/258 AD, CIS 3936=Inv III, 13, rb yrt' - [cjpxqrrrqpov.
Septimius Worôd: 266 AD, CIS 3942=Jnv 11.1 7, 4pxcirr6pv.

TRADESMEN

The tradesmen are always mentioned collectively in the inscriptions and their names are

not given.

tgry' - trrapot 'tradesmen'
InvX, 89.
InvX, 97.
24AD:I.wIX, 11 (of Babylon.
70 AD c&: mv X, 7 (from Spasinou Charax).
81 AD: !riv X, 40 (fran Spasinou Charax).
86AD:IrzvX, 127.
88-188AD: InvX, 19(Palmyrenes in Spasinou Chara4.
131 AD: invX, 38 (Palmyrenes in Spasiiiou Charaix.
138 AD: mx, a 14 (Palmyrenes in Spasinou Charax).
157 AD: invX, 87
157 AD: JnvX, 96 (fmm Scythia.
161 AD: int'l, 29 (fmm Spasinou Charax.
199 AD: InvX, 44
247 AD: CIS 3933=Inv 111,21 (from Vo ogaesias.

mv X 40. In Araniaic the city s cal ed hf' Yyi2z anti in Gieek Znaoivou Xapa
45 inv IX L5.
' mv X 38.
47 JnvXl 4.
'invX12andInvIX, 14
49 cis 3910.

The nost wel -knownch ef of the market is WorO4l,see 1). ScIa1umtrger, Syria 49 ( 972)339-341.



CAR.AVANMEN

The caravanmen like the tradesmen are mentioned in the inscriptions collectively. Their

names are not known.

bny yrt' 'caravanmen'
88-188AD: InvX,47.
132 AD: BS 45 (from Vologaesias).
135 AD: mv X, 81 (from Spasinou Charax).
140 AD: mv X, 112 (from Spasinou Charax to Palmyra and Vologaesias)
142 AD: CIS 3916=/nv IX, 14 (from Phorat and Vologaesias).
150 AD: mv X, 124 (from Paimyra to Vologaesias).
155 AD: CIS 3928 (from Spasinou Charax).
156 AD: mv X, 111 (from Spasinou Charax).
157 AD: mv X, 90 froni Spasinou Charax).
159 AD: mv X, 10'7 (from Spasinou Charax).
193 AD: C/S 3948=/nv III, 28.

CHIEF OF CARAVAN

rb yrt or brbnwt yrt' - Yuvo&cpxoc5'
OgeilO: 199 AD, mv X, 44.
Hageg: 132 AD, BS 45.
Julius Aurelius Nabmai: mv IX, 30.
Nesâ: 142 AD, CIS 3916-mv IX, 14 (same person of InvX, 124).
Neâ 15OAD,InvX, 124.
Neã 161 AD, JnvX, 29.
Taimars(I: 193 AD, CIS 3948=Inv III, 28.
Taimarsil: 132 AD, BS45.
Yaddai: 157 AD, InvX, 90.
Zabdaateh: 155 AD, CIS 3928.

RELIGIOUS OFFICES

The personal names attested in the tesserae designate priests, members of the sacerdotal

colleges or thiasos (0(aaoç 'thiasos', a group of people associated in the worship of a

particular deity or deities) and they were responsible of the organisation of ritual

banquets. It seems also that they carried out important functions in the sanctuary,

following a tribal or family tradition, and they were responsible for the main

constructions of sanctuaries attested by the inscriptions.

The priests of Bel were organized in a thiasos 52 and at their head there was a great priest

who also had the title of symposiarch53. The symposiarchy of the priests of Bel

constituted the top of the 'sacred carrier' at Palmyra because itself was enough to indicate

51 A. Bounm, ff15 (1988) 78-79.
52 Iny jX 20; Tadmoreal,3 and4andthetesserae, RiP 10-29.

For a list of symposiarches, see H. Seyng Syria 14(1933)263 and Milik, p. 219-281.
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the importance of the dead person. Most probably th s charge was to come after the

charge of chief of the Spring Efca and it was annuaL The members of the college of the

'holy garden', dedicated to Aglibôl and Malakbel, are altested in two inscnptionsM. The

priests of BaalshamIn55; the priests of Hertâ and the priests of SadraIa and DuIanat are

also known 56. To enter the priestly guild must have been ai expensive burden whether

the new priest had to pay a sum like the senator andi the magistrates when they began to

be in charge, or had to pay an official sacrifice, followed by a banquet. It is attested a

case in which an uncle takes on him the expenses for his nephew to become priest57.

Priests at Palniyra are married, in fact they are often pQrtrayed on sarcophagi with their

wives seated at the right of the sculpture 58. They are represented and identified by their

modius and they usually appear beardless.

ADMINISTRATOR OF THE SPRING EFCA

Bôlai: 162 AD, PSP 125 and 126, rb (yn '1 'p4' -	 cATlTS apc0cic "E4Kac''.
Bôlanâ: CIS 3976, b'pmlwtn trtn 'administrator for the second time'.
Bôlhâ 205 AD, RSP 127, brbnwt yn' 'under the administration of the Spring'.

ADMIN1STRATOR OF THE TEMPLE OF CAGLIBOL AND MALAKEEL

Oggâ: 114 AD, CIS 39fi8=Inv VI, 6=FSP 157, b'pniltwt 'during the administration'.
Malk1
Nasrai Habbai
Rabbel
Yarhibolâ

CHIEF OF THE DIVISION FOR DUTY OF PRIESFS61

In Palmyrene the term Ivnt' has the generic ineuning of 'dai y duty' and it is

synonymous of ephêmeria 'division of the sacerdotal coilege'62.

M C39 and 3980.
55 BS 38 and 47.

Tadmorea 1, 17 and (IS 3929.
They belong to the Azarzirat family (see Chapter II, no.76) M. GaWlikowski, Syria 62(1985)27 no.2.
See CiS 4458=PS 8 pL Ill I; (25 4458 bis=PS 38, p1. XIII; H. ngho t, IJeryius 2(1935) 68, p1. XXVIII

1.
On the iconographyof priests and its study see RA. Stuck , Syria 50(1973) 163-180 and J Starcky,

BMB 12(1955)30.
60 On the term	 icAiinjc, see Nomenclalura, p. 77 n.2.
61 In Hebrew, 'diah as well as in JudeoAramaic, 'dzetihave the meaning of 'specific time for a service',
see DNWSJ 833. Milik, p. 283 states that the college of the teniple of BcI must have been very numerous
and it must have been organized in divisions that in turn took care of the iturgical service
62 MiIik p. 284 thinks of four liturgical divisions for the c1ery of 3d since the tesserae give four personal
names. Each division would attend the temple for three months.
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rb wnP dy bi 'chief of the division for duty of the priests of Be!'
Amrai: RTP 37.
Ogga: RTP37.

CAbdE]: RTP 37.
MoqImü: RTP37.

rb wnt'
Hairan: RTP 38.
Satâ: RTP38.
Taibbôl: RTP 38.
Yadi ft: RTP 38.

CUSTODIAN
mhdmryn, 'custodians '(of the temple of Bel).
[mldmry' or dmry', 'custodians' (of the temple of BaalshamIn)64.

PRIESTS

Baa1ai: 213 AD, CIS 3974 (of the god Arsü), 'pU' 'priest'65.
Fasael: CIS 4065, 'pkl' (of the stele of the Spring).
Malkü: CJS 4501, qy' dy dyr' 'priest of the precinct'66.
Maqqai: CIS 4064, 'pM' (of the stele of the Spring).

SYMPOSIARCH

brbnwt mrzhwt 'at the head of a thiasos' and rb mrzh' - au onó pX l)s' 'chief of the
thiasos' or 'symposiarch'

AwIdâ: RIP 30.

Bagesü: 132i133 AD, RTP 32.

Bôlai: Milik, p. 250=IP 14 (of the priests of Bel).

Bôlhâ: RTP33.

Casperianus: 140/141 AD, Seyrig, Syria 20(1939)320 no.24 and RTP 785.

HaddUdan: 272 AD, mv JX, 28; RTP 486,490-492,495; APML 114 no.87; Gawlikowski,

Syria 48 (1971) 412-421.

Hairan: RIP 27 (of Bel).

Salmê: 203 AD, CIS 3970 and RTP 821.

Salman: RIP 31 and 34.

Septimius Worôd: 266 AD, mv 111,7, auIlTroo{apXov T()V TO[U Bou] &ç BiAou

kpwv.

Yarha Agrippa: 243 AD, Ingholt, Syria 7(1926)128-141.

Published and studied by M. (3awlikowski, Syria 48(1971)415,417. He derives the term from the root
thzr'to protect, to guard', in the qtil form. Cf. also of the same author, Syria5l (1974) 92 a 1.

M. Gawlikowski, Semitica 23(1973) 121-123.
65	 term apkallu of Akkadian origin has three different meanings: 1 wise man, 2. sage, 3. pnest.
Moreover, in the Annals of Esarhadon is mentioned 'Apakallatu, the queen of the Arabs', cf. R. Borger
'Assynologische und altarabischen Miszellen, Orienialia 26(1957) 9-10. Itis possible that this word has
arrived at Palmyra with the tribes of Arabic origin and it must represent a special class of pnesls whose
function is not clear.
66 Mihk, p.367 states that they probably represented a special class of the clergy distinct from the priests
and charged with secondary services in the temple of Bel.
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Yarhibôlâ: RTP 35.

ZebIdâ: 119 AD, mv IX, 19 (of the priests of Bel).

Represented as symposiarch with wreathed modius or mentioned in the tesserae with the
tnad of Be!.
Amôn: PS 244A.
Hahâ: Dunant, Syria 36(1959) 107 no.24 b.
cOggâ: Saliby, DM6 ( 1992) 273 no.17.
Ogei1ft: RTP 14 (of the priests of Be!).

cOgeila: 150-200 AD ca., CIS 4497.

Ba'alai: Ingholt, MUSJ 46(1970-71)190.
Bai'ateh: 50-150 AD, RSP 94.
Barsegel: RTP 903.
Um: RTP 19.
ylC: PS!' 43.

Malkü: RTP 770.
Malkü: RTP 17.

Malkil: RTP 118.
Malkü: RTP 661.

Malkfl: RTP 754.
Malkil: CIS 4504.

Malkôsâ: RTP 551.
Marion: 230-250 AD Ca., CIS 4298.
MoqImti: RTP 375.

MoqImU: Ben-Hayyim, BJPES 13(1947)141 no.1.
MoqImul: 138 AD, SMC 294-295 no.234.
MZDYMN': RTP 23.

Nabüzabad: RTP 822.
NaI1m: RTP 773 and 774.

Nesâ RTP 10 (of the priests of Be!).
Pertinax: RTP 806.
RaIabôI: RTP 779.
Salamallat RTP 630.
Salman: Ingholt, MUSJ 46(1970-71)183.
Samsigeram RTP 381 and 767.
Sinfôn: RTP 12 (of the priests of Be!).
SokayyI: RTP 825 and 376.
Taibbôl: 180 AD Ca., SMC 298-299 no.238.
Taimâ: Dunant, Syria 36(1959)105 no.12 b.
Taimarsti Rabbâ: 162 AD, CIS 4562.
Wahbâ: Ingholt, Berytus 1 (1934) 42-43 no.6.
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Wahballat: RTP 696,724 and APML 105 no.62.

Wahballat: RTP 786 and APML 107 nos.66-.67.

Yarhai: 150 AD ca., CIS 4607.

Yarhai: 180-200 AD ca., CIS 4381.

Yarhai: 210-230 AD ca., CIS 4364.

Yarhai: 230-250 AD ca., CIS 4322.

Yarhibôlâ: RTP 15 and 22 (of Bet).

Yarhibôlâ: RTP 763.

Yarhibôlâ: Ingholt, Berytus 1(1934)33 no.2.

Zabdibôl: 150 AD ca., CIS 4465=PS 146.

Zimrai: RTP 933.

MILITARY ORGANISATION

Palmyra was the second important town (from the second century) for recruitment of

equestrian officers67. From Hadrian, equestrian officers from Palmyra entered the Roman

army because they were renowned archers and they had desert and camel's experience.

ALA

Ala I Ulpia Dromedariorum Palmyrenorum: (150 AD), mv X, 128: 'P drmdry' -
11ptiTTlc OATrCaç 6poia6ap{üv flaXiuprvuv.

Ala Herculiana: lnvX, 117 and InvX, 125, c'(Arç' HpaKAlai4c69.
Ala I Ulpia Singularium: mv X, 121, [€'Cxiic OAJi{ac 	 oXap(v)

ARCHER

Soraikil: CIS 3908, q qiy' mksmws - sag(ittarius) c(enturia) Maximi 'archer of the
centuria Maxima'.

TamarsQ: mv VII!, 121, qt.

CENTURION

Catulus (K6TA0v): mv X, 1, (KaT&rra pov) Xcy(uivoc) y' rj&(Auciic)1, 'centurion of
the III Legio Gallica'.

Celesticus: InvX, 17, qtrywn' dy mn igywn' dy )ib ct) - [(centunom) leg(ionis) III
Gall(icae)J, 1111 Scy(thicae), VI Ferr(atae); mv X, 22, [(centunoni)] leg(ionis) III
Ga[1l(icae), 11111 S[cy(thicae)1, VI Fer(ratae).

Julius Maximus: 135 AD, InvX, 81, qtryn' dy igywn' - ( iIcaT6vrapXov) y(t6voc); 115
AD, mv XII, 33, qtrywn' dy ran Igywn' dy [...1.

Pompomus Darius: 2241225 AD, mv 111,5, (KaTóvTapXov) Xcyfrwo]c €ouipAvic.

67 Sec B. Lifslutz in ANRW, 18.1, 1977, p.3-30 and H..JW. Dnjvers in ANRW, 2.1, 1977, p 837 863.
Bowersock, Epigrafia, p.661 and nole 52.

69 The Ala Thracwn Herculiana represents a unity of cavalry and must have been camped at Palmyra under
Manus Aurelius and Lucius Verus.
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COHORT

Cohort I Sebastena (?): mv X, 17, coh(ortis) I (S)ebasjltle[fllae; mv X, 22, [coh(ortjs) I]
Sebast(enorum).

Cohort I Ulpia Petraeorum: mv X, 108 and 109, ai1cpic a' O1ATT{aç HETpaLKT)c.

Cohort! Augusta Thracum: (150 AD), !nvX, 128, alidpTlc TTp(iTTc Airyou'au1ç
øpaKov TtUC(UV.

EQUES

Obaidü: CIS 3973, pr 'eques'.
M. Ulpius Malkft: Tpctc th,iudç aTpaTdac (a tribus militiis)70.
Aurelius Worôd: 258/259 AD, CIS 3937=Inv III, 12: hpq' - TflhlKbV 'eques of the

order of knighthood'.
Julius Aurelius Yadê: 265 AD, CJS 394&=Inv III, 9, hpqws - 1Tt11KbS àirb rrpa'r{iv.
BS 51, pry' lx' dy gm? w	 'cavalrymen of the ala (stationed) at Gamla and Ana on
the Euphrates)'.

GENERAL

Septimius Zabbâ: 271 AD, mv ii!, 19-20, rb hyl' rb' - 6 tyaç aTpaTrlxdTrlc 'chief
general'.

Septimius Zabbai: 271 AD, mv III, 19-20, rb hyl' dy tdmwr -6 vOá6c yTpaT1xdTr,c
'general of Palmyra'.

LEGION

Legion III Gallica: InvX, 1, Xc7(uivoc) y F[a)(?aKijc)]; InvX, 17, leg(ionis) III
Gall(icae)]; InvX, 22, leg(ionis) III Ga[I1(icae)].

Legion III! Scythica: mv X, 17, leg(ionis) III! Scy(thicae); [II]!! S[cy(thicae)]; 140/141
AD, Seyrig, Syria 20(1939)320 no.24, [X]eyvoc TETó[pTrls	 u]EkK[11c]71.

Legion VI Ferrata: InvX, 17, VI Ferr(atae); VI Fer(ratae).
Legion X Fretensis: mv X, 108 and 109, Xcyuvoc i.' 4p€TlvYfac.
Legion XVI Flavia Firma: mv X, 128, XEywvoc CKK CX &KáTT1c cI'Aaouiac 4pIic

(Syria)72.
Legion 111 Cyrenaicae: Acy[ aüvoc Kup1vaJixi3.
Legion Severiana: mv lii, 5, Xc'y[€uwo]ç EEou11ptv11c74.

011110 -

The grade of optio is a characteristic of legions. It designates the non commissioned

officer placed under the centurion. In imperial times, the charge can be found in other

army corps or in civil offices75

70 Cf. H. Devijver, BARIS 297.1(1986) 182 no.27and 188.
71	 legion IV Scythicae was stationed almost constantly in Syna, see Le Bohec,Année, p. 183 and 218.

in Cappadocia from Vespasian to Trajan and in Syria from Hadrian, see Le Bohec, Année, p.
219.
' This Iegio was stationed in Egypt from Augustus to Trajan or Hadnan and in Arabia later, see Le Bohec,
Armée, p. 218.
4	 the reign of Severus Alexander the majority of legions bear the name Severiana.

A Palmyrene (op /110 ex n(wnero) Palmur(enorwn) or 4oøns found in Dacia (CLS 3906) where he
belonged to the Palmyrene auxiliaries attached to a legion there. The fact that Avitus consecrated an altar in
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Avitus: 302 AD, BS 31, cwrIwv np(vI'zu, 'optio princeps'.
Gürâ (Flavius Guras): CIS 3906, hptyn - [op]tio cx n(umero) Palmur(enorum).

PRAEFECTUS - TIapxov

The classic scheme of the ti-es milztiae after Claudius is: 1. praefectura cohortis

quingena..riae; 2. tribunatus angusriclavius legionis; 3. praefectura alae quingenariae 76•

Clodius Celsus: mv X, 125,	 apxov €?(Xrlc HPaKALaVTIc. He is prefect of the Ala
Herculiana.

G. Vibius CeIer mv IX, 23.

Julius Julianus: mv JX, 22. He is prefect of the ala Thracum Herculiana in 167 AD and he
is Tegarded to be a Palmyrene since he is called philopatris even if his names does not
favour this hypothesis.

Marcus Ulpius [Abga]r: mv X, 99. He is the prefect of the Palmyrene archers in 141 AD
(rapxoc llaAiiup€vco[v To]oTcUv Kat. y€ p[ ... ] - praefectus sagittariorum
Palmyrenorum; Porolissum, Dacia)'.

Tiberius Claudius: (150 AD), mv X, 128. Prefect of the cohort I Augustae Thracum
equitatae (Syria-Palestina), prefect of the ala I Ulpiae dromedariorum Palmyrenorum
(Syria): uapxov aiic{pic XASTTIc AryokFTrc epaK(v (rnicv ,'a1 napxov ECXrlc
flP(TTl O1JXTrIac 6a&xpfiov HaA .wpTvv79.

Titus Aelius: mv X, 79. He is prefect of the archers at Porolissum in Dacia. He bears the
prenom and gentilic of Antoninus Pius. He must have received the citizenship from this
prince. This text should be placed between 138 and 159 AD 8°, [TrapXov Tcivl v
llapoXi.[aau Ti'jc tvor]paç EaKiac KaTctXcfltv(Jw TOOT(j)V.

SOLDIER

Septimius Alexander 81 , 267 AD Ca.
Aurelius Havianus: 251 AD, CIS 3944=lnv Iii, 16, phi' dblgywn' dy bsr' - GTPTh)TT1

Xc-y[ccivoc KupivaJua 'soldier of the Legion III Cyrenaicae'.
PN: 140/141 AD, Seyrig, Syria 20(1939) 320 no.24, [X}c'yvoc TCT6[pTl)ç

u JolKEfic] 'soldier of the Legion IV Scythicae'83.

the temple of Baalshamin suggests that he was stationed at Palmyra and probably belonged to the Legio I
Illiricorwn.
76 See H Devijver, BARKS 297.1 (1986)112.

He was probably procurator in Arabia under C. Allius Fuscianus whose legation is placed at the
beginning of the reign of Antomnus, see H. Seyrig, Syria 22 (1941) 235 note 7; De Rohden and Dessau,
Pffi, III, p.420 no.377 a.

Cf. H. Devijver, BARIS 297.1(1986)182 no.25 and 189.
H. Devijver, BA.RJS 297.1(1986)180 no.8 and 188.

80 Cf. H. Devijver, BARJS 297.1 (1986)179 no3.
81 H. Devijver, BARKS 297.1 (1986)182 no.20.
82 For this person see H. Ingholt, PBP, 132 133; H -G. Pflaum, Syria 29 (1952) 307-309, 312-3 13; M.
Saflre, Syria 50(1973) 229-230. He isa beneficiw-ius 'administrator'.

The name of the soldier is lost. He made a dedication to Bel and the symposiarch of the thiasos of Bel,
Caspenanus who also appears in RTP78S.
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STRATEGOS84

It was the ordinary term for military commanders in Greece, but in Athens in the fifth c

BC strategoi had political as well as military importance. In the Hellenistic empires was

the title of officials with wide powers, political as well as military and it became the

regular Greek word for the Roman praetor.

This Greek loan-word came to be used to designate at Palmyra local charges, in fact it

indicates local military ranks. In a text published by H. Ingholt (Syria 13 (1932) 278-

289) is attested a charge called a'rpa'riyybc fL Trc dpljVT)c 'strategos for the peace'.

The Palmyrene version says "the strategos who has re-established peace within the

boundaries of the city" pointing more to a military action than other. It is probably a

matter of fights against the nomads, the enemies of the caravans. Thus Aelius Bôrrâ was

in charge of the safety of the caravans within the confines of the Palmyrene state.

AtefanI: 168 AD, ID 19, 'strt g' l qst', 'general of the archers'.
Aelius Bôrrâ: 198 AD, Ingholt, Syria 13 (1932) 278-289, 'strtg - [ cYTpaTiyèc	 TTIcI

dpivr1c, 'strategos for the peace'.
Julius Aurelius Oggâ alias Seleukos: 254 AD, CIS 3934=Inv 111, 14, aTpaTITry1aavTaJ.
Ogei1i1: 199 AD, InvX, 44, bstitgwn - KT T(iV vo1.td&ov aTpaTTy(aç.
Julius Aurelius Malkfl: mx, 115, b'artgwt' dy qlny - aTpa'r11EyTaavTa TT1

KoXu)vdac].
Julius Aurelius Nablizabad: 262 AD, CIS 3939=Jnv III, 10, 'sçrg' dy qlny - crrpaTTry?c

TTc XaIlTTpOTaTic KoXu)vc{ac.
[Julius Aurelius Seibâj: 224(225 AD, mv 111,5, aTp Ti7OlVTu)V, 'in the generalship'.
[Wahballat}: 224/225 AD, mv lii, 5, aTp4rrlyolvm)v.
Julius Aurelius Septimius Worôd: 260 AD ca., mv 111,3, aTpa[T1ryoL TT

Xa lI ]TT pOTóTTlc [K ]oX 4v]daç; 266 AD, mv 111,7, aTP(XT1)/TiaaVTa.
Yarhai: Starcky, Syria 40(1963)48-55.
Julius Aurelius Zabdilah: 242/243 AD, CIS 3932=Inv III, 22, 'strtg lqlny' -

YT paT1yT)øavTa.
ZebId& 98 AD, Salar, Sumer 20(1964)13 no.1, bstitgwth - aTpaaav'ra.
Julius Aurelius [...]: 260 AD Ca., mv 111,3, (YTPaITTrYO1 TTc Xa1I]TrpoTdTTS

[K]oAui[vjdaç
PN: 193 AD, mv X, 85, [aTpa'rTryi]aavTa.

TRIBUNUS - xiXiapxov

In the Republican army they were the senior officers of the legions. Elected by the people

they ranked as magistrates, and six were assigned to each legion. They were attached

directly to the legion.

On this Greek loan-word see, Rosenthal, Sprache , p.34 n.4 and 91; DNWSJ 87.
Cf. H. Ingholt, Syria 13(1932) 278-289; Tadmorea 1,4 and ID, 19, etc.
M. Gawlikowski, Syria 60(1983)67 says that it is not clear whether Aelius BÔrT was a duovir of the

colony or his was a temporary charge.
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M. Acilius Athenodôros: mx, 108, xaXapxov X€ytüvoç 1.' 4pcTrlvaIac Ka.
XcthapXov aTrE{plc a' OXii{aç rIETpauac; InvX, 109, XCiX(apxov
AE7UUV0ç t' 4pcTTvoiac Kai Xci?JapXov cJTrdpTc a' OiIX]Triiac
llcTpa1wiS7.

Frontonius: mv X, 25, praef(ecto) coh(ortis).

Tiberius Claudius: InvX, 128, x€tXapxov Acyuvoc KKat&KóT11S cIXaoufaç
cIpI1Tc.

VARIOUS

COOK

Zabbal: Ingholt, Syria 7(1926) 128-141, dy hw' 1 bt dwcP 'chief of the kitchen'.

PHYSICIAN

Male: CIS 4513, sy'.
MLQ: 243 AD, mv XII, 45, 'sy' gwy'.
Nftrbel: Ingholt, Berytus 5(1938) 120-124 no.!, 'sy'.
Nürbel: Ingholt, Berytus 2(1935) 90-9! no.1=Inv VIII, 60, 'sy'.

SCRIBE

J. Aurelius YedIbel alias Mezzabbanâ: 214 AD, Ingholt, MUSJ 38 (1962)106, ''lt ktb
ydy 'I have lent the writing of my hand'.

SCULPTOR

Holaif'i: 62 AD, REP 159, [g]Iwp'.
Yarhai: (2)13 AD, CIS 3974, glwp'.
PN: InvX, 110, glwpl'l.

PEOPLE AND PROFESSIONS

M.E MARCIANUS ASKLEPIADES

He was senator of Antioch and tax collector in 161 AD (InvX, 29).

BOLAL - BOLANOS

He was administrator of the Spring Efca and symposiarch in 162 AD (REP 126; see the

Mattâ family no.55).

B1HA

See Da browa, Legio X Fretensis, p. 73-74 no.11. He belongs to the Sergia tnbe which included Roman
citizens who obtained their civitas Romana from Hadnan, cf. H. Devijver. BAPJS 297.1(1986) 179, 185
and 189.
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He was administrator of the Spring Efca in 205 AD and symposiarch (RSP 127 and RTP

33). He also built a building, the pool and the external wall of the Spring Efca (see the

Haurnal family no.49).

0. VIBIUS CELER

He was prefect of the ala stationed at Palmyra and synedros (mv IX, 23).

SEPTIMIUS HADDUDAN

He was senator and symposiarch of the priests of Bet. His charge lasted for two years

272-273 AD (mv IX, 28; see the Haddâ family no.102).

MALE AGRIPPA

He belongs to the Maziyân tribe. In 130/131 AD, he built the temples of BaalshamIn,

Dürahlôn and the Gad of Benê YedIthel. This implies he was symposiarch or priest. In

the same year he also was secretary for the second time (CJS 3959=Inv I, 2=BS 44; see

the Racai family no.26).

M. ULPIUS MALKU

His Sons belong to the Sergia tribe and he accomplished the three equestrian militias (mv

IX, 24; see the M. Ulpius Malk1 family no.568).

JUUUS AURELIUS MALKU

He was strategos of the colony and agoranomos in the 3rd c. AD (mv X, 115; see the

NabfIlâ family no.! 17). Septimius Worôd in 266 AD and another person whose name is

lost held the same charges in 193 AD (InvX, 85).

SC$ADU

He was at the head of an army in the Palmyrene territory and he was also chief of the

Palmyrene community in the Parthian territory. He also was synodiarch over a period of

ten years and 17 statues honour him. His brother Nesâ was a synodiarch and his uncle

was a symposiarch of the priests of Bet (see the Taimam family, no.232).

TIBERIUS CLAUDIUS

Cf. M. Gawlikowski, Syria 60(1983) 64.
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In 150 AD he was prefect of the cohort I Augustae Thracum equitatae, tribunus of the

legion XVI Flaviae Firmae, prefect of the ala I Ulpiae dromedariorum Palmyrenorum

(InvX, 128).

SEP11 MIUS WOROD

His career is one of the best attested. In 258/259 AD, he was senator of Palmyra and

belonged to the equestrian rank (CIS 3937=Inv III, 12); in 262 AD he was Imperial

procurator ducenarios (mv III, 10 11); from 265 AD to 267 he was Imperial procurator

ducenarios and argapet and he also held office of chief of caravan, strategos, agoranomos

and symposiarch (mv III, 6-9).

M. ULPIUS YARHA!

He belonged to the Sergia tribe and he is best known as chief and protector of caravans.

In eight inscriptions he is honoured by caravans. We do not know exactly his position but

his services might have been of financial and diplomatic type. His brother M.U. Abgar

and his son Abgar are also mentioned as heads of caravans (see the Abgar family no.129).

YARHIBOLA'2

He belonged to the 'Agrfld tribe. He was symposiarch and president of the Senate (mv X,

59 and RTP 763; see the AabI family no.44).

JUUUS AURELIUS ZENOBIOS ZABDILAFI

He was strategos in 229 AD and agoranomos in 242/243 AD (CIS 3932=Inv III, 22; see

the Qasmâ family no.50).

About Worôd and his career, see M Rostovizeff and C.B. Welles, Yak Classical StudLes 2(1931) 55,
note 72; H. Ingholt, &rylus 3 (1936) 93; A. Alfoldi, &rytus 5(1938) 81; A. Mancq, Syria 35(1958 331;
H. Seyng, AAS 13 (1963) 166-167; D. Schiumberger, Syria 49(1972)339-341 and Milik, p. 268-269.
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CONCLUSIONS

A prosopography of Palmyra has been for long time a desideratum, because of the large

quantity of epigraphical material available and the abundance of onomastic data in the

inscriptions.

The texts, although basically stereotyped, reveal four centuries of history of the

oasis and of the people who populated it, who they were and what they did. Written

records are the main source of information through which a wider picture of the social

structure of Palmyra can be obtained.

The main category of the records is represented by inscriptions of funerary type.

A large number of funerary towers and hypogea excavated in the area around Palmyra

has preserved witnesses of the history of whole families. The knowledge of the origin of

texts and sculptures coming from the same tomb facilitated the identification of familial

groups, although we know with certainty that these 'houses of eternity' were not kept for

the exclusive use of a single family. Very often, only one portion of the tomb belonged

to the builder's family, the rest being sold to others. Each fami y was normally confined

to one chamber. The building of a tomb constituted an important moment in the life of a

person, this showing the care they had for afterlife matters. Thus, the texts carefully

record the name of the builder, of his ancestors and relatives as well as the time of

building. The date of death is, on the contrary, rarely known. Few inscriptions record

the age at the time of death and only two examples can be cited of funerary inscriptions

providing both the date of birth and the age of death.

A second category of records is represented by honorary texts where

knowledgeable people were honoured with statues, either by the Senate and People or the

caravanmen and the tradesmen, for their actions and fcc having contributed to the welfare

of the city. This type of inscription is usually dated.

The third category is also quite numerous and it is represented by dedications

made to and by the gods. This is a feature characteristic to Palmyra where not only
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people thank the gods for their help and mercy but also the gods themselves take an active

role in the life of the Palmyrenes. In 64 AD, a member of the YedIcbel family (no.25) is

honoured by the goddess Allat, with the erection of a statue, because of his constructions

and offerings. In the case of building of temples for the deities, the texts are dated.

Palmyra as an urban centre was a creation which did not go back beyond the first

century BC. The place had certainly existed since there are very ancient records referring

to the city centuries before. The earliest known Palmyrene inscription dates from 44 BC

and records the erection of a statue by the priests of Bel (mv XI, 100). The text comes

from the temple of Bet dedicated in 32 AD, but it seems clear that an earlier temple

already occupied the site. Moreover two Palmyrenes at Dura Europos erected a temple of

Bel and Yarhibôl as early as 32 BC (ID 1). The earliest of the several sepulchral

inscriptions belongs to 12 BC and records the construction of a tomb (RSP 164). The

most important document of this period is an honorary inscription, dating 21 AD, that

records the erection of a statue to Haa (see the homonymous family, no.6) by two

Palmyrenes tribes, the Komarê and the Mattabôl tribes, 'because he made peace between

them' (CIS 3915). This reference reinforces the idea of Palmyra constituted, at this time,

by several separate tribes. It is only in the second century that we find evidence of 'the

four tribes of the city', each attached to its own sanctuary (see Chapter II).

The social structure of Palmyra is substantially constituted by tribes which are

counted to the number of fourteen and they namely are: the Agrt1d, the cAttar, the

Gaddibôl, the Hatrai, the Kohennabü, the Komaré, the MGRT-Magerenon, the

Maziyân, the Mattabôl, the MIta, the SMR['/Y?], the Zablid and the Zimrâ tribes. The

designation of tribe is already found in the first century BC; it becomes rare in the first

half of the second century AD and it disappears in the third century AD. The AgrQd tribe

is attested in 81 AD and two families are part of it. The Attar tribe is mentioned only

once; the year is 179 AD and it includes one family. The Gaddibôl tribe goes from 32

BC to 108 AD with one family attested. One family is member of the Hatrai tribe and the

date is 128 AD. The tribe of the 'priest of NabQ' is the oldest tribe being attested from 44

BC to 50 AD, but unfortunately no families can be counted in it. The Komarê tribe

counts seven families and the span of time is from 4 BC to 198 AD. To the not vocalized
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KNBT tribe belongs the Baa family (see above family no. 13) and the date is 33 AD.

The MGRT-Magerenon is attested from 59 to 85 AD and comprises two families. The

MItâ tribe includes five family groups going from 9 BC to 84 AD. The largest and best

known tribe is the Maziyân one with thirteen families and the time is from 82 AD to

103/104 AD. The Mattabôl tribe is attested over a long period of time that goes from 9

AD to 279/280 AD and this is the latest record concerning a tribe. Ten families are its

members. Finally we find the SMR['fY?] tribe mentioted in only one undated

inscription.

The Palmyrene tribes are numerous but they are tot the only ones present in the

oasis. Three Roman tribes find place in the inscriptions, the Claudia, the Fabia and the

Sergia tribes (the Claudia tribe refers to the tribe of Nero or Claudius; the Fabia tribe must

be the tribe of Augustus or Caligula and it represents the oltiest Roman citizenship; the

Sergia tribe is the tribe of Emperor Hadrian). One date is available for the Claudia tribe

which is 79/80 AD. The Fabia tribe is recorded only once, in 108 AD. All the texts

regarding the Sergia tribe are undated. These Roman tribes are treated in the inscriptions

following the model of Latin inscriptions; they are, with the only exception of the phylê

Claudia, never introduced by the Palmyrene term for 'tribe', that is phd They were most

probably honorary titles either given to citizens who distinguished themselves for military

and commercial reasons or they simply referred to the Roman citizenship given for the

same reasons.

A further social grouping is represented by a long list of anthroponyms introduced

by the word bny 'sons'. They are mainly and largely attested in the tesserae. The

tesserae were clay jettons of small dimensions used for the entry to banquets given in

honour of deities. For long time all these Benê were regarded as tribes and it was thank

to M. Gawlikowski and J.T. Milik that a distinction was made between real tribes

(phily') and these Benê who should be considered as ccl1ective designation groups,

possibly representing fractions of tribes or of extended families. In the inscriptions and

in the tesserae they act as representative of a whole family group giving honours to

members of the family or offering banquets to their gods.
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The work of reconstruction of social and familial relations was the most difficu t

and painstaking task to be carried out in this type of research.

While a tribe includes several families which may or may not share a common

ancestor, a family is a group of people sharing the same ancestor. The smallest family

group can be found in the simplest relation of kinship 'X son of Y'. This is enough to

establish that between two individuals there is some kind of relation. In a laconic

epigraphic context, it is natural to turn one's attention to the main source of information,

that is to onomastics and to onomastic formulas. The understanding of the onomastic

system implies also the understanding of the system of relations. The single person gains

importance from his relation with his father, with his grandfather, with his ancestor or

with his tribe.

The familial background of an individual can be traced back up to the 7th

generation (CIS 3914,4130 and BS 60, etc.). This is as far as the inscriptions record at

Palmyra. Unfortunately, there are only few texts so generous in data. Most of

inscriptions record families consisting of three to five generations. It is from foundation

texts that a more detailed picture of families can be obtained. A total of 606 familial

groups has been identified at PalmyTa. At least 135 families are attested in funerary

contexts. With no doubts more families come from tombs but many of the inscriptions

attesting them have been found in different contexts from the original ones so that it is

impossible to know their origin. It has not been possible to reduce the number of

families although originally they must have been less than the ones identified. The lack

of specific archaeological evidence gives no support to establish a relation amongst

people. Sculptural and paleograpluc evidence can mainly be used for chronological

reasons. Furthermore, the great number of homonyms does not facilitate the work of

identification of individuals; it is possible to find the same name and genealogy refemng

to two different people and in that case only the portraits can be of some help. Finally

many families are attested in the above mentioned tesserae which have a stereotyped

imagery consisting in symbols of the gods, animals and people most often with the

priestly headdress lying under a vineyard. Their bulk is undated and only occasionally

the people attested can be attached to a specific group.
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In spite of some difficulties, we have been able to reconstruct families up to the

12th generation like the Arâ family (see above no.47) and the YedIcbel family (see above

no.2 1); the first going back to ca. 40 BC and the second to Ca. 150 BC. These are not

the only ones that can refer back to the first century BC. The oldest family groups

attested at Palmyra belong to tribes: the Atehzâ family of the Zabild tribe goes back to Ca.

120 BC (see above no.2), the AbbanIt family of the Zimrâ tnbe goes back to Ca. 80 BC

(see above no.4), the Baa family of the KNBT tribe goes back to ca. 100 BC (see above

no.13) and the Auai family of the MIta tribe to Ca. 110 BC (see above no.16), etc.

There is no doubt that these families constituted the heart of the population at the

origin of the oasis itself and of its development. It also should be noted that the use of

the gentilic tdmry "Palmyrene' is limited to members of families inscribed within tribes.

This self-definition was used by the bearer to point out an autochthonous origin (see also

Chapter II, note 49). The use of the gentilic is not attested later than the first century AD.

The fact that the tribal designation rarefies in the second century AD and the

gentilic designation cannot be found later than the first century AD testify that significant

changes have occurred in the social structure of the city between the first and the second

century AD. The first and the second centuries are also the time when the commercial

exchanges with the East intensify and newcomers must have settled at Palmyra.

Looking at the names of the tribes, it can be seen that at least two of them have a

local origin since they bear a good Palmyrene type of name: the Gaddibôl and the

Mattabôl tribes, where the theophorous element is represented by the local deity BôI. The

Zabüd, the Komarê and the Zimrâ tribes bear pure Aramaic names whilst the Maziyan

tribe is with certainty of Arabic origin. The I-Iatrai tribe must also represent a foreign

tribe at Palmyra being its meaning 'the sons of the Hatraean'. Regarding the names of

old families inscribed within tribes, two are of Persian ongin: the Firmôn and the Bagesft

families. All the other family names may be derived either from Arabic or from Aramaic

in the same proportion.

The second and third century AD represent a period in which we find the main

auestations of offices and professions. The number of categories is limited to five:
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magistrates, public administration, commercial and economic organisation, religious and

military officials.

In the magistrates section a strong influence of Greek and Latin administrative

terminology can be noticed with the exception of two terms, argapet and king of kings,

which are two Persian titles. Some scholars see in the adoption of loan-words in office

holding and in the intrusion of Greek and Latin nomenclature alongside Palmyrene, as

well as in the spread of Roman citizenship, a gradual evolution of Palmyra towards the

structure of a Greek city.

With regard to the commercial charges, these together with the religious ones

represent the structure of what constituted the Palmyrene society: the care for the caravan

trade and the great care of cults and buildings dedicated to the several gods of the city.

There is not evidence as to whether the Palmyrene long-distance trade had already

begun in the first century BC. The honorary inscriptions provide the first documentary

evidence for the trade activity with Babylon and more generally record the trade activity

itself. A Palmyrene text dated to 24 AD records that a statue has been erected by 'all the

merchants who are in the city of Babylon'. This is the first of several inscriptions

reflecting Palmyrene trade with places in the Parthian and Persian empires.

The Palmyrene trade was directed to the middle Euphrates and then down to the

river to Vologaesias, and to Spasinou Charax in Mesene on the Persian Gulf. Seleucia

on the Tigris is also mentioned once in 19 AD and Babylon in 24 AD (CIS 3924 and mv

IX, 1). From the Gulf the Palmyrenes sailed as far as 'Scythia', that is north-west India

(mv X, 96). The caravans were used to cross the steppe to the Euphrates and the

relations between the caravans and the nomads were of diplomatic, economic and military

nature. One Palmyrene went to king Worôd in Elymais on an embassy and another was

satrap for Meherdate, king of Spasinou Charax (mv X, 38). We also find a great numba

of honorary inscriptions where the members of caravans often honour the magnates of

Palmyra for their help and assistance in situations of need and danger (mv Ill, 13 and mv

X, 44). Moreover Palmyrenes not only travelled by land and sea, but also they were

established n the cities where they had emporiums, in Babylon, Spasinou Charax,
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Vologaesias and Coptos. The latest inscriptions on caravan trade are of 247 AD (mv III,

21), 257/258 AD (mv III, 13) and Ca. 260 AD (mv III, 7).

A picture of the religious organisation of Palmyra suffers from the lack of

Palmyrene liturgical or literary texts. The inscriptions limit themselves to record a long

list of priests, symposiarches and to the mention of different colleges attached to the cult

of a specific deity. Colleges of priests or single priests as we I as common people were

responsible for the construction of sanctuaries. The oldest record is dated to 6 BC,

'Ogeilil son of Yarhai of the Ayda'an family (see under the Komarê tribe, no.8) is

honoured because of his generosity and contribution to the buildings of the gods HertA,

Nanai and Reef. In 11 AD, Wahballat of the YedIbeI family (no.21, of the Ma'aziyãn

tribe) carries out a ritual of purification in his family tomb before the construction of the

temple of BaalshamIn started. The temple of BaalshamIn is mentioned again in 130/131

AD, when Male Agrippa of the Raai family (no.26, of the Maaziyân tribe) built a place

of cult for BaalshamIn, DIfrahlôn and the Gad of the Bené YedI'bcl. A temple of Bel was

built in Babylon in 24 AD and Malkfi of the Haa family (see no.6, of the Komarê tribe)

received honours from the tradesmen because he contributed to its construction. In 32

AD, a temple dedicated to the gods Bet, Yarhibôl and 'Aglibôl is built by a priest of the

Sakaibel family (no.10, of the Komarê tribe). In the same year, a member of the

Gaddibôl tribe offered a temple to Bet and Yarhibôl at Dura-Europos. Other

constructions of temples are attested outside the oasis. The Benê Gaddibôl are mentioned

a second time in a text where they erect a statue in honour of a certain Aqqaih who

contributed to the erection of cultual buildings at Palmyra and Vologaesias in 108 AD. At

Seleucia on the Tigris, YedIbet of the Barakai family (see no.34, of the Mattabôl tribe) is

honoured by the Palmyrene and Greek tradesmen because he had contributed to the

construction of the temple of Bel in 17-19 AD. At the end of the second century two

more temples were built two brothers of the MGRT tribe offered in 85 AD a sanctuary to

Samas (see the Abdibel family, no.15) and two people respectively of the 'Arimâ and

AabI families built a temple to Belhamôn and Manawat on the Jebel Muntar in 89 AD

(see no.44 and 45, of the AgriId tribe).
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To the temples mentioned above the temples of Allat, Arsü and Nabui have to be

added for which no records of foundation are left but only archaeological evidence. The

presence of so many cults and deities, and the different origin of the gods (Babylonian,

Phoenician, Arabic and local) show the great ability of syncretism of the Palmyrenes and

reflects the multi-ethnicity of the oasis itself where populations from Mesopotamia,

Persia, Arabia and possibly Syria mingled and cohabited.

Regarding the military organisation, there are good evidence for Palmyrenes

serving in the Roman army in the second century. They have contributed to the auxiliary

forces of the Imperial army. They are attested in Rome (CIS 3902), at South Shield in

Britain (CIS 3901), a unit of Palmyrene archers is attested at Porolissum in Dacia (mv X,

79 and CIS 3906) and in Numidia (CIS 3908). Palmyrene archers were also stationed at

Dura (II) 19). The inscriptions reveal a long list of alas, cohorts and legions present at

Palmyra and in Syria and more generally in the middle-eastern area. One Palmyrene is

honoured by his sons because he accomplished with distinction the three equestrian

militias (mv IX, 24; see the Malkui family, no.568), but many otheis distinguished

themselves in the army.

The tribal organisation, the evolution of the Palmyrenes into a collectivity with a

municipal organisation, the successful and well-organized trade with the East, the

specialized body of the archers, and finally the number of gods worshipped are elements

that show the multiplicity and the complexity of the Palmyrene society.

Despite the vastness of data collected and analysed, a study of the type is nothing

else than a preliminary survey of the Palmyrene society, from a historical and socio-

linguistic point of view. Nonetheless one needs to point out that a prosopography of

Palmyra of such breadth has never been approached before. We hope to have laid a

stepping stone towards a comprehensive historical knowledge of Palmyra.
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